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STRUCTURED SINGULAR MANIFOLDS
AND FACTORIZATION HOMOLOGY
DAVID AYALA, JOHN FRANCIS, AND HIRO LEE TANAKA
Abstract. We provide a framework for the study of structured manifolds with singularities and
their locally determined invariants. This generalizes factorization homology, or topological chiral
homology, to the setting of singular manifolds equipped with various tangential structures. Exam-
ples of such factorization homology theories include intersection homology, compactly supported
stratified mapping spaces, and Hochschild homology with coefficients. Factorization homology
theories for singular manifolds are characterized by a generalization of the Eilenberg-Steenrod
axioms. Using these axioms, we extend the nonabelian Poincare´ duality of Salvatore and Lurie to
the setting of singular manifolds – this is a nonabelian version of the Poincare´ duality given by
intersection homology. We pay special attention to the simple case of singular manifolds whose
singularity datum is a properly embedded submanifold and give a further simplified algebraic
characterization of these homology theories. In the case of 3-manifolds with 1-dimensional sub-
manifolds, this structure gives rise to knot and link homology theories akin to Khovanov homology.
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1. Introduction
In this work, we develop a framework for the study of manifolds with singularities and their
locally determined invariants. We propose a new definition for a structured singular manifold
suitable for such applications, and we study those invariants which adhere to strong conditions
on naturality and locality. That is, we study covariant assignments from such singular manifolds
to other categories, such as chain complexes, satisfying a locality condition, by which the global
values on a manifold are determined by the local values. This leads to a notion of factorization
homology for structured singular manifolds, satisfying a monoidal generalization of excision for
usual homology, and a characterization of factorization homology as a monoidal generalization of
the usual Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for usual homology. As such, this work specializes to give the
results of [F2] in the case of ordinary smooth manifolds.
One motivation for this study is related to the Atiyah-Segal axiomatic approach to topological
quantum field theory, in which one restricts to compact manifolds, possibly with boundary. In
examples coming from physics, however, it is frequently possible to define a quantum field theory on
noncompact manifolds, such as Euclidean space. Given a quantum field theory – perhaps defined
by a choice of Lagrangian – and two candidate physical spaces M and M ′, where M is realized as a
submanifold ofM ′, the field theories onM andM ′ can enjoy a relation: a field can be restricted from
M ′ to M , and, dually, an observable on M can extend (by zero) to M ′. If one only considers closed
and connected manifolds, then embeddings are quite restricted, M must be equal to M ′, and the
consequent mathematical structure is that the appropriate symmetry group of M should act on the
fields/observables on M . Alternately, allowing for observables on not necessarily closed manifolds
gives further mathematical structure, because then not all embeddings are equivalences, and this
is one motivation for the theory of factorization homology, – or topological chiral homology after
Lurie [Lu2], Beilinson-Drinfeld [BD], and Segal [Se2] – as well as the Costello-Gwilliammathematical
formalism for the observables of a perturbative quantum field theory.
Much of the theory of topological quantum field theories extends to allow for manifolds with
singularities. In particular, Lurie outlines a generalization of the Baez-Dolan cobordism hypothesis
for manifolds with singularities in [Lu3]. Roughly speaking, this states that if one has a field
theory Bordn → C and one wishes to extend it to a field theory allowing for manifolds with certain
prescribed k-dimensional singularities C(N), the cone on a (k−1)-manifold, then such an extension
is equivalent to freely prescribing the morphism in the loop space Ωk−1C to which the manifold C(N)
should be assigned. This is closely related to the result in the Baas-Sullivan cobordism theories of
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manifold with singularities [Ba], in which allowing cones on certain manifolds effects the quotient
of the cobordism ring by the associated ideal generated by the selected manifold.
This begs the question of what theory should result if one allows for noncompact manifolds with
singularities, where one can again push-forward observables along embeddings or, likewise, restrict
fields. In other words, what is the theory of factorization homology for singular manifolds? A
requisite first step is to clarify exactly what an embedding of singular manifolds is, and what a
continuous family of such embeddings is. Two of the basic concepts that determine the nature of
smooth manifold topology are of an isotopy of embeddings and of a smooth family of manifolds.
In particular, one can define topological spaces Emb(M,N) and Sub(M,N) of embeddings and
submersions whose homotopy types reflect the smooth topology of M and N in a significant way;
this is in the contrast with the space of all smooth maps Map(M,N), the homotopy type of which is
a homotopy invariant of M and N . E.g., the study of the homotopy type of Emb(S1,R3) is exactly
knot theory, while the homotopy type of Map(S1,R3) ≃ ∗ is trivial.
The first and foundational step in our paper is therefore to build into the theory of manifolds
with singularities the same structure, where there is a natural space of embeddings between singular
manifolds, as well as a notion of a smooth family of singular manifolds parametrized by some other
singular manifold. In fact, we do much more. We define a topological category Snglrn (Terminol-
ogy 2.5) of singular n-manifolds whose mapping spaces are given by suitable spaces of stratified
embeddings; our construction of this category of singular manifolds is iterative, and is very sim-
ilar to Goresky and MacPherson’s definition of stratified spaces, see [GM2], in terms of iterated
cones of stratified spaces of lower dimension. We then prove a number of fundamental features
of these manifolds: Theorem 2.38, that singular manifolds with a finite atlas have a finite open
handle presentation; Theorem 6.32, that singular premanifolds are equivalent to singular manifolds,
and thus all local homological invariants can be calculated from an atlas which is not maximal. In
order to establish these results, we develop in conjunction other parallel elements from the theory
of manifolds, including a theory of tangent bundles for singular manifolds fitted to our applications,
partitions of unity, and vector fields and their flows.
With this setup in hand, one can then study the axiomatics of the local invariants afforded by
factorization homology. These factorization homology theories have a characterization similar to
that of Lurie in the cobordism hypothesis or of Baas-Sullivan in the cobordism ring of manifolds
with singularities. Namely, to give a homology theory for manifolds with singularities it is suffi-
cient to define the values of the theory for just the most basic types of open manifolds – Rn, an
independent selection of value for each allowed type of singularity. There is then an equivalence
between these homology theories for singular manifolds and the associated singular n-disk algebras,
which generalize the En-algebras of Boardman and Vogt [BoVo]. More precisely, let Bscn be the
full subcollection of basic singularities in Snglrn; i.e., Bscn is the smallest collection such that every
point in a singular n-manifold has an open neighborhood isomorphic to an object in Bscn. Taking
disjoint unions of these basic singularities generates an ∞-operad Disk(Bscn). Fix C⊗ a symmetric
monoidal quasi-category satisfying a minor technical condition. We prove:
Theorem 1.1. There is an equivalence∫
: AlgDisk(Bscn)(C
⊗)⇆ H(Snglrn, C
⊗) : ρ
between algebras for Disk(Bscn) and C⊗-valued homology theories for singular n-manifolds. The
right adjoint is restriction and the left adjoint is factorization homology.
The proof of this result makes use of the entire apparatus of singular manifold theory built
herein. The essential method of the proof is by induction on a handle-type decomposition, and so
we require the existence of such decompositions for singular manifolds – the nonsingular version
being a theorem of Smale based on Morse theory – which is provided by Theorem 2.38. Another
essential ingredient in describing factorization homology is a push-forward formula: given a stratified
fiber bundle F :M → N , the factorization homology
∫
M
A is equivalent to a factorization homology
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of N with coefficients in a new algebra, F∗A. This result is an immediate consequence of the
equivalence between singular premanifolds and singular manifolds (Theorem 6.32), by making use
of the non-maximal atlas on M associated to the map F .
A virtue of Theorem 1.1 is that the axioms for a homology theory are often easy to check, and,
consequently, the theorem is often easy to apply. For instance, this result allows for the generalization
of Salvatore and Lurie’s nonabelian Poincare´ duality to singular manifolds. For simplicity, we give
a more restrictive version of our general result.
Theorem 1.2. Let M a stratified singular n-manifold, and A a stratified pointed space with n
strata, where the ith stratum is i-connective for each i. There is an equivalence
Mapc(M,A) ≃
∫
M
ρ∗A
between the space of compactly-supported stratum-preserving maps and the factorization homology
of M with coefficients in the Bscn-algebra associated to A.
Our result, Theorem 4.12, is even more general: instead of a mapping space, one can consider
a local system of spaces, again subject to certain connectivity conditions, and the cohomology of
this local system (which is the space of the compactly supported global sections) is calculated by
factorization homology. This recovers usual Poincare´ duality by taking the local system to be that of
maps into an Eilenberg-MacLane space. Factorization homology on a nonsingular manifold is built
from configuration spaces, and thus nonabelian Poincare´ duality is very close to the configuration
space models of mapping spaces studied by Segal [Se1], May [May], McDuff [Mc], Bo¨edigheimer [Bo¨],
and others. Intuitively, the preceding theorem allows such models to extend to describe mapping
spaces in which the source is not a manifold per se. At the same time, this result generalizes the
Poincare´ duality of intersection cohomology, in that one such local system on a singular manifold is
given by Ω∞IC∗c , the underlying space of compactly supported intersection cochains for a fixed choice
of perversity p. The theory of factorization homology of manifolds with singularities developed in this
paper can thus be thought of as bearing the same relation to intersection homology as factorization
homology bears to ordinary homology.
Theorem 1.1 has a very interesting generalization in which one considers only a restricted class
of singularity types together with specified tangential data. That is, instead of allowing singular n-
manifolds with all possible singularities in Bscn, one can choose a select list of allowable singularities.
Further, one can add extra tangential structure, such as an orientation or framing, along and
connecting the strata. We call such data a category of basic opens, and given such data B, one can
form Mfld(B), the collection of manifolds modeled on B. While the theory of tangential structures
on ordinary manifolds is a theory of O(n)-spaces, or spaces over BO(n), the theory of tangential
structures on singular manifolds is substantially richer – it is indexed by Bscn, the category of n-
dimensional singularity types, which in particular has non-invertible morphisms. Here is a brief list
of examples of B-manifolds for various B.
• Ordinary smooth n-manifolds, possibly equipped with a familiar tangential structure such
as an orientation, a map to a fixed space Z, or a framing.
• Smooth n-manifolds with boundary, possibly equipped with a tangential structure on the
boundary, a tangential structure on the interior, and a map of tangential structures in
a neighborhood of the boundary – in familiar cases, this map is an identity map. More
generally, n-manifolds with corners, possibly equipped with compatible tangential structures
on the boundary strata.
• “Defects” – which is to say properly embedded k-submanifolds of ordinary n-manifolds,
possibly equipped with a tangential structure such as a framing of the ambient manifold
together with a splitting of the framing along the submanifold, or a foliation of the ambient
manifold for which the submanifold is contained in a leaf. Relatedly there is “interacting
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defects” – which is to say n-manifolds together with a pair of properly embedded subman-
ifolds which intersect in a prescribed manner, such as transversely, perhaps equipped with
a coloring of the intersection locus by elements of a prescribed set of colors.
• Graphs all of whose valences are, say, 1491, possibly with an orientation of the edges and
the requirement that at most one-third of the edges at each vertex point outward.
• Oriented nodal surfaces, possibly marked.
We prove the following:
Theorem 1.3. There is an equivalence between C⊗-valued homology theories for n-manifolds mod-
eled on B and algebras for B ∫
: AlgDisk(B)(C
⊗)⇆ H(Mfld(B), C⊗) : ρ
in which the right adjoint is restriction and the left adjoint is factorization homology.
This result has the following direct connection with extended topological field theories. Specif-
ically, the set of equivalence classes of homology theories H(Mfldn, C⊗) is naturally equivalent to
the set of equivalences classes of extended topological field theories valued in Alg(n)(C
⊗). Let
us make this statement more explicit. Here Alg(n)(C
⊗) the is a higher Morita-type symmetric
monoidal (∞, n)-category heuristically defined inductively by setting the objects to be framed n-
disk algebras and the (∞, n − 1)-category of morphisms between A and B to be Alg(n)(A,B) :=
Alg(n−1)
(
BimodA,B(C⊗)
)
, with composition given by tensor product over common n-disk algebras,
and with symmetric monoidal structure given by tensor product of n-disk algebras. For a category
X , let X∼ denote the underlying groupoid, in which noninvertible morphisms have been discarded.
We have the following commutative diagram:
AlgDiskn(C
⊗)∼

//
(
Alg(n)(C
⊗)∼
)O(n)

H(Mfldn, C⊗)∼ // Fun
⊗(Bordn,Alg(n)(C
⊗))
The bottom horizontal functor H(Mfldn, C⊗)∼ → Fun
⊗(Bordn,Alg(n)(C
⊗)) assigns to a homology
theory F the extended topological field theory ZF whose value on a compact (n−k)-manifold (with
corners)M is the k-disk algebra ZF (M) := F
(
Rk×
◦
M
)
where
◦
M is the interior ofM and this value
is regarded as a k-disk algebra using the Euclidean coordinate together with the functoriality of
F . A similar picture relating homology theories for singular B-manifolds with topological quantum
field theories defined on BordB, the bordism (∞, n)-category of compact singular (n− k)-manifolds
equipped with B-structure.
The assignments above express every such extended topological field theory as arising from
factorization homology. This is a consequence of features of the other three functors: the left
vertical functor is an equivalence by the n-disk algebra characterization of homology theories
of [F2] and Theorem 1.1; the right vertical functor is an equivalence by the cobordism hypothe-
sis [Lu3] whose proof is outlined by Lurie building on earlier work with Hopkins; the top horizon-
tal functor being surjective follows directly from the definition of Alg(n)(C
⊗) and the equivalence
AlgDiskn(C
⊗) ≃ AlgDiskfrn(C
⊗)O(n). Thus, for field theories valued in this particular but familiar higher
Morita category, our theorem has the virtue of offering a simpler approach to extended topological
field theories, an approach which avoids any discussion of (∞, n)-categories and functors between
them.
The homology theory also offers more data in an immediately accessible manner, since one can
evaluate a homology theory on noncompact n-manifolds and embeddings, whereas the corresponding
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extension of a field theory to allow this extra functoriality is far from apparent. One also has non-
invertible natural transformations of homology theories, while all natural transformations between
extended field theories are equivalences.
Theorem 1.3 is a useful generalization of Theorem 1.2 because one might desire a very simple
local structure such as nested defects which are not true singularities. The most basic examples of
such are manifolds with boundary or manifolds with a submanifold of fixed dimension. Let Mfld∂n
be the collection of n-manifolds with boundary and embeddings which preserve boundaries, and let
D∂n be the associated collection of open basics, generated by R
n and Rn−1 ×R≥0. A special case of
the previous theorem is the following.
Corollary 1.4. There is an equivalence∫
: AlgDisk∂n(C
⊗)⇆ H(Mfld∂n, C
⊗) : ρ
between Disk∂n-algebras in C
⊗ and C⊗-valued homology theories for n-manifolds with boundary.
Remark 1.5. A Disk∂n-algebra is essentially an algebra for the Swiss-cheese operad of Voronov [V]
in which one has additional symmetries by the orthogonal groups O(n) and O(n− 1).
For framed n-manifolds with a k-dimensional submanifold with trivialized normal bundle, one
then has the following:
Corollary 1.6. There is an equivalence∫
: AlgDiskfrn,k(C
⊗)⇆ H(Mfldfrn,k, C
⊗) : ρ
between Diskfrn,k-algebras in C
⊗ and C⊗-valued homology theories for framed n-manifolds with a
framed k-dimensional submanifold with trivialized normal bundle. The datum of a Diskfrn,k-algebra
is equivalent to the data of a triple (A,B, a), where A is a Diskfrn-algebra, B is a Disk
fr
k -algebra, and
a :
∫
Sn−k−1 A→ HH
∗
Dfrk
(B) is a map of Diskfrk+1-algebras.
Specializing to the case of 3-manifolds with a 1-dimensional submanifold, i.e., to links, the preced-
ing provides an algebraic structure that gives rise to a link homology theory. To a triple (A,B, f),
where A is a Diskfr3 -algebra, B is an associative algebra, and f : HH∗(A)→ HH
∗(B) is a Diskfr2 -algebra
map, one can then construct a link homology theory, via factorization homology with coefficients in
this triple. This promises to provide a new source of such knot homology theories, similar to Kho-
vanov homology. Khovanov homology itself does not fit into this structure, for a very simple reason:
a subknot of a knot (U,K) ⊂ (U ′,K ′) does not define a map between their Khovanov homologies,
from Kh(U,K) to Kh(U ′,K ′). Link factorization homology theories can be constructed, however,
using the same input as Chern-Simons theory, and these appear to be closely related to Khovanov
homology – these theories will be the subject of another work.
We conclude our introduction with an outline of the contents. In Section 2, we develop a theory
of structured singular n-manifolds suitable for our applications, in particular, defining a suitable
space of embeddings Emb(M,N) between singular n-manifolds; we elaborate on the structure of
singular n-manifolds, covering the notion of a tangential structure and a collar-gluing. In Section 3,
we introduce the notion of homology theory for structured singular n-manifolds and prove a char-
acterization of these homology theories. Section 4 applies this characterization to prove a singular
generalization of nonabelian Poincare´ duality. Section 5 considers other examples of homology the-
ories, focusing on the case of “defects”, which is to say a manifold with a submanifold. Section 6
completes the proof of the homology theory result of Section 3, showing that factorization homology
over the closed interval is calculated by the two-sided bar construction. Section 7 establishes certain
technical features of the theory of singular n-manifolds used in a fundamental way in Sections 2 and
3.
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The reader expressly interested in the theory of factorization homology is encouraged to proceed
directly to Section 2.7 and Section 3, referring back to the earlier parts of Section 2 only as necessary,
and to entirely skip the last section.
1.1. Conventions. In an essential way, the techniques presented are specific to the smooth setting
as opposed to the topological, piecewise linear, or regular settings – the essential technical point
being that in the smooth setting a collection of infinitesimal deformations can be averaged, so that
smooth partitions of unity allow the construction of global vector fields from local ones, the flows
of which give regular neighborhoods (of singular strata strata of singular manifolds), which in turn
lend to handle body decompositions.
Unless the issue is topical, by a topological space we mean a compactly generated Hausdorff topo-
logical space. Throughout, Top denotes the category of (compactly generated Hausdorff) topological
spaces–it is bicomplete. We regard Top as a Cartesian category and thus as self-enriched.
In this work, we make use of both Top-enriched categories as well as the equivalent quasi-category
model of ∞-category theory first developed in depth by Joyal; see [Jo]. In doing so, we will be
deliberate when referring to a Top-enriched category versus a quasi-category, and by a map C→ D
from a Top-enriched category to a quasi-category it will be implicitly understood to mean a map
of quasi-categories N cC → D from the coherent nerve, and likewise by a map D → C it is meant
a map of quasi-categories D → N cC. We will denote by S the quasi-category of Kan complexes,
vertices of which we will also refer to as spaces. We will use the term ‘space’ to denote either a Kan
complex or a topological space – the context will vanquish any ambiguity.
Quasi-category theory, first introduced by Boardman & Vogt in [BoVo] as “weak Kan complexes,”
has been developed in great depth by Lurie in [Lu1] and [Lu2], which serve as our primary refer-
ences; see the first chapter of [Lu1] for an introduction. For all constructions involving categories of
functors, or carrying additional algebraic structure on derived functors, the quasi-category model
offers enormous technical advantages over the stricter model of topological categories. The strictness
of topological categories is occasionally advantageous, however. For instance, the topological cate-
gory of n-manifolds with embeddings can be constructed formally from the topological category of
n-disks, whereas the corresponding quasi-category construction will yield a slightly different result.1
Acknowledgements. We are indebted to Kevin Costello for many conversations and his many
insights which have motivated and informed the greater part of this work. We also thank Jacob
Lurie for illuminating discussions, his inspirational account of topological field theories, and his
substantial contribution to the theory of quasi-categories. JF thanks Alexei Oblomkov for helpful
conversations on knot homology. Finally, we would like to thank the referees for valuable comments.
2. Structured singular manifolds
In this section we develop a theory of singular manifolds in a way commensurable with our
applications. Our development is consistent with that of Baas [Ba] and Sullivan, as well as Goresky
and MacPherson [GM2], and we acknowledge their work for inspiring the constructions to follow. We
also define the notion of structured singular manifolds. Structures on a singular manifold generalize
fiberwise structures on the tangent bundle of a smooth manifold, such as framings. As we will see,
a structure on a singular manifold can be a far more elaborate datum than in the smooth setting.
Remark 2.1. Our account of (structured) singular manifolds is as undistracted as we can manage
for our purposes. For instance, we restrict our attention to a category of singular manifolds in
which morphisms are ‘smooth’ (in an appropriate sense) open embeddings which preserve strata.
In particular, because our techniques avoid it, we do not develop a theory of transversality (Sard’s
theorem) for singular manifolds.
1That is, the quasi-category will instead give a completion M̂fldn of the quasi-category of n-manifolds in which
the mapping spaces Map(M,N) are equivalent to the space of maps Map(EM ,EN ) of presheaves on disks; see §3.2.
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2.1. Smooth manifolds. We begin with a definition of a smooth n-manifold—it is a slight (but
equivalent) variant on the usual definition.
A smooth n-manifold is a pair (M,A) consisting of a second countable Hausdorff topological
space M together with a collection A = {Rn
φ
−→M} of open embeddings which satisfy the following
axioms.
Cover: The collection of images {φ(Rn) | φ ∈ A} is an open cover of M .
Atlas: For each pair φ, ψ ∈ A and p ∈ φ(Rn) ∩ ψ(Rn) there is a diagram of smooth embeddings
Rn
f
←− Rn
g
−→ Rn such that
Rn
g //
f

Rn
ψ

Rn
φ // M
commutes and the image φf(Rn) = ψg(Rn) contains p.
Maximal: Let Rn
φ0
−→ M an open embedding. Suppose for each φ ∈ A and each p ∈ φ0(Rn) ∩ φ(Rn)
there is a diagram of smooth embeddings Rn
f0
←− Rn
f
−→ Rn such that
Rn
f //
f0

Rn
φ

Rn
φ0 // M
commutes and the image φ0f0(Rn) = φf(Rn) contains p. Then φ0 ∈ A.
A smooth embedding f : (M,A) → (M ′,A′) between smooth n-manifolds is a continuous map
f : M → M ′ for which f∗A = {fφ | φ ∈ A} ⊂ A
′. Smooth embeddings are evidently closed under
composition. For M and M ′ smooth n-manifolds, denote by Emb(M,M ′) the topological space of
smooth embeddings M → M ′, topologized with the weak Whitney C∞ topology. We define the
Top-enriched category Mfldn to be the category whose objects are smooth n-manifolds and whose
space of morphisms M →M ′ is the space Emb(M,M ′).
Note that the topology of Emb(M,M ′) is generated by a collection of subsets {MO(M,M ′)}
defined as follows. This collection is indexed by the data of atlas elements φ ∈ AM and φ′ ∈ AM ′ ,
together with an open subset O ⊂ Emb(Rn,Rn) for which for each g ∈ O the closure of the image
g(Rn) ⊂ Rn is compact. Denote MO(M,M ′) = {f | f ◦ φ ∈ φ′∗(O)}.
2.2. Singular manifolds. We now define categories of singular manifolds. Our definition traces
the following paradigm: A singular n-manifold is a second countable Hausdorff topological space
equipped with a maximal atlas by basics (of dimension n). A basic captures the notion of an n-
dimensional singularity type—for instance, a basic is homeomorphic to a space of the form Rn−k ×
CX where X is a compact singular manifold of dimension k−1 and C(−) is the (open) cone. There
is a measure of the complexity of a singularity type, called the depth, and CX has strictly greater
depth than X . Our definition is by induction on this parameter. We refer the reader to §2.3 for
examples.
In what follows, for Z a topological space let O(Z) denote the poset of open subsets of Z ordered
by inclusion. Define the open cone on Z to be the topological space
C(Z) := colim(∗ ← R≤0 × Z → R× Z).
Note in particular that C(∅) is not empty, but is a point. In the case Z 6= ∅, this agrees with the
definition of the cone as the quotient Z × [0,∞)/ ∼, with the equivalence relation (z, 0) ∼ (z′, 0).
Definition 2.2. By induction on −1 ≤ k ≤ n we simultaneously define the following:
• A Top-enriched category Bsc≤n,k and a faithful functor Bsc≤n,k
ι
−→ Top.
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• A Top-enriched category Snglr≤n,k and a faithful functor Snglr≤n,k
ι
−→ Top. Denote the
maximal subgroupoid Snglrc≤n,k ⊂ Snglr≤n,k spanned by those X for which ιX is compact.
We emphasize that every morphism in Snglrc≤n,k is an isomorphism.
• For each j a continuous functor Rj : Bsc≤n,k → Bsc≤n+j,k over Rj ×− : Top→ Top.
• For each j a continuous functor Rj : O(Rj)× Snglr≤n,k → Snglr≤n+j,k over O(R
j)×Top
×
−→
Top. We denote the value Rj
Rj
X simply as RjX .
For all n, define Bsc≤n,−1 = ∅ to be the empty category and Snglr≤n,−1 = {∅} to be the terminal
category over ∅ ∈ Top. The functors Rj and ι are determined.
For k ≥ 0, define Bsc≤n,k as follows:
ob Bsc≤n,k:
obBsc≤n,k = obBsc≤n,k−1
∐
ob Snglrc≤k−1,k−1 .
We denote the object of Bsc≤n,k corresponding to the object X ∈ Snglr
c
≤k−1,k−1 using
the symbol UnX or UX when n is understood. Define
ι : Bsc≤n,k → Top
on objects as U 7→ ιU and UX 7→ Rn−k × C(ιX).
mor Bsc≤n,k: Let X,Y ∈ Snglr
c
≤k−1,k−1 be objects and U, V ∈ Bsc≤n,k−1. Define
Bsc≤n,k(U, V ) = Bsc≤n,k−1(U, V ) ,
Bsc≤n,k(U,UX) = Snglr≤n,k−1(U,R
n−kR>0X) ,
Bsc≤n,k(UX , V ) = ∅ .
The space Bsc≤n,k(UX , UY ) is defined as follows. Consider the space B˜scn,k(UX , UY ) ⊂
Snglr≤n,k−1(R
n−kRX,Rn−kRY )×Emb(Rn−k,Rn−k) consisting of those pairs (f˜ , h) for
which there exists a morphism g ∈ Snglrn−1,k−1(R
n−kX,Rn−kY ) and an isomorphism
g0 ∈ Snglr
c
≤k−1,k−1(X,Y ) which fit into the diagram of topological spaces
ιX
{0,0}×1ιX

g0 // ιY
{h(0),0}×1ιY

Rn−k × R≤0 × ιX
f˜| //

Rn−k × R≤0 × ιY

Rn−k × ιX
g //

Rn−k × ιY

Rn−k
h // Rn−k
where the unlabeled arrows are the standard projections. Consider the closed equiva-
lence relation on B˜scn,k(UX , UY ) by declaring (f˜ , h) ∼ (f˜
′, h′) to mean h = h′ and the
restrictions agree f˜|Rn−k×R≥0×ιX = f˜
′
|Rn−k×R≥0×ιX
. Define
Bsc≤n,k(UX , UY ) := B˜scn,k(UX , UY )/∼ .
Composition in Bsc≤n,k is apparent upon observing that if (f˜ , h) ∼ (f˜ ′, h′) and if
(f˜ ′′, h′′) ∼ (f˜ ′′′, h′′′) ∈ B˜scn,k(UY , UZ), then (f˜ ′′ ◦ f˜ , h′′ ◦ h) ∼ (f˜ ′′′ ◦ f˜ ′, h′ ◦ h′′′). The
functor ι : Bsc≤n,k → Top has already been defined on objects, and we define it on
morphisms by assigning to (f, h) : UnX → U
n
Y the map R
n−k ×C(ιX)→ Rn−k ×C(ιY )
given by [(u, s, x)] 7→ [f(u, s, x)] if s ≥ 0 and as [(u, s, x)] 7→ [h(u)] if s ≤ 0 – this map
is constructed so to be well-defined and continuous. Moreover, the named equivalence
relation exactly stipulates that ι is continuous and injective on morphism spaces. As so,
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for X ∼= Y ∈ Snglrc≤k−1,k−1 isomorphic objects, we denote a morphism UX
[(f˜ ,h)]
−−−−→ UY
simply as its induced continuous map ιUX
f
−→ ιUY . Unless the issue is sensitive, we
will often abuse notation and use the same letter f to refer to the first coordinate of a
representative of f = [(f˜ , h)].
R: The functor R is determined on objects and morphisms by induction upon declaring
RjUnX = U
n+j
X and R
j(f, h) = (1Rj × f, 1Rj × h).
ob Snglr≤n,k: An object X of Snglr≤n,k is a pair (ιX,A) consisting of a second countable Hausdorff
topological space ιX , together with a set A = {(U, φ)} called an atlas, whose elements
consist of an object U ∈ Bsc≤n,k together with an open embedding ιU
φ
−→ ιX . The
atlas must satisfy the following conditions:
Cover: The collection of images {φ(ιU) ⊂ ιX} is an open cover of ιX .
Atlas: For each pair (U, φ), (V, ψ) ∈ A and p ∈ φ(ιU) ∩ ψ(ιV ) there is a diagram
U
f
←−W
g
−→ V in Bsc≤n,k such that
ιW
g //
f

ιV
ψ

ιU
φ // ιX
commutes and the image φf(ιW ) = ψg(ιW ) contains p.
Maximal: Let U0 be an object of Bsc≤n,k and let ιU0
φ0
−→ ιX be an open embedding.
Suppose for each (U, φ) ∈ A and each p ∈ φ0(ιU0) ∩ φ(ιU) there is a diagram
U0
f0
←−W
f
−→ U in Bsc≤n,k such that
ιW
f //
f0

ιU
φ

ιU0
φ0 // ιX
commutes and the image φ0f0(ιW ) = φf(ιW ) contains p. Then (U0, φ0) ∈ A.
Define ι : Snglr≤n,k → Top on objects by (ιX,A) 7→ ιX .
mor Snglr≤n,k: Let X,Y ∈ Snglr≤n,k be objects, written respectively as (ιX,AX) and (ιY,AY ). The
space of morphisms Snglr≤n,k(X,Y ) has as its underlying set those continuous maps
ιX
f
−→ ιY for which f∗AX := {(U, fφ) | (U, φ) ∈ AX} ⊂ AY . The topology on
Snglr≤n,k(X,Y ) is generated by the collection of subsets {MO,(U,φ),(V,ψ)(X,Y )} defined
as follows. This collection is indexed by the data of atlas elements (U, φ) ∈ AX and
(V, ψ) ∈ AY , together with an open subset O ⊂ Bsc≤n,k(U, V ) for which for each g ∈ O
the closure of the image g(ιU) ⊂ ιV is compact. Denote MO,(U,φ),(V,ψ)(X,Y ) = {f |
f ◦ φ ∈ ψ∗(O)}.
Composition is given on underlying sets by composing continuous maps. To check that
composition is continuous amounts to checking that for each (ιX,A) ∈ Snglr≤n,k the
collection {φ(ιU) | (U, φ) ∈ A} is a basis for the topology of ιX , as well as checking
that ιX is locally compact. These points are straight ahead and will be mentioned in
Lemma 2.15. The functor ι : Snglr≤n,k → Top is given on objects by (ιX,A) 7→ ιX
and on morphisms by f 7→ f . These assignments are evidently functorial, continuous,
and faithful.
R: Define Rj : O(Rj)×Snglr≤n,k → Snglr≤n+j,k on objects as (Q, (ιX,A)) 7→ (Q×ιX,AQ)
where AQ = {(U ′, φ′)} consists of those pairs for which for each p ∈ φ′(ιU ′) there is an
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element (U, φ) ∈ A and a morphism RjU
f
−→ U ′ in Bscn+j,k such that the diagram
Rj × ιU
f //
pr

ιU ′
φ′ // Q× ιX
pr

ιU
φ // ιX
commutes and p ∈ φ′
(
f(Rj × ιU)
)
. Clearly Q× ιX is second countable and Hausdorff
and AQ is an open cover. It is routine to verify that AQ is a maximal atlas. That Rj
describes a continuous functor is obvious.
We postpone the proofs of the following two lemmas to the end of §2.4.
Lemma 2.3. There is a standard fully faithful embedding
Bsc≤n,k ⊂ Snglr≤n,k
over Top. This embedding respects the structure functors Rj.
For k ≤ k′ notice the tautological fully faithful inclusions Bsc≤n,k ⊂ Bsc≤n,k′ over tautological
inclusions Snglr≤n,k ⊂ Snglr≤n,k′ .
Lemma 2.4. Let r be a non-negative integer. There are tautological fully faithful inclusions
Bsc≤n,k ⊂ Bsc≤n+r,k+r
over tautological inclusions
Snglr≤n,k ⊂ Snglr≤n+r,k+r
over Top. Moreover, these are inclusions of components – namely, there are no morphisms between
an object of Snglr≤n,k and an object of Snglr≤n+r,k+r r Snglr≤n,k.
Terminology 2.5.
• Denote the complements
– Bscn,k = Bsc≤n,krBsc≤n−1,k,
– Bscn,=k = Bscn,krBscn,k−1.
– Snglrn,k = Snglr≤n,kr Snglr≤n−1,k,
– Snglrcn,k = Snglr
c
≤n,kr Snglr≤n−1,k.
• Denote
– Bscn = Bscn,n , Bsc≤n = Bsc≤n,n,
– Snglrn = Snglrn,n , Snglr≤n = Snglr≤n,n.
• We do not distinguish between an object of Bscn and its image in Snglrn.
• We do not distinguish between objects of Snglrn,k and of Snglrn.
• We do not distinguish between a morphism in Snglrn and its image under ι.
• We will refer to an object U ∈ Bscn as a basic. We will often denote the basic Un∅−1 ∈ Bscn,0
by its underlying topological space Rn which we understand to be equipped with its standard
smooth structure.
• We will refer to an object X ∈ Snglrn as a singular n-manifold.
• We will say a singular n-manifold X has depth k if X ∈ Snglrn,=k.
• We say a point p ∈ X is of depth k if there is a chart (U, φ), written as ιU = Rn−k ×C(ιY )
so that 0 ∈ Rn−k ⊂ ιU , for which φ(0) = x. This notion of depth is well-defined – this is
an insubstantial consequence of Lemma 6.10 for instance.
• For P a property of a topological space or a continuous map, say an object or morphism of
Snglrn has property P if its image under ι does.
• We adopt the convention that Bsc≤n,k = ∅ is empty and Snglr≤n,k = {∅
n} is terminal over
the empty set in Top whenever k < −1.
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2.3. Examples of singular manifolds.
Example 2.6 (Base cases and singular manifolds of dimension 0). When n = −1, Bsc−1 is the
category with an empty set of objects; and Snglr−1 is the terminal category, having a single object
which we denote by ∅−1. The functor ι sends ∅−1 to the empty topological space.
When n = 0, Bsc0,−1 is again the category with an empty set of objects, and Snglr
c
0,−1 = Snglr0,−1
is the terminal category whose object we denote by ∅0. Hence we see that Bsc0,0 = {U0∅−1} = {R
0} is
the terminal category with ιR0 = ∗ ∈ Top. Snglr0,0 is the category of countable sets and injections,
while Snglrc0,0 is the category of finite sets and bijections.
Example 2.7 (Smooth manifolds). Singular manifolds of depth 0 and smooth manifolds are one
and the same. Specifically, Bscn,0 is the Top-enriched category with a single object U
n
∅−1 = R
n and
with space of morphisms Emb(Rn,Rn). Snglrn,0 = Mfldn is the Top-enriched category of smooth
n-manifolds and their smooth embeddings while Snglrcn,0 is the subcategory of compact n-manifolds
and their isomorphisms. The functor ι sends a smooth manifold X to its underlying topological
space.
Example 2.8 (Singular manifolds of dimension 1). The first non-smooth example, Bsc1,=1, is the
Top-enriched category with obBsc1,=1 = {U1J | J a finite set} where the underlying space is the
‘spoke’ ιU1J = C(J). This is the open cone on the finite set J , and we think of it as an open
neighborhood of a vertex of valence |J |.
Snglr1,1 is a Top-enriched category summarized as follows. Its objects are (possibly non-compact)
graphs with countably many vertices, edges, and components. These types of graphs were utilized
by S. Galatius in [Ga].
For X such a graph, denote by X˜ a smooth 1-manifold obtained from X by deleting the subset V
of its vertices and gluing on collars in their place, we call X˜ a dismemberment ofX – the construction
of X˜ depends on choices of collars but is well-defined up to isomorphism rel X r V . (See §6.2.)
There is a quotient map X˜ → X given by collapsing these collar extensions to the vertices whence
they came. A morphism X
f
−→ Y ∈ Snglr1,1 is an open embedding of such graphs for which there
are dismemberments X˜ and Y˜ which fit into a diagram
X˜
f˜ //

Y˜

X
f // Y
where f˜ is smooth.
Finally, Snglrc1,1 ⊂ Snglr1,1 is the subcategory whose objects are those such graphs which are
compact, and whose morphisms are the isomorphisms among such.
Example 2.9 (Corners). Let M be an n-manifold with corners; for instance, M could be an n-
manifold with boundary. Each point in M has a neighborhood U which can be smoothly identified
with Rn−k × [0,∞)k for some 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Notice that Rn−k × [0,∞)k ∼= Rn−k × C(∆k−1) is
homeomorphic to the product of Rn−k with the open cone on the topological (k− 1)-simplex. Such
an M is an object of Snglrn.
Example 2.10 (Embedded submanifolds). The data P ⊂M of a properly embedded d-dimensional
submanifold of an n-dimensional manifold is an example of a singular n-manifold. Each point of
M has a neighborhood U so that the pair (P ∩ U ⊂ U) can be identified with either (∅ ⊂ Rn) or
(Rd ⊂ Rn). Note that the basic an open ball around p ∈ P is homeomorphic to the product of Rd
with the open cone C(Sn−d−1). Hence the data P ⊂M is an object in Snglrn,d.
Example 2.11. An object of Bsc2,2 is R2, R × C(J) with J a finite set, or C(Y ) where Y is a
compact graph. Heuristically, an object of Snglr2,2 is a topological space which is locally of the
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form of an object of Bsc2,2. The geometric realization of a simplicial complex of dimension 2 is an
example of such an object. For instance, the cone on the 1-skeleton of the tetrahedron ∆3, here
there is a single point of depth 2 which is the cone point and the subspace of depth 1 points are is
the cone on the vertices of this 1-skeleton. Another example is a nodal surface, here the depth 2
points are the nodes and there are no depth 1 points.
Example 2.12 (Simplicial complexes). Let S be a finite simplicial complex such that every simplex
is the face of a simplex of dimension n. The geometric realization |S| is a compact singular n-
manifold. Indeed, inductively, the link of any simplex of dimension (n − k) is a compact singular
(k−1)-manifold. It follows that a neighborhood of any point p ∈ |S| can be identified with Rn−k×CX
for X = |Link(σp)| the singular (k− 1)-manifold which is the geometric realization of the link of the
unique simplex σp the interior of whose realization contains p.
Example 2.13. Note that for any singular (k − 1)-manifold X there is an apparent inclusion
Iso(X,X) → Bscn(UnX , U
n
X). In particular, while there is a canonical homeomorphism of the un-
derlying space ιRn ∼= ιUnSn−1 , there are fewer automorphisms of R
n ∈ Bscn than of UnSn−1 ∈ Bscn.
Hence Rn ≇ UnSn−1 ∈ Snglrn.
Example 2.14 (Whitney stratifications). The Thom-Mather Theorem [Mat] ensures that a Whit-
ney stratified manifold M has locally trivializations of its strata of the form RkC(M) and thus is
an example of a stratified manifold in the sense used here. In particular, real algebraic varieties are
examples of singular manifolds in the sense above – though the morphisms between two such are
vastly different when regarded as varieties versus as singular manifolds.
2.4. Intuitions and basic properties. We discuss some immediate consequences of Definition 2.2.
It might be helpful to think of the Top-enriched category Snglrn as the smallest which realizes the
following intuitions:
• Smooth n-manifolds are examples of singular n-manifolds.
• If X is a singular n-manifold then R≥0 ×X has a canonical structure of a singular (n+ 1)-
manifold.
• For P ⊂ X a compact singular k-submanifold of a singular n-manifold, then the quotient
X/P has a canonical structure of a singular n-manifold.
• For X a compact singular manifold, the map Aut(X,X) → Emb(CX,CX) is a homotopy
equivalence. (This feature is of great importance and is responsible for the homotopical
nature of the theory of singular manifolds developed in this article.)
The functor ι preserves the basic topology of a singular manifold X one expects. We will use
most of the following facts throughout the paper without mention:
Lemma 2.15. Let X = (ιX,A) be a singular n-manifold. Then
(1) For each morphism X
f
−→ Y the continuous map ιX
ιf
−→ ιY is an open embedding.
(2) The topological dimension of ιX is at most n.
(3) The topological space ιX is paracompact and locally compact.
(4) The collection {φ(ιU) | (U, φ) ∈ A} is a basis for the topology of ιX.
(5) The atlas A consists of those pairs (U, φ) where U ∈ Bscn and U
φ
−→ X is morphism of
singular manifolds.
(6) Let O ⊂ ιX be an open subset. There is a canonical singular n-manifold XO equipped with
a morphism XO → X over the inclusion O ⊂ ιX.
(7) Let ιY be a Hausdorff topological space. Consider a commutative diagram of categories
U
q //
p

Snglrn
ι

O(ιY )
i // Top
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in which U is a countable ordinary poset. Suppose the functor p : U⊲ → O(ιY ), determined
by ∞ 7→ ιY , is a colimit diagram. There is a unique (up to unique isomorphism) extension
q : U⊲ → Snglrn of q for which ip = ιq.
Proof. All points are routine except possibly point (7). This will be examined in section §2.5 to
come. In the language there, there is an immediate extension q˜ : U⊲ → pSnglrn to pre-singular
n-manifolds where the value q˜(∞) = (ιY,A′) with A =
⋃
u∈U
(
p(u → ∞)
)
∗
Aq(u) where Aq(u) the
atlas of q(u). Then appeal to Corollary 2.29. 
One also has the basic operations desirable from basic manifold theory:
Lemma 2.16.
(1) The Top-enriched category Snglrn admits pullbacks and ι preserves pullbacks.
(2) The triple (Snglrn,⊔, ∅) is a Top-enriched symmetric monoidal category over (Top,∐, ∅).
(3) There is an injective faithful embedding
C : Snglrcn,k → Bscn+1,k+1
over the open cone functor on Top.
(4) There is a standard natural transformation
R>0 → C
of continuous functors Snglrcn,k → Snglrn+1,k+1 which lies over R>0 ×− → C−.
(5) For P and Q topological spaces, define the join of P and Q to be the space P ⋆ Q = (P ×
∆1 × Q)/∼, where
(
p, (1, 0)
)
∼
(
p′, (1, 0)
)
,
(
q, (0, 1)
)
∼
(
q′, (0, 1))
)
. The operation − ⋆ −
is functorial in each variable and is coherently associative and commutative. There is a
continuous functor
Snglrcm,j × Snglr
c
n,k
⋆
−→ Snglrcm+n+1,j+k+1
over the join operation of topological spaces.
(6) There is a continuous functor
Bscm,j ×Bscn,k
×
−→ Bscm+n,j+k .
over product of topological spaces.
(7) There is a continuous functor
Snglrm,j × Snglrn,k
×
−→ Snglrm+n,j+k
over product of topological spaces.
Proof. All the proofs are routine so we only indicate the methods.
(1) Consider a pair of morphismsX
f
−→ Z and Y
g
−→ Z. The pullback isX×ZY = (ιX×ιZ ιY,A′)
where A′ = {(U, φ) | (U, hφ) ∈ A} where A is the atlas of Z and h : ιX ×ιZ ιY → ιZ is the
projection.
(2) Immediate.
(3) This is given by X 7→ Un+1X .
(4) This is induced from the open embedding R>0 ⊂ R.
(5) The join ιX ⋆ ιY admits an open cover
R× (ιX × ιY ) //

ιX ×
(
C(ιY )
)
(
C(ιX)
)
× ιY // ιX ⋆ ιY
which can be lifted to a diagram of singular manifolds witnessing an open cover, thereby
generating a maximal atlas (see §2.5 for how this goes).
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(6) This is given inductively by the expression (X,Y ) 7→ Um+n+1X⋆Y with base case (R
m,Rn) 7→
Rm+n upon observing the formula CP ×CQ ∼= C(P ⋆Q) which is implemented by, say, the
assignment (s, p; t, q) 7→ (s2 + t2, q, ( s−t+12 ,
t−s+1
2 ), q).
(7) An atlas for X × Y is the collection {(U ′, φ′)} consisting of those pairs for which for each
pair of morphisms U
f
−→ X and V
g
−→ Y for which (f × g)(ιU × ιV ) ⊂ φ′(U ′) the composite
(φ′)−1 ◦ (f × g) : U × V → U ′ is a morphism of Bscm+n.

Lemma 2.17. For each p ∈ Rn−k ⊂ ιU there is a continuous map β : R≥0 → Bscn(U,U) for which
β0 = 1U , βt ◦ βs = βs+t, and {βt(ιU) | t ∈ R≥0} is a local basis for the topology around p ∈ ιU .
Proof. By translation, assume p = 0. Using classical methods, choose such a continuous map
β′ : R≥0 → Emb(R,R) for which βt restricts as the identity map on R≤0 for each t ∈ R≥0. The lemma
follows upon the homeomorphism ιU = Rn−k×C(ιX) ≈ C(Sn−k−1 ⋆ ιX) =
(
R× (Sn−k−1 ⋆ ιX)
)
/∼
.

Proof of Lemma 2.3. Use induction on k. For k = 0 this is the inclusion of the full subcategory of
Mfldn spanned by Rn. Let U ∈ Bsc≤n,k. We wish to construct an object Snglr≤n,k associated to U .
Inductively, we can assume U = UnX with X ∈ Snglr
c
k−1,k−1. So ιU = R
n−k × C(ιX). Define the
object (ιU,A) ∈ Snglr≤n,k where A = {(U
′, φ) | U ′
φ
−→ U ∈ Bsc≤n,k}. Clearly ιU is second countable
and Hausdorff and A is an open cover.
To show A is an atlas it is sufficient to prove that the collection {f(V ) | V
f
−→ U ∈ Bsc≤n,k} is a
basis for the topology of ιU = Rn×C(ιX). For this, proceed again by induction on k, the case k = 0
being standard. The general case following from the two scenarios. Let p ∈ O ⊂ Rn−k × C(ιX) be
neighborhood.
• Suppose p ∈ Rn−k. There is a morphism U
f
−→ U for which p ∈ f(ιU) ⊂ O, this mor-
phism given by choosing a smooth self-embedding of Rn−k ×R≥0 onto an arbitrarily small
neighborhood (p, 0).
• Suppose p ∈ Rn−k × R>0 × ιX . Because X has an open cover by the sets φ(ιU ′) with
U ′ ∈ Bsck−1,k−1 then we can reduce to the case p ∈ Rn−k × R>0 × ιU ′ which follows by
induction.
To show A is maximal we verify that an open embedding f : ιU → ιV is in Bsc≤n,k if for each
p ∈ ιU there is a diagram U
g
←− W
h
−→ V in Bsc≤n,k such that h = fg and p ∈ g(ιW ). We prove
this by induction on the depth j of V with the case j = 0 being classical – a continuous map is
smooth if and only if it is smooth in a neighborhood of each point in the domain. If the depth of U
is strictly less than that of V , then the result follows by induction upon inspecting the definition of
a morphism in Bscn. Suppose the depth of U equals the depth of V which equals k. Write U = U
n
X
and V = V nY . By definition, there is a lift to a morphism f˜ : R
n−jRX → Rn−jRY of singular
n-manifolds of depth strictly less than k.
This assignment U 7→ (ιU,A) is evidently continuously functorial over Top and therefore is
faithful. We denote this object (ιU,A) again as U . If f ∈ Top(ιU, ιU) lies in Snglr≤n,k(U,U)
then necessarily the identity morphism g(U = U) ∈ A and it follows that g lies in Bsc≤n,k. So
Bsc≤n,k → Snglr≤n,k is full.
Clearly this embedding Bsc≤n,k ⊂ Snglr≤n,k respects the structure functors ι and R
j .

Proof of Lemma 2.4. This proof of the first assertion is typical of the arguments to come, so we
give it in detail. We simultaneously establish both inclusions using induction on k. While the base
case should be k = −1, this case is too trivial to learn from – the assertion is obviously true. Lets
examine the base case k = 0. Then Bsc≤n,0 has one object U
n
∅−1 corresponding to the unique object
∅ ∈ Snglrc−1,−1. The space of endomorphisms of this object is Emb(R
n,Rn), with composition given
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by compositing of embeddings. Assign to this object the object Un+r∅r−1 ∈ Bsc≤n+r,r corresponding to
∅ ∈ Snglrc≤r−1,r−1. Notice that ιU
n
∅−1 = R
n ×C(ι∅−1) = Rn = Rn ×C(ι∅r−1) = ιUn+r∅r−1 . For the as-
signment on spaces of morphisms, observe the identifications Bsc≤n,0(U
n
∅−1 , U
n
∅−1) = Emb(R
n,Rn) =
B˜sc≤n+r,r(U
n+r
∅r−1 , U
n+r
∅r−1) = Bsc≤n+r,r(U
n+r
∅r−1 , U
n+r
∅r−1). These assignments obviously describe a contin-
uous functor over Top which is an injection on objects and an isomorphism on morphism spaces.
Assume that the tautological fully faithful inclusion Bsc≤n,k ⊂ Bsc≤n+r,k+r. For now, denote
this assignment on objects as U 7→ U ′, and on morphisms (justifiably) as f 7→ f . Let us now define
the tautological inclusion Snglr≤n,k ⊂ Snglr≤n+r,k+r. Assign to X = (ιX,A) ∈ Snglr≤n,k the object
X ′ = (ιX,A′) ∈ Snglr≤n+r,k+r with the same underlying space but with atlas A
′ = {(U ′, φ)}. The
assignment on morphism spaces is tautological (hence the occurrence of the term). It is immediate
that this inclusion Snglr≤n,k ⊂ Snglr≤n+r,k+r takes place over Top and under Bsc≤n,k ⊂ Bscn+r,k+r.
Obviously, X ∈ Snglrc≤n,k if and only if X
′ ∈ Snglrc≤n+r,k+r.
By induction, assume the first statement of the lemma has been proved for any k′ < k. We
now establish the tautological inclusion Bsc≤n,k ⊂ Bsc≤n+r,k+r. Let U ∈ Bsc≤n,k. If U has depth
less than k, then U ′ has already been defined. Assume that the depth of U is k. Then U is
canonically of the form U = UnX for some X ∈ Snglr
c
k−1,k−1. Then X
′ ∈ Snglrc≤k+r−1,k+r−1 has
been defined. Define U ′ = Un+rX′ ∈ Bsc≤n+r,k+r. Notice that ιU
′ = R(n+r)−(k+r) × C(ιX ′) = ιU .
Let f ∈ Bsc≤n,k(U, V ) be a morphism. If the depth of U or V is less than k, then by induction
we can regard f as a morphism U ′
f
−→ V ′. Assume both U and V have depth exactly k. Write
U = UnX and V = V
n
Y and choose a representative (f˜ , h) of f = [(f˜ , h)]. Then both f˜ and h are
morphisms between singular manifolds of depth less than k. As so, we can regard them as morphisms
R(n+r)−(k+r)RX ′
f˜
−→ R(n+r)−(k+r)RY ′ and R(n+r)−(k+r)
h
−→ R(n+r)−(k+r) which in fact represent a
morphism U ′
f
−→ V ′. This assignment on morphism spaces is tautologically a homeomorphism. This
completes the first statement of the proof.
The second statement follows by a similar induction based on the fact the space of morphisms of
topological spaces Z → ∅ is empty unless Z = ∅ in which case it is a point.

2.4.1. Specifying singularity type. Given an arbitrary singular n-manifold X , one must contemplate
‘smooth’ maps ιU → ιX as U ranges over all singularity types (basics) of dimension n. Even
when n = 1, this is a large amount of data—for instance there is a U for each natural number,
corresponding to the valency of a graph’s vertex. However, often one enforces control on allowed
singularity types, considering manifolds which only allow for a certain class of singularities.
Let C be a Top-enriched category. A subcategory L ⊂ C is a left ideal if d ∈ L and c
f
−→ d ∈ C
implies c
f
−→ d ∈ L. Notice that a left ideal is in particular a full subcategory.
Let B ⊂ Bscn be a left ideal. Let X be a singular n-manifold. Denote by XB ⊂ X the sub-
singular n-manifold canonically associated to the open subset ιXB =
⋃
φ(ιU) ⊂ ιX where the union
is over the set of pairs {(U, φ) | U
φ
−→ X with U ∈ B}. Because B is a left ideal, the collection
{φ(ιU) | B ∋ U
φ
−→ X} is a basis for the topology of ιXB. Conversely, given a singular n-manifold
X , the full subcategory BX ⊂ Bscn, spanned by those U for which Snglrn(U,X) 6= ∅, is a left ideal.
Remark 2.18. It is useful to think of a left ideal B ⊂ Bscn as a list of n-dimensional singularity
types, this list being stable in the sense that a singularity type of an arbitrarily small neighborhood
of a point in a member of this list is again a member of the list.
Definition 2.19. Let B ⊂ Bscn be a left ideal. A B-manifold is a singular n-manifold for which
XB
∼=
−→ X is an isomorphism. Equivalently, a singular n-manifoldX is a B-manifold if Snglrn(U,X) =
∅ whenever U /∈ B.
Example 2.20. The inclusion Bscn,k ⊂ Bscn is a left ideal for each 0 ≤ k ≤ n and a Bscn,k-manifold
is a singular n-manifold of depth at most k.
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Example 2.21. Let B ⊂ Bsc1 be the full subcategory spanned by R and U{1,2,3}. Then B is a left
ideal and a B-manifold is a (possibly open) graph whose vertices (if any) are exactly trivalent.
Example 2.22. Let D∂n ⊂ Bscn be the full subcategory spanned by the two objects R
n and Un∗
whose underlying space is Rn−1 ×R≥0. This full subcategory is indeed a left ideal. A D∂n-manifold
is precisely a smooth n-manifold with boundary.
As a related example, let D
∂
n ⊂ Bscn be the full subcategory spanned by the objects {Un∆k−1}0≤k≤n
where it is understood that ∆−1 = ∅ and Un∅ = R
n. Because a neighborhood of any point in ∆k−1
is of the form Rj ×C(∆j−1) for j < k − 1, then this full subcategory is a left ideal. A D∂n-manifold
is (one definition of) an n-manifold with corners.
Example 2.23 (Embedded submanifolds). Let DKnkn,d ⊂ Bscn be the left ideal with the two objects
{Rn , UnSn−d−1}. The underlying space ιU
n
Sn−d−1 = R
k ×CSn−d−1 is incidentally homeomorphic to
Rn. However, the morphism spaces are as follows:
• DKnkn,d (R
n,Rn) = Emb(Rn,Rn) – the space of smooth embeddings,
• DKnkn,d (U
n
Sn−d−1 ,R
n) = ∅,
• DKnkn,d (R
n, UnSn−d−1) = Emb(R
n,Rn r Rd) – the space of smooth embeddings which miss the
standard embedding Rk × {0} ⊂ Rn,
• DKnkn,d (U
n
Sn−d−1 , U
n
Sn−d−1) ⊂ Emb
0(Rn,Rn) – the subset of those continuous embeddings f
which fit into a diagram of embeddings
Rd //
f|

Rn
f

Rn rRd
f|

oo
Rd // Rn Rn rRdoo
in where the left and right vertical maps are smooth, and the middle vertical map is ‘conically
smooth’ – by this we mean there is a diagram of continuous maps
Rk × (R× Sn−k−1)
f˜ //

Rk × (R× Sn−k−1)

Rn
f // Rn
such that the top horizontal map is smooth and each vertical map is the composite Rk ×
(R × Sn−k−1) → Rk × C(Sn−k−1) ∼= Rk × Rn−k. The first map is the quotient map to
the open cone, and the last is the standard polar coordinates homeomorphism. This set
is topologized with the quotient topology on the evident subspace of smooth embeddings
Emb(Rk × R× Sn−k−1,Rk × R× Sn−k−1) with the weak C∞ Whitney topology.
Evident from this description, there is the map of topological monoids DKnkn,k (U
n
Sn−k−1 , U
n
Sn−k−1)→
EmbPL(Rn,Rn), which extends to a topological functor
DKnkn,d → End
MfldPLn (Rn,Rn) .
In particular, there results a topological functor
Mfld(DKnkn,d )→ Mfld
PL
n ×Mfldd .
A DKnkn,d -manifold is the data of
• an n-dimensional PL-manifold M ,
• a properly embedded k-dimensional PL-submanifold L ⊂M ,
• a smooth structure on L,
• a smooth structure on M r L,
• a smooth structure on the link LinkL⊂M for which the maps L ← LinkL⊂M →֒ M \ L are
smooth.
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We refer to this data as a kink submanifold L ⊂M . An example of such data comes from a properly
embedded smooth k-manifold in a smooth n-manifold, the smooth structure on the link amounting
to the existence of tubular neighborhoods. Not all DKnkn,d -manifolds are isomorphic to ones of this
form – this difference will be addressed as Example 2.51.
2.5. Premanifolds and refinements. Assume we are given a Hausdorff topological space ιX with
a countable open cover by singular n-manifolds. Further assume the transition maps are morphisms
in Snglrn. While the resulting atlas is not a priori maximal, we would still like to accommodate
such objects.
Definition 2.24. In Definition 2.2 the hypothesis Maximal can be dropped. The resulting Top-
enriched category pSnglrn,k is called the category of singular premanifolds. Evidently, there is the
fully faithful inclusion Snglrn,k ⊂ pSnglrn,k over the faithful functors ι to Top.
Definition 2.25. A refinement is a morphism
...
X
r
−→ X of singular n-premanifolds for which the
map of underlying spaces r : ι
...
X
∼=
−→ ιX is a homeomorphism. Refinements are clearly closed under
composition. Define the category of refinements as the subcategory
Rfnn ⊂ pSnglrn
consisting of the same objects and with morphisms the refinements.
Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.15, and Lemma 2.16 are valid for pSnglr in place of Snglr.
Example 2.26. Let X = (ιX,A) be a singular manifold. An open cover U of ιX canonically
determines a refinement XU → X where the atlas of XU is the subset AU = {(U, φ) | φ(U) ⊂ O ∈
U} ⊂ A. In this way it is useful to regard the data of a refinement of a singular manifold as an open
cover.
Lemma 2.27. Consider a pullback diagram in pSnglrn
...
Y
r| //
...
f

Y
f
...
X
r // X
in where r is a refinement. Then r| is a refinement as well.
Proof. This is immediate from the description of the pullback in the proof of Lemma 2.16. 
There is the evident fully faithful inclusion Snglrn ⊂ pSnglrn.
Proposition 2.28. There is a localization
pSnglrn ⇆ Snglrn
where the right adjoint is the inclusion.
Proof. Let
...
X = (ιX,A) be a singular premanifold. The value of the left adjoint on
...
X is the singular
manifold X = (ιX,A′) where A′ consists of those (U, φ) for which there is a refinement
...
U
r
−→ U
and a morphism
...
φ :
...
U → X over φ. Clearly A is an open cover of ιX . Let (U, φ), (V, ψ) ∈ A. The
underlying space of the pullback of singular premanifolds
...
U ×...X
...
V is φ(ιU)∩ψ(ιV ). It follows that
A is an atlas and that
...
X → X is a refinement. For X → X ′ a refinement, then
...
X → X → X ′
is a refinement. From Lemma 2.27, for each morphism U
φ
−→ X ′ the morphism from the pullback
U ×X′
...
X → U is a refinement. It follows that (U, φ) ∈ A. This proves that A is maximal.
Suppose
...
X → X ′ be a refinement. For any U
φ
−→ X ′ the morphism U ×X′
...
X → U is a refinement.
It follows that (U, φ) ∈ A and thus the continuous map ιX ′ → ιX is a refinement of singular
premanifolds. This proves that the adjunction is a localization. 
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Corollary 2.29. For each singular premanifold
...
X there exists an essentially unique singular man-
ifold X equipped with a refinement
...
X → X.
Hereafter, unless the issue is topical we will not distinguish in notation or language between a
singular-premanifold and its canonically associated singular manifold.
2.6. Stratifications. For P a poset, by a P -stratified space Z, or simply a stratified space, we mean
a continuous map Z → P where P is given the poset topology (so closed sets are those which are
upward closed). Here we explain how a singular n-manifold can be viewed as a [n]-stratified space.
To do this, we define a continuous functors (−)j : Snglrn → Snglr≤j for each n, equipped with
continuous natural transformations by closed embeddings ι(−)j →֒ ι for each integer j. For X a
singular n-manifold we refer to Xj as its j
th stratum.
We will accomplish this by double induction, first on the parameter n, then on the parameter k.
For n < 0 then Snglrn = {∅
n} and declare (∅n)j = ∅j ∈ Snglr≤j , the closed inclusion is obvious.
Assume (−)j and the closed inclusion ι(−)j → ι have been defined for Snglrn′ whenever n
′ < n.
We now define these data for Snglrn. We do this by induction on k. For k = −1 then Snglrn,−1 =
{∅n} and declare (∅n)j = ∅j ∈ Snglr≤j .
Assume (−)j and the closed inclusion ι(−)j → ι have been defined on Snglrn,k′ whenever k
′ < k.
We now define these data for Snglrn,k. We first do this for Bscn,k. Let U = U
n
Y ∈ Bscn,k. If U has
depth less than k then Uj and the closed inclusion ιUj → ιU have already been defined. Assume
the depth of U equals k. Define Uj through the expression
(UnY )j = U
j
Y(k−1)−(n−j)
,
the righthand side of which has been defined by induction since the dimension of Y is k − 1 < n.
We point out the following slippery cases: if (k− 1)− (n− j) = −1, righthand side is U j∅−1 = R
j ; if
(k− 1)− (n− j) < −1, we invoke our convention that the righthand side is ∅j the empty j-manifold
(see Terminology 2.5). This assignment (−)j is evidently functorial and continuous on Bscn,k. By
our inductive assumption, there is a closed embedding ιY(k−1)−(n−j) →֒ ιY , which in turn induces
the closed inclusion
ιUj = ιU
j
Y(k−1)−(n−j)
= Rn−k × C(ιY(k−1)−(n−j)) →֒ R
n−k × C(ιY ) = ιUnY = ιU .
To an arbitrary singular manifold (ιX,A) we assign the pair (ιXj ,Aj) where ιXj =
⋃
φ(Uj) ⊂ ιX
is the union over (U, φ) ∈ A, andAj = {(Uj , φ|Uj ) | (U, φ) ∈ A
′}. It is routine to check that (ιXj ,Aj)
is a singular j-manifold. This assignment (−)j is evidently functorial and continuous on Snglrn,k.
The manifest inclusion ιXj ⊂ ιX is closed because it is locally closed.
Remark 2.30. For j ≥ n, the construction of the functor Snglrn → Snglr≤j agrees with the
tautological inclusion of Lemma 2.4.
Clearly, j ≤ j′ implies ιXj ⊂ ιXj′ . The open complement ιXj′ r ιXj canonically inherits the
structure of a singular submanifold Xj,j′ ⊂ Xj′ of dimension at most j′. Tracing through the
construction of (−)j , the depth of Xj,j′ is at most j′ − j − 1. It follows that Xj−1,j is a smooth
j-manifold for each j ≤ n. In particular if X has depth k then Xn−k is a smooth k-manifold.
We defer the proof of the following proposition to §6.7. It is in the proof of this proposition that
the deliberate locally cone strucure is used. To state the proposition requires some vocabulary.
Terminology 2.31. For the definition of a conically smooth map referred to below, see §6.7. For
the time being, think of a conically smooth map as the singular version of a smooth map between
ordinary manifolds. The definition of a conically smooth fiber bundle follows exactly the definition
of a smooth fiber bundle – it is a conically smooth map ∂E → B which locally has the form of
a projection U × Z → U with transition maps by isomorphisms of Z. For ∂E → B a conically
smooth fiber bundle with compact fibers, there is another conically smooth fiber bundle CB(∂E)
called the fiberwise cone of ∂E → B. This is defined locally through the functorial construction
U × Z 7→ U × C(Z). A fiberwise cone structure on a conically smooth fiber bundle E → B
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is a conically smooth fiber bundle ∂E → B with compact fibers, together with an isomorphism
CB(∂E) ∼= E of conically smooth fiber bundles over B. Note that a fiberwise cone structure on
E → B determines a cone-section B → E and an isomorphism E rB ∼= R(∂E) over B.
Proposition 2.32. Let X be a singular n-manifold of depth k. Then there is a fiberwise cone
X˜n−k → Xn−k and a morphism X˜n−k
f
−→ X ∈ Snglrn for which the composition with the cone-
section is the standard closed embedding ιXn−k → ιX.
Corollary 2.33. Let X be a singular n-manifold of depth k. There is a pullback diagram in Snglrn
R(∂X˜n−k) //

X rXn−k

X˜n−k // X
whose image under ι is a pushout diagram.
We have constructed for each singular n-manifold Y a continuous map S : ιY → [n] determined
by S−1{i | i ≤ j} = ιYj . We summarize the situation as the following proposition.
Proposition 2.34. There is a standard factorization
Snglrn
ι //
[ι]
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
Top
Top[n]
<<①①①①①①①①①
through [n]-stratified topological spaces. The unlabeled arrow is given by forgetting the stratification.
Moreover, the stratified space [ι]X is conically stratified and the jth open stratum ιXj−1,j is a smooth
j-manifold.
2.7. Collar-gluings. We highlight a class of diagrams which will play an essential role to come.
Fix a dimension n.
Definition 2.35. A collar-gluing is a singular (n− 1)-manifold V together with a pullback square
of singular n-manifolds
RV //

X+
f+

X−
f− // X
for which f−(ιX−) ∪ f+(ιX+) = ιX . We denote the data of a collar-gluing as X = X− ∪RV X+.
Manifestly, a collar-gluing X = X− ∪RV X+ determines the open cover {f±(ιX±)} of ιX and
thus canonically determines a refinement.
Let us temporarily denote by
Bscn ⊂ Snglr
I
n ⊂ Snglrn
the smallest full subcategory for which X = X−∪RV X+ with X±, RV ∈ Snglr
I
n implies X ∈ Snglr
I
n.
Explicitly, an object of SnglrIn is a singular n-manifold which can be written as a finite iteration of
collar-gluings.
Definition 2.36 (Finite singular manifolds). Say an atlas
...
A of a singular manifold X is finite if
(1) the set
...
A is finite,
(2) for each pair (U, φ), (V, ψ) ∈
...
A and each p ∈ ιX there is an element (W, η) ∈
...
A with
p ∈ η(ιW ) ⊂ φ(ιU) ∩ ψ(ιV ) .
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Say a singular manifold is finite if it admits a finite atlas. Denote by Snglrfinn ⊂ Snglrn the full
subcategory spanned by the finite singular manifolds. Similarly pSnglrfinn ⊂ pSnglrn is the full
subcategory spanned by finite singular pre-manifolds.
Proposition 2.37. The underlying space ιX of a finite singular manifold X is homotopy equivalent
to a finite CW complex.
Proof. By induction on the depth k of X . The case k = 0 is handled by way of standard Morse
theory. From Corollary 2.33 we can write X = X˜n−k ∪R(∂X˜n−k) X rXn−k. In particular, there is
the pushout diagram
{0} × ι(∂X˜n−k) //

ι(X rXn−k)

ιX˜n−k // ιX
is a homotopy pushout. There is a deformation retraction of ιX˜n−k onto ιXn−k. By induction all
of ιX˜n−k, ι(X rXn−k), and ι(∂X˜n−k) admit a finite CW complex structure. The claim follows.

Clearly, if X± and V are each finite then so is X . Therefore Snglr
I
n ⊂ Snglr
fin
n .
Theorem 2.38. The inclusion SnglrIn
∼=
−→ Snglrfinn is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. Let X = (ιX,A) be a singular n-premanifold with A finite. We prove that X ∈ SnglrIn by
induction on the depth of X . If X has depth zero, then X is an ordinary smooth n-manifold and
the result follows from classical results. For instance, X admitting a finite atlas implies it is the
interior of a compact n-manifold with boundary. Then use Morse theory.
Suppose X has depth k. From Corollary 2.33, the diagram
R(∂X˜n−k) //

X rXn−k

X˜n−k // X
describes a collar-gluing X = X˜n−k ∪R(∂X˜j) X rXn−k. The collection
{(Un−k, φk) | (U, φ) ∈ A and φ(U) ∩Xn−k 6= ∅}
is a finite atlas forXn−k. For each p ∈ ιXn−k there is a morphism U
n
Z
ψ
−→ X˜n−k for which p ∈ ψ(U
n
Z ).
Because Z is compact, it too admits a finite atlas. It follows that both X˜n−k and ∂X˜n−k admit
finite atlases. Likewise, the open cover {φ(ιU r ιUn−k) | (U, φ) ∈ A} of X rXn−k admits a finite
refinement by basics thereby exhibiting an atlas. The result follows. 
2.8. Categories of basics. This section is the culmination of our presentation of the geometric
objects studied in this article. Here we define a category of singular n-manifolds equipped with a
specified structures, an object of which we call a structured singular manifolds.
For an ordinary smooth n-manifold, a structure is a continuously varying B-structure on the
fibers of the tangent bundle, where B → BGL(Rn) is a fibration. Singular manifolds allow for much
more creativity in their choices of structure. This is due to the fact that, while (the coherent nerve
of) Bscn,0 is an ∞-groupoid (i.e., a Kan complex), the quasi-category Bscn is far from being a
groupoid.
The idea is that a structure on a singular manifold X is a lift of the tangent classifier X
τX−−→ Bscn
to a right fibration over Bscn. To implement this idea, we first establish the notion of a tangent
classifier.
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2.8.1. Tangent classifiers. For C a quasi-category, let P(C) denote the quasi-category of right fibra-
tions over C. We often denote a right fibration E → C by E. There is a Yoneda functor C → P(C),
see [Lu1], §5.1.1 and §5.1.3, given on vertices as c 7→ ĉ := (C/c → C). This Yoneda functor is fully
faithful (meaning the map of homotopy types C(c, d)→ P(C)(ĉ, d̂) is an isomorphism).
Recall our convention that we do not distinguish in notation between a Top-enriched category and
the quasi-category which is its coherent nerve. The inclusion Bscn ⊂ Snglrn induces a map of quasi-
categories P(Snglrn)→ P(Bscn) given by pullback (E → Snglrn) 7→ (Bscn×SnglrnE). Precomposing
with the Yoneda map gives a map of quasi-categories (̂−) : Snglrn → P(Bscn), denoted on objects
as
(1) X 7→ (X̂
τX−−→ Bscn) .
We will often denote this value simply as X̂ and refer to τX as the tangent classifier.
Note there is an equivalence of Kan complexes |X̂| ≃ Sing(ιX). To see this, consider the sub-
quasi-category of Bscn whose edges U → V are morphisms that extend to embeddings of compact
spaces ιU →֒ ιV . Over this lives a cofinal sub-quasi-category of X̂ . Because each ιU is contractible,
|X̂ | = colim(X̂
∗
−→ S)
≃
←− colim(X̂
τX−−→ Bscn
ι
−→ S)
≃
−→ Sing(ιX) .
Remark 2.39. The situation X 7→ (X̂
τX−−→ Bscn) is a generalization of a familiar construction in
classical differential topology. Suppose X is a smooth manifold. The map τX factors as X̂
τX−−→
Bscn,0 → Bscn. As we just witnessed, the quasi-category X̂ is a Kan complex and is equivalent to
ιX . Moreover, Bscn,0 is a Kan complex and is equivalent to BO(n). Through these equivalences,
the map X̂
τX−−→ Bscn,0 is equivalent to the familiar tangent bundle classifier X
τX−−→ BO(n).
If X is not smooth, then X̂ is not a priori a Kan complex and the map X̂ → Bscn retains more
information than any continuous map from the underlying space ιX . For instance, the map τX does
not classify a fiber bundle per se since the ‘fibers’ are not all isomorphic.
Remark 2.40. The maps of quasi-categories Snglrn → P(Bscn) is very far from being fully faithful.
For instance, in the case of smooth manifolds, this functor is equivalent toMfldn → S/BO(n) to spaces
over the classifying space of the orthogonal group. Surgery theory provided (non-trivial) obstructions
to lifting an object on the righthand side to an object on the left, as well as obstructions to comparing
two such lifts.
2.8.2. Categories of basics.
Definition 2.41. A category of basics (of dimension n) is a right fibration
B → Bscn .
We refer to an object U ∈ B as a basic. Let B be a category of basics. Define the quasi-category
Mfld(B) = Snglrn×P(Bscn)(P(Bscn)/B) .
and refer to its vertices as B-manifolds. Likewise, we refer to the vertices in the quasi-categoroy
pMfld(B) = pSnglrn×P(Bscn)
(
P(Bscn)
)
B
as B-premanifolds. We will use ι to also denote the com-
position ι : Mfld(B)
proj
−−→ Snglrn
ι
−→ Top.
Explicitly, a B-manifold is the data of a pair (X, g) where X is a singular n-manifold and X̂
g
−→ B
is a map of right fibrations over Bscn. Unless the structure g is notationally topical, we will denote
a B-manifold simply as a letter X .
Remark 2.42. The straightening-unstraightening construction is an equivalence of quasi-categories
between P(Bscn) and the quasi-category Fun(Bsc
op
n ,S) of functors to Kan complexes. As so, the
datum of a right fibration is equivalent to that of a map of quasi-categories Bscopn → S. For B a
category of basics, denote by Θ the corresponding functor. We can reformulate the datum g of a
B-manifold (X, g) as a point in the limit g ∈ lim(X̂op
τX−−→ Bscopn
Θ
−→ S). That is, for each U → X an
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element gU ∈ Θ(U) and for each U
f
−→ V → X a path between gU and f∗gV , and likewise for each
sequence U0
f1
−→ . . .
fp
−→ Up → X . In the case that these paths (and maps from higher simplices) are
constant, this is a strict notion of a structure.
Example 2.43. Let Θ: Bscopn → Top be a fibrant continuous functor. The unstraightening con-
struction applied to Θ gives a right fibration
BΘ → Bscn
whose fiber over U is a Kan complex equivalent to Sing
(
Θ(U)
)
.
Example 2.44. Let X be a singular n-manifold. Then X̂ → Bscn is a category of basics. The data
of a singular n-manifold Y together with a morphism Y
f
−→ X determines the X̂-manifold (Ŷ , f̂).
In general, it is not the case that every X̂-manifold arises in this way.
Let C be a quasi-category. Say a sub-quasi-category L ⊂ C is a left ideal if the inclusion L → C is
a right fibration. Alternatively, say L ⊂ C is a left ideal if it is a full subcategory and for each c ∈ L
the homotopy type C(c′, c) 6= ∅ being non-empty implies c′ ∈ L. Being a full sub-quasi-category, a
left ideal is determined by its set of vertices. Note that the coherent nerve of a left ideal L ⊂ C of
Top-enriched categories is a left ideal of quasi-categories.
Remark 2.45. We point out a consistency of terminology. For B ⊂ Bscn a left ideal of Top-enriched
categories, the two Definitions 2.19 and 2.41 of a B-manifold agree.
Example 2.46. Let B ⊂ Bscn be a left ideal of Top-enriched categories. The map of coherent
nerves
B→ Bscn
is a category of basics. So for B → B a right fibration over a Top-enriched left ideal of Bscn, the
composition B → B→ Bscn is a category of basics. Conversely, for B→ Bscn a category of basics,
the full subcategory B ⊂ Bscn, spanned by those U for which the fiber BU is non-empty, is a left
ideal of Top-enriched categories.
Definition 2.47. Define the category of basics
Dn → Bscn
as the coherent nerve of Bscn,0.
Example 2.48 (Framed 1-manifolds with boundary). Consider the left ideal I ′ ⊂ Bsc1 whose set
of objects is {R, U1∗}. We point out that ιU
1
∗ = R≥0. Define by I → I
′ the (unique) right fibration
whose fiber over R is a point, ∆0, and whose fiber over U1∗ is ∆
0 ⊔∆0, the discrete simplicial set
with two vertices. Explicitly, we write the vertices of I as R, R≥−∞, and R≤∞. An edge between
two is a smooth open embedding which preserves orientation. An I-manifold is an oriented smooth
1-manifold with boundary, [−∞,∞] being an important example.
We will denote by Mfld∂,fr1 the quasi-category of I-manifolds. We will denote the full subcategory
consisting of disjoint unions of basics by Disk∂,fr1 . We will come back to this category in §3.4.
Example 2.49. Denote by the right fibration Dfrn := (Dn)/Rn → Dn. It is unstraightening of
the continuous functor Dopn → Top given by Dn(−,R
n) whose value on Rn (the only object) is
Emb(Rn,Rn) ≃ O(n). As so, it is useful to regard a vertex of Dfrn as a framing on R
n, that is, a
trivialization of the tangent bundle of Rn. Because Dn is a Kan complex, the slice simplicial set
Dfrn ≃ ∗ is contractible. A D
fr
n-manifold is a smooth n-manifold together with a choice of trivialization
of its tangent bundle. A morphism between two is a smooth embedding together with a path
of trivializations from the given one on the domain to the pullback trivialization of the target.
Composition is given by compositing smooth embeddings and concatenating paths.
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Example 2.50. Let G
ρ
−→ GL(Rn) be a map of topological groups. There results a Kan fibration
between Kan complexes BG→ BGL(Rn). Define the right fibration DGn → Dn through the equiva-
lence of Kan complexes BGL(Rn)
≃
−→ Dn. A DGn -manifold is a smooth n-manifold with a (homotopy
coherent) G-structure on the fibers of its tangent bundle. A morphism of such a smooth embedding
together with a path from the fiberwise G-structure on the domain to the pullback G-structure
under the embedding.
Examples of such a continuous homomorphism are the standard maps from Spin(n), O(n), SO(n).
The case ∗ → GL(Rn) of the inclusion of the identity subgroup gives the category of basis Dfrn of
Example 2.49.
Example 2.51. Recall the left ideal DKnkn,k of Example 2.23. Consider the topological category D
′
n,k
over DKnkn,k consisting of the same (two) objects R
n and UnSn−k−1 , and with morphism spaces given as
• D′n,k(R
n,Rn) = DKnkn,k (R
n,Rn) = Emb(Rn,Rn)
≃
←− O(n),
• D′n,k(R
n, UnSn−k−1) = D
Knk
n,k (R
n, UnSn−k−1) = Emb(R
n,Rn rRk)
≃
←− Sn−k−1 × O(n),
• D′n,k(U
n
Sn−k−1 ,R
n) = DKnkn,k (U
n
Sn−k−1 ,R
n) = ∅,
• D′n,k(U
n
Sn−k−1 , U
n
Sn−k−1) ⊂ Emb(R
n,Rn) – the subspace consisting of those Rn
f
−→ Rn for
which there are the containments f(Rk) ⊂ Rk and f(Rn rRk) ⊂ Rn rRk.
Composition for D′n,k is evident. There is the obvious topological functor D
′
n,k → D
Knk
n,k , which gives
a map of quasi-categories. This map of quasi-categories is equivalent to a right fibration
Dn,k → D
Knk
n,k
which is unique up to canonical equivalence of right fibrations over DKnkn,k (this is implemented as
fibrant replacement in the model structure of right fibrations given in [Lu1]). More explicitly, the
right fibration Dn,k → DKnkn,k can be obtained as the unstraightening construction applied to the
coherent nerve of the topological functor (
DKnkn,k
)op
→ Top
given by assigning to Rn a singleton ∗, and to UnSn−k−1 the space
DKnkn,k (U
n
Sn−k−1 , U
n
Sn−k−1)/D
′
n,k(U
n
Sn−k−1 , U
n
Sn−k−1)
where the topological monoid D′n,k(−,−) acts by post composition – this space has the homo-
topy type of Diff(Sn−k−1)/O(n − k) and is interpreted as the space of smooth structures on
Rk × C(Sn−k−1) which agree with the given conically smooth structure.
A Dn,k-manifold is a smooth n-manifold equipped with a properly embedded smooth k-manifold.
Provided n − 3 ≤ k ≤ n, then O(n − k)
≃
−→ Diff(Sn−k−1) is an equivalence (due to the proof of
Smale’s conjecture) and thus the right fibration Dn,k
≃
−→ DKnkn,k is an equivalence of quasi-categories.
For this range of k then, there is no distinction between a Dn,k-manifold and a D
Knk
n,k -manifold. A
case of particular interest is (n, k) = (3, 1).
Example 2.52. Let A be a set whose elements we call colors. Denote by DAn,k → Dn,k the right
fibration whose fiber over Rn is a point and whose fiber over UnSn−k−1 is the set A. A D
A
n,k-manifold
is a collection {Lα}α∈J of pairwise disjoint properly embedded smooth k-manifolds of a smooth
n-manifold M .
As a related example, let S ⊂ A × A be a subset and denote by DSn the category of basics over
the objects Rn and Un∗⊔∗ whose fiber over the first object is the set A of colors, and whose fiber
over the second object is S. The edges (and higher simplicies) are given from the two projections
S → A. A DSn-manifold is a smooth n-manifold together with a hypersurface whose complement is
labeled by A, and the colors of two adjacent components of this complement are specified by S. We
call such a geometric object a (S-indexed) defect of dimension n.
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Example 2.53. Recall the left ideal D
∂
n of Example 2.22. Consider the continuous functor (D
∂
n)op →
POSet given by Un∆k−1 7→ {S ∈ π0(ι(U
n
∆k−1)j) | 0 ≤ j ≤ n}
∼= (s{1,...,n})op the poset of components
of the open strata with order relation S ≤ T if S ⊂ T is contained in the closure – this poset happens
to be a cube with
(
n
j
)
path components of the jth open strata. Because morphisms in Bscn induce
stratified maps of underlying stratified spaces, this assignment is evidently functorial. Denote by
D〈n〉 → D
∂
n the Grothendieck construction on this functor. Upon regarding it as a quasi-category
via the coherent nerve construction, D〈n〉 is a category of basics. A D〈n〉-manifold is an n-manifold
with corners equipped with coloring of its strata. In particular, while the tear drop [−1, 1]/−1∼1 is
a 1-manifold with corners (in the sense of Example 2.22), it is not a D〈1〉-manifold. Often, this 〈 〉-
notion of a manifold with corners is easier to work with. For instance, the space of endomorphisms
of an object over Un∆n−1 is contractible.
Example 2.54. Recall the left ideal Dn,k of Example 2.51. Consider the standard homeomorphism
ξ : Rn = Rk×Rn−k
∼=
−→ ιUnSn−k−1R
k×C(Sn−k−1) given by ξ(u, v) = (u, ‖v‖, v‖v‖ ). The restriction of
the inverse ζ = ξ−1| : U
n
Sn−k−1 rR
k −→ Rn is a morphism in Snglrn,0 – that is, a smooth embedding
of ordinary n-manifolds.
Denote by Dfrn,k → Dn,k the right fibration obtained as the unstraightening of the map D
op
n,k → S
given on objects as Rn 7→ Dn,k(Rn,Rn), UnSn−k−1 7→ Dn,k(U
n
Sn−k−1 , U
n
Sn−k−1), on endomorphisms in
the evident way, and on the remaining class of morphisms as
(Rn
f
−→ UnSn−k−1) 7→
(
Dn,k(U
n
Sn−k−1 , U
n
Sn−k−1)
ζ∗f
∗
−−−→ Dn,k(R
n,Rn)
)
which is clearly continuous in the argument f . Observe that Dfrn embeds into D
fr
n,k as the fiber over
Rn. The fiber of Dfrn,k over the other vertex U
n
Sn−k−1 is what one can justifiably name the Kan
complex of framings of UnSn−k−1 . Via §6.1, this terminology is justified through the identification
of the fiber over UnSn−k−1 being canonically equivalent to a (twisted) product O(k)×˜Aut(S
n−k−1)
which is the Kan complex of choices of ‘trivializations of the tangent stalk of UnSn−k−1 at it center’.
Consider the map of quasi-categories Dn,k → ∆
1 determined by {Rn} 7→ 0, {UnSn−k−1} 7→ 1. The
composite map Dfrn,k → Dn,k → ∆
1 is an equivalence of quasi-categories. This is analogous to (and
restricts to) Dfrn ≃ ∗.
A Dfrn,k-manifold is a framed n-manifold and a properly embedded k-submanifold equipped with
a splitting of the ambient framing along the tangent bundle of this submanifold.
Example 2.55. Fix a smooth embedding e : Sk−1 ⊔ Sl−1 → Sn−1. Regard the datum of e as a
singular (n− 1)-manifold, again called e, whose underlying space is Sn−1 with singularity locus the
image of e. Consider the left ideal Dek,l,n → Bscn whose set of objects is {R
n, UnSn−k−1 , U
n
Sn−l−1 , U
n
e }.
A Dek,l,n-manifold is a smooth n-manifold M together with a pair of properly embedded smooth
submanifolds K,L ⊂M of dimensions k and l, respectively, whose intersection locus is discrete and
of the form specified by e. As a particular example, if k + l = n and e is the standard Hopf link,
then a Dek,l,n-manifold is a pair of submanifolds (of dimensions k and l) of a smooth manifold which
intersect transversely as a discrete subset.
Example 2.56. Recall the category of basics Dn,k of Example 2.51. There is a standard map of
enriched categories D2,1 → D3,1 given by the assignments of objects R2 7→ R3 and U2S0 7→ U
3
S1 , and
on spaces of morphisms as
• D2,1(R2,R2) = Emb(R2,R2)
−×R
−−−→ Emb(R3,R3) = D3,1(R3,R3),
• D2,1(U2S0 , U
2
S0)→ D3,1(U
3
S1 , U
3
S1) given from the identification R×
(
R×C(S0)
)
∼= R×C(S1),
• D2,1(R2, U2S0) = Emb(R
2,R2rR1)
−×R
−−−→ Emb(R3,R3rR2) →֒ Emb(R3,R3rR) = D3,1(R3, U3S1).
Modify the map of quasi-categories D2,1 → D3,1 to a right fibration. For concreteness (though un-
necessary) the fiber of this right fibration over R3 is S2 = O(3)/O(2), over U3S1 is S
1 = O(2)/O(1) ≃
Diff(S1)/Diff(S0), and over an edge with a prescribed lift of its target is Z× Z× S2 ≃ hofib(S0 →
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S1)×O(3)/O(2). Regard a link in R3 as an D3,1-manifold L. A reduction of the structure category
(think “structure group”) of L to D2,1 – that is, a lift of the tangent map
D˜2,1

L̂ //
>>
D3,1 ,
is the data of a non-vanishing vector field on R3 which is transverse to the link. This lift is equivalent
to a right fibration associated to a D2,1-manifold if and only if the link L is equivalent to the trivial
link.
2.8.3. Collar-gluings. Recall the structure functor Bsck
Rn−k
−−−→ Bscn – it gives a right fibration of
quasi-categories. Denote the pullback in quasi-categories
(2) Bk
Rn−k //

B

Bsck
Rn−k // Bscn
thereby defining the quasi-category and map
(3) Mfld(Bk)
Rn−k
−−−→ Mfld(B) .
Employ the notation B<r =
∐
0≤k<r Bk and likewise for Mfld(B<r) =
∐
0≤k<rMfld(Bk). There are
canonical maps R− : B<r → B and R− : Mfld(B<r)→ Mfld(B).
Definition 2.57. A collar-gluing of B-manifolds is a collar-gluing X = X− ∪RV X+ of singular
n-manifolds together with a map X̂
g
−→ B over Bscn. Notice that a collar-gluing of B-manifolds
X = X− ∪RV X+ determines and, up to canonical equivalence, is determined by a diagram of
B-manifolds
R(V, g0)
i+ //
i−

(X+, g+)
f+

(X−, g−)
f− // (X, g)
in where (V, g0) is a Bn−1-manifold and for which f−(ιX−) ∪ f+(ιX+) = ιX . We denote a collar-
gluing of B-manifolds as X = X− ∪RV X+.
Temporarily denote by B ⊂ Mfld(B)I ⊂ Mfld(B) the smallest full sub-quasi-category closed under
collar-gluings. The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.38.
Corollary 2.58. There is an equivalence of quasi-categories
Mfld(B)I ≃ Mfld(B)fin .
3. Homology theories
In this section we define the notion of a homology theory for B-manifolds. Roughly, a homology
theory for B-manifolds (valued in the symmetric monoidal category C⊗) is a functorH : Mfld(B)→ C
for which
• ⊔ 7→ ⊗,
• {isotopies} 7→ {equivalences},
• H satisfies an excision axiom (see Definition 3.34).
• Sequential colimits are preserved.
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This is in fact a generalization of the usual Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms, as we will see in §3.7. Recall
that in the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms, the excision property can be phrased as sending pushout
diagrams to certain colimit diagrams. While this is a fine definition if the domain is the category
of spaces, the category of B-manifolds admits very few pushouts. As so, collar-gluing diagrams
(Definition 2.57) will play the role of pushout diagrams.
Our definition of a homology theory for B-manifolds is intended to accommodate many examples,
which typically depend on the specifics of B. While at first consideration a homology theory is a
huge amount of data, being an assignment of an object of C for each B-manifold, our main result
is a consolidation of this information. Specifically, Theorem 3.36 characterizes homology theories
for B-manifolds as Disk(B)-algebras (Definition 3.6). This is analogous to the situation in classical
algebraic topology where a generalized homology theory is determined by its value on a point. In
practice a Disk(B)-algebra is a manageable amount of data. The examples in §5 will illustrate this.
3.1. Symmetric monoidal structures and Disk(B)-algebras. In this section we observe that
disjoint union defines a symmetric monoidal structure on Mfld(B) and we define the notion of a
Disk(B)-algebra. We make use of Lurie’s theory of ∞-operads, specifically of symmetric monoidal
quasi-categories; see [Lu2], §2. We will also utilize the coherent nerve construction to pass from a
Top-enriched symmetric monoidal category to a symmetric monoidal quasi-category.
Recall Definition 2.0.0.7 from [Lu2] that a symmetric monoidal quasi-category is a quasi-category
C⊗ equipped with a map C⊗
p
−→ Fin∗ to the nerve of the category of pointed finite sets, such that
• p is a coCartesian fibration
• Let J be a finite set and let J+ = J ∪ {+} denote the finite pointed set with basepoint +.
For every j ∈ J , define ρj : J+ → {j}+ to be the map of based finite sets for which j 7→ j
and j 6= j′ 7→ +. The induced map of fibers∏
j∈J
(ρj)∗ : C
⊗
J+
≃
−→
∏
j∈J
C⊗{j}+
is an equivalence of quasi-categories.
A symmetric monoidal functor C⊗ → D⊗, or a map of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories, is a
map of quasi-categories over Fin∗ which sends coCartesian edges to coCartesian edges. For C⊗ a
symmetric monoidal quasi-category, we dente the fiber over ∗+ ∈ Fin∗ by C and refer to it as the
underlying quasi-category of C⊗.
Via the straightening-unstraightening equivalence, a symmetric monoidal quasi-category is equiv-
alent to a functor C⊗ : Fin∗ → Cat∞ to the quasi-category of quasi-categories for which C
⊗(J)
∼=
−→∏
j∈J C
⊗({j}).
Example 3.1. Recall the quasi-category S of Kan complexes. Denote by S× → Fin∗ the ∞-
operad of spaces under Cartesian product which is defined as follows. Denote by Fin×∗ → Fin∗ the
Grothendieck construction on the functor assigning to J+ the category P(J)op which is the opposite
of the poset of subsets of J . A p-simplex of S× over ∆p
σ
−→ Fin∗ is a map A : ∆p ×Fin∗ Fin
×
∗ → S for
which for each 0 ≤ i ≤ p the restriction
d∗{i}A : P
(
σ(i)
)op
= ∆{i} ×σ(i) P
(
σ(i)
)op
→ S
witnesses d∗{i}A(J) as the product
∏
j∈J d
∗
{i}A({j}). Then S
× → Fin∗ is an∞-operad. (For details,
see [Lu2], §2.4.1.)
So a vertex of S× over J+ is a J-indexed collection of Kan complexes. An edge of S× over
J+ → K+ is an J-indexed collection of Kan complexes (Xj)j∈J , a K-indexed collection of Kan
complexes (Yk)k∈K , and for each k ∈ K a map
∏
f(j)=kXj → Yk.
Example 3.2 (coCartesian symmetric monoidal quasi-categories). Let C be a quasi-category. Define
the ∞-operad C∐ as follows. Denote by F˜in∗ → Fin∗ the Grothendieck construction on the functor
assigning to J+ the set J , regarded as a category with only identity morphisms. A p-simplex of C∐
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over ∆p
σ
−→ Fin∗ is a map U : ∆p ×Fin∗ F˜in∗ → C. It is shown in [Lu2] §2.4.1 that C
∐ → Fin∗ is an
∞-operad.
Explicitly a vertex of C∐ over J+ is an J-indexed collection of objects of C. An edge of C∐ over
J+
f
−→ K+ is an J-indexed collection of objects (cj)j∈J , a K-indexed collection of objects (dk)k∈K ,
and for each pair (j, k) with f(j) = k a map cj → dk.
The underlying category of C∐ is C. If C admits coproducts there is a map of quasi-categories
C∐ → C given by
(
J, (cj)
)
7→
∐
j∈J cj and C
∐ is a symmetric monoidal quasi-category. In this case,
we refer to C∐ as a coCartesian symmetric monoidal quasi-category.
We record the following example expressly for use in §5.3.3.
Example 3.3. Recall that a morphism J+
f
−→ K+ ∈ Fin∗ is inert if f−1(k) is a singleton for each
k ∈ K. Clearly, inert morphisms are closed under composition. Denote C∐inert = (Fin∗)inert ×Fin∗ C
∐.
The canonical map C∐inert → Fin∗ is the free ∞-operad on C.
Example 3.4. Let (C,⊗, 1) be a symmetric monoidal Top-enriched category. Define the Top-
enriched category C⊗ → Fin∗ over finite pointed sets, whose objects are pairs (J, (cj)j∈J ) consisting
of a finite set J and an J-indexed sequence of objects cj ∈ C. Define the space of morphisms
C⊗
(
(J, (cj)), (K, (dk))
)
=
∐
J+
f
−→K+
∏
k∈K
C
( ⊗
{f(j)=k}
cj , dk
)
.
The map C⊗ → Fin∗ is obvious. Composition in C⊗ over J+
f
−→ K+
g
−→ L+ is given by(
(uk)k∈K , (vl)l∈L
)
7→
(
vl ◦ (⊗{g(k)=l}uk)
)
l∈L
.
Then the coherent nerve of C⊗ → Fin∗ is a symmetric monoidal quasi-category.
Definition 3.5 ([Lu2] 2.1.3.1). Let C⊗ and O⊗ be symmetric monoidal quasi-categories. A O⊗-
algebra in C⊗, or simply anO-algebra in C if the ⊗-structures are understood, is a map of coCartesian
fibrations over Fin∗
A : O⊗ → C⊗.
The quasi-category of such functors is denoted AlgO(C
⊗), or sometimes Fun⊗(O⊗, C⊗); it is evidently
functorial in the variables O⊗ and C⊗.
Recall that (Snglrn,⊔, ∅) is a symmetric monoidal Top-enriched category. There is an obvious
morphism of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories Snglr⊔n → P(Bscn)
∐ given by (J, (Xj)j∈J ) 7→
(J, (X̂j)j∈J ). Denote by
SngDiskn ⊂ (Snglrn,⊔, ∅)
the smallest sub-symmetric monoidal Top-enriched category whose underlying Top-enriched category
contains Bscn. Now fix a category of basics B.
Definition 3.6. Define
Mfld(B)⊔ = Snglr⊔n ×P(Bscn)∐(P(Bscn)/B)
∐
which is a coCartesian fibration over Fin∗ and therefore a symmetric monoidal quasi-category. Define
the sub-symmetric monoidal quasi-category
Disk(B)⊔ = SngDisk⊔n ×P(Bsc)∐ (P(Bscn)/B)
∐ ⊂ Mfld(B)⊔ .
Denote the underlying quasi-category of Disk(B)⊔ as Disk(B). We refer to AlgDisk(B)(C
⊗) as the
category of Disk(B)-algebras (in C).
Notation 3.7. Recall the category of basics Dn from Definition 2.47 and the various elaborations
given in the examples following. We denote
Diskn = Disk(Dn), Disk
fr
n = Disk(D
fr
n), Disk
∂
n = Disk(D
∂
n), Disk
fr
n,k = Disk(D
fr
n,k)
and likewise for other elaborations on D.
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Example 3.8. A Diskfrn-algebra in C
⊗ is an algebra over the little n-disk operad in C⊗. In particular,
a Diskfr1 -algebra in C
⊗ is an A∞-algebra in C⊗.
Example 3.9. Consider the category of basics D∂,frn which is a framed version of Example 2.22. A
Disk∂,frn -algebra is the data (A,B, a) of a Disk
fr
n-algebra A, a Disk
fr
n−1-algebra B, and an action
a : A −→ HH∗Dfrn−1
(B) := Mod
Diskfrn−1
B (B,B)
which is a map of Diskfrn-algebras; this reformulation is the higher Deligne conjecture, proved in this
generality in [Lu2] and [Th].
Notice that the underlying quasi-category of Mfld(B)⊔ is Mfld(B). Explicitly, an object of
Mfld(B)⊔ is a finite set J together with an J-index collection (Xj , gj)j∈J of B-manifolds. A mor-
phism
(
J, (Xj, gj)
)
→
(
K, (Yk, hk)
)
is a map J+
f
−→ K+ together with morphisms
⊔
f(j)=k(Xj , gj)→
(Yk, hk) of B-manifolds for each k ∈ K. Such an object
(
J, (Uj)
)
is in Disk(B)⊔ if for each j ∈ J the
B-manifold Uj is a disjoint union of basics.
The quasi-category P(Bscn)/B admits finite coproducts. There is a commutative diagram of
quasi-categories
Mfld(B)⊔ //
⊔

(P(Bscn)/B)
∐
∐

Mfld(B) // P(Bscn)/B
where the left downward arrow is given by disjoint union (J, (Xj , gj)a∈J ) 7→
⊔
j∈J (Xj , gj) and the
right downward arrow is given by coproduct (A, (Ej , gj)j∈J ) 7→
∐
j∈J (Ej , gj).
Variation 3.10. In Definition 3.6 one could replace Snglr by pSnglr to obtain the symmetric
monoidal quasi-category pMfld(B)⊔. The equivalence of quasi-categories pMfld(B) ≃ Mfld(B) of
Theorem 6.32 induces an equivalence of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories
(4) pMfld(B)⊔ ≃ Mfld(B)⊔ .
Likewise, there is the symmetric monoidal quasi-category (Mfld(B)fin)⊔.
Remark 3.11. We warn the reader that, while the symmetric monoidal structure on Mfld(B)⊔
comes from disjoint union of B-manifolds, this symmetric monoidal category Mfld(B)⊔ is not a
coCartesian symmetric monoidal category. Indeed, disjoint union is not a coproduct in Mfld(B),
which admits very few colimits since all morphisms are monomorphisms.
3.2. Factorization homology. Every object X ∈ Mfld(B) represents a functor Mfld(B)op → S.
Restriction along Disk(B) ⊂ Mfld(B) defines a presheaf
EX : Disk(B)
op → S.
Covariantly, given A a Disk(B)-algebra in a symmetric monoidal quasi-category C, we denote again
by A : Disk(B) → C the restriction to the underlying quasi-category. We will define factorization
homology of X with coefficients in A as the coend constructed from these two functors, but we first
make an assumption on the target category C.
Definition 3.12 (∗). A symmetric monoidal quasi-category C⊗ satisfies condition (∗) if the under-
lying category C admits (small) colimits and for each c ∈ C, the functor C
−⊗c
−−−→ C preserves filtered
colimits and geometric realizations. In particular, for each vertex c ∈ C and each space (=Kan
complex) K the constant map K
c
−→ C admits a colimit. We denote this colimit as K ⊗ c ∈ C and
refer to the map −⊗− : S × C → C as the tensor over spaces.
Remark 3.13. Note that since C admits all small colimits, it is tensored over spaces. Also, condition
(∗) implies the stronger property that − ⊗ c preserves all sifted colimits. (See Corollary 5.5.8.17
of [Lu1].)
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Example 3.14. The symmetric monoidal quasi-category Ch⊔ of chain complexes with direct sum
satisfies condition (∗). In particular, the functor V ⊕ − preserves geometric realizations (although
it does not preserve more general colimits, such as coproducts).
Definition 3.15 (Factorization homology). Let C be a symmetric monoidal quasi-category which
satisfies (∗). Let A ∈ AlgDisk(B)(C
⊗) and let X ∈ Mfld(B) regarded as a vertex in the underlying
quasi-category of Mfld(B)⊔. We define
(5)
∫
X
A := EX
⊗
Disk(B)
A ≃ colim⊔
k∈K Uk→X
⊗
k∈K
A(Uk) ∈ C
to be the coend of Disk(B)op × Disk(B)
EX×A−−−−→ S × C
⊗
−→ C, the second map being the tensor
over spaces. In (5) we have equivalently written this coend as a colimit over the quasi-category
Disk(B)/X := Disk(B)×Mfld(B) Mfld(B)/X .
We refer to the object
∫
X A ∈ C as the factorization homology of X with coefficients in A.
Remark 3.16. Under the assumption (∗) on C⊗, the expression defining factorization homology
of X is equivalent to Lurie’s operadic left Kan extension of Disk(B)⊔
A
−→ C⊗ along Disk(B)⊔ →
Mfld(B)⊔, evaluated on X . (We refer readers to §3.1.2 of [Lu2] for a general treatment.) We will
make use of the universal property of operadic left Kan extensions throughout, so we comment
briefly on this equivalence.
Using that Disk(B)⊔ → Fin∗ is a coCartesian fibration, the defining expression for the weak
operadic left Kan extension, evaluated at X , can be written
(6) colim(
K,(Uk)
)
act−−→X
⊗
k∈K
A(Uk)
where the colimit is taken over (Disk(B)⊔act)/X := Disk(B)
⊔
act×Mfld(B)⊔act (Mfld(B)
⊔
act)/X . The notation
‘act′ signifies that we only consider active morphisms. (Recall that a morphism f in Fin∗ is called
active if f−1(+) = +, where + is the base point of the source and target of f . The active morphisms
in a symmetric monoidal quasi-category are those morphisms which are coCartesian lifts of these
f . See Definition 2.1.2.1 of [Lu2].)
Because Disk(B)⊔ → Fin∗ is coCartesian, then so is the pullback to active morphisms Disk(B)⊔act →
(Fin∗)act. Notice that the fiber over {1}+ ∈ (Fin∗)act of this latter map is the underlying category
Disk(B). The object {1}+ ∈ (Fin∗)act is terminal and therefore the inclusion Disk(B) ⊂ Disk(B)⊔act is
cofinal. Because Disk(B)/X → Disk(B) is a right fibration, it follows that the morphism Disk(B)/X →
(Disk(B)⊔act)/X is cofinal as well.
This colimit (6) can be rewritten as a geometric realization. Assumption (∗) ensures that the
operation − ⊗ c preserves weak operadic colimit diagrams with shape ∆op. It follows that the
expression (6) computes the operadic left Kan extension.
Remark 3.17. By the universal property of operadic left Kan extension, one can also characterize
factorization homology as a left adjoint. Specifically, note that the inclusion of symmetric monoidal
quasi-categories Disk(B)⊔ ⊂ Mfld(B)⊔ induces a restriction functor
ρ : Fun⊗(Mfld(B)⊔, C⊗)→ AlgDisk(B)(C
⊗) .
Then the pair
∫
and ρ define an adjunction
(7)
∫
: AlgDisk(B)(C
⊗)⇆ Fun⊗(Mfld(B)⊔, C⊗) : ρ.
Example 3.18. It is definitional that
∫
U A
≃
−→ A(U) ∈ C for any basic open U ∈ B.
Notation 3.19. The symbol
∫
X A was only defined forX a B-manifold. However, ifX ∈ P
(
Disk(B)
)
is any right fibration, then the same expression defining
∫
X A as a colimit is valid. In this way, we
extend notation and obtain a functor
∫
: AlgDisk(B)(C
⊗)→ Fun⊗(pMfld(B)⊔, C⊗) to B-premanifold-
algebras.
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Lemma 3.20. Let
...
X be a B-premanifold and let
...
X → X be a refinement. The induced morphism∫
...
X
≃
−→
∫
X
is an equivalence of functors AlgDisk(B)(C
⊗)→ C.
Proof. This follows immediately from (4) which was a consequence of Theorem 6.32. 
Remark 3.21. We discuss the relation of our work to that of Costello and Gwilliam in [CG]. In
Costello and Gwilliam’s definition of a factorization algebra, one does not endow the set of opens
U ⊂ M with a topology (let alone fix a fibration over the space of embeddings), and one imposes
a cosheaf-like condition to ensure a local-to-global principle. In contrast, we work with categories
which see the topology of embeddings U →M , and we have no need to impose a cosheaf condition—
in light of Theorem 6.32 factorization homology automatically satisfies such a condition. (Namely,
for every cover of a basic U ∈ B, which we think of as a refinement
...
U → U , the edge
∫
...
U
A
≃
−→ A(U)
is an equivalence in C.)
It is precisely the right fibration condition of Definition 2.41 which guarantees this cosheaf prop-
erty for the structures we consider, and which generally lends the content of this article toward
homotopical techniques. This comes at the cost of excluding potentially interesting geometric ex-
amples (such as in holomorphic or Riemannian settings), where the natural maps to Bscn are not
right fibrations.
Remark 3.22. Factorization homology appears closely related to the blob complex of Morrison-
Walker, both defined by a coend construction, at least for their values on closed manifolds. The
blob complex, or cobordism hypothesis construction a` la Lurie, can take as input an n-category
BnA, which intuitively has an single k-morphism for k < n, and whose n-morphisms are equivalent
to A. One can define the functor
∫
A on closed n-manifolds using BnA rather than A. That is,
there exists a commutative diagram
Diskfrn -alg(C
⊗)
B
n
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚
∫
// Fun⊗(Mfldfrn, C)
restrict // Fun⊗(Mfldfr,closedn , C)
Catn(C⊗)
44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
where Mfldfr,closedn is the full groupoid of Mfldn consisting of closed n-manifolds and diffeomorphisms.
However, there does not exist a functor from Catn(C⊗) to Fun
⊗(Mfldfrn, C) making the above diagram
commute. This is because the functorBn is not fully faithful (the spaceMap(BnA,BnC) is quotient
of Map(A,C) by the (n − 1)-fold delooping of the group of units of C), whereas the factorization
homology functor
∫
is fully faithful, in particular by Theorem 3.36.
3.3. Push-forward. We introduce a technique making the expression (5) defining factorization
homology far more computable.
Fix two categories of basics B0 → Bscd and B → Bscn. Any map B0
F
−→ Mfld(B) determines a
map of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories Disk(B0)⊔
F⊔
−−→ Mfld(B)⊔. Operadic left Kan extension
defines the right vertical map of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories
Disk(B0)⊔ //
F⊔

Mfld(B0)⊔
L⊗F

Mfld(B)⊔ // P(B)∐ .
The passage to P(B)∐ guarantees there are enough colimits for the Kan extension to exist, but
we seek conditions under which the Kan extension factors through Mfld(B)⊔. We will prove in
Lemma 3.26 that the following definition suffices. We use the notion of conical smoothness, which
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is a suitable notion of smoothness for continuous maps between underlying singular manifolds (of
possibly differing dimensions), visit §6.4 for a definition.
Definition 3.23. A B0-family (of B-manifolds) is a pair (F, γ) where F : B0 → Mfld(B) is a map
of quasi-categories and γ : ι ◦ F → ι is a natural transformation by conically smooth maps. We will
often denote the data (F, γ) of a B0-family simply by the letter F .
Example 3.24 (Product bundles). Let B′ → Bscn−d be a category of basics, and let q : B0×B′ → B
be a map over Bscd×Bscn−d → Bscn. Fix a B′-manifold (X, g′). The assignment (V, h) 7→
(
V ×
X, q(h, g′)
)
describes a map of quasi-categories PrX : B0 → Mfld(B) which is evidently over (the
coherent nerve of) Bscd
−×X
−−−→ Snglrn. Moreover, there is the natural projection ι(V × X) → ιV .
A particular example of this is for B0 = Bn−k and B′ = Bk with q : Bn−k × Bk → B the standard
map over Bscn−k ×Bsck
×
−→ Bscn – recall (2) from §2.8.3 for this subscripted notation. In this way,
each Bn−k-manifold Y determines a map of categories of basics PrY : Bk → Mfld(B) which in turn
determines a restriction map denoted∫
Y
: AlgDisk(B)(−)
∫
−→ AlgMfld(B)(−)
Pr∗Y−−→ AlgDisk(Bk)(−) .
Now fix a B0-manifold P . One can elaborate the above example to give examples of bundles
over P with fibers B′-manifolds. Given a map B0 × B′ → B as before, this is an example of a
(B0)/P -family of B-manifolds. Because we never use such examples, we will not develop them in
proper detail.
Example 3.25 (Collar-gluings). Recall the category of basics I from Example 2.48, whose set of
objects is ob I = {R≥−∞,R≤∞,R}. Note that the I-manifold [−∞,∞] is not a basic.
Let (X, g) = (X ′−, g
′
−) ∪(RV,g0) (X
′
+, g
′
+) be a collar-gluing of B-manifolds. Choose a conically
smooth map h : ιX → [−∞,∞] so that h|ιRV : R × ιV → [−∞,∞] is the projection followed by a
standard smooth monotonic map R → [−∞,∞] which restricts to a diffeomorphism (−1, 1) ∼= R.
(Such a conically smooth map can be constructed using conically smooth partitions of unity (see
Lemma 6.24).) The choice of a standard diffeomorphism R ∼= (−1, 1) gives a morphism RV →
R(−1,1)V ⊂ RV which we use to rewrite the collar-gluing (X, g) = (X−, g−) ∪(RV,g0) (X+, g+) with
(X−, g−) = (X
′
−r (R≥1×V ), (g
′
−)|X−) and likewise (X+, g+) = (X
′
+r (R≤−1×V ), (g
′
+)|X+). Then
h−1R≥−∞ = ιX−, h
−1R≤∞ = ιX+, and h
−1R = ιRV
so one has a I-family of B-manifolds given by
• G : I → Mfld(B) given by R≥−∞ 7→ ιX−, R≤∞ 7→ ιX+, and R 7→ ιRV ; where the assign-
ment on morphisms of I is obvious.
• γ : ιG→ ι is given on an object U as γU = h|ιU .
We will use this observation to prove Theorem 3.33.
Lemma 3.26. Let F be a B0-family of B-manifolds. Let P be a B0-manifold regarded as a vertex of
the underlying quasi-category of Mfld(B0)⊔. There is a natural lift of the value of the Kan extension
LF (P ) to an object of Mfld(B).
Proof. Define the composition f : B0
F
−→ Mfld(B)→ Snglrn. We will describe a B-manifold (f(P ), g0)
lifting LF (P ). We first describe the singular n-manifold f(P ) lifting the left Kan extension of
Disk(B0)
f⊔
−−→ Snglr⊔n along Disk(B0)
⊔ ⊂ Mfld(B0)⊔. As discussed in Remark 3.16, we compute this
operadic left Kan extension as the left Kan extension of the map on underlying quasi-categories
Disk(B0)→ Snglrn along Disk(B0) ⊂ Mfld(B0).
We define the singular n-premanifold f(P ) as follows. Consider the topological space
ιf(P ) := colim
V→P
ιf(V )
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which is the strict colimit over the category whose objects are morphisms from basics V → P and
whose morphisms are factorized maps V → W → P . We take this colimit in the category of (not
necessarily compactly generated Hausdorff) topological spaces.
Hausdorff: The natural transformation γ determines a continuous map ιγ : ιf(P ) → ιP . Let
p, q ∈ ιf(P ). If ιγ(p) 6= ιγ(q) then because the collection {ιV → ιP} forms a basis for
the Hausdorff topological space ιP , then there are separating neighborhoods of p and q.
If ιγ(p) = ιγ(q) then there is a morphism V → P for which the image of ιf(V )→ ιf(P )
contains p and q. Because each such ιf(V )→ ιf(P ) is an open embedding, and because
ιf(V ) is Hausdorff, then there are separating neighborhoods of p and q.
Second Countable: The collection {ιf(V ) → ιf(P )} forms an open cover of ιF (P ). Because P admits a
countable atlas, ιf(P ) is second countable.
Atlas: The collection A = {(U, φ) | U
φ
−→ f(V ) ∈ Snglrn with V → P ∈ Snglrd} clearly gives
an open cover of f(P ) and forms an atlas for f(P ).
Though it is not necessarily the case that the atlas A is maximal, this is accounted for through
Theorem 6.32. From Lemma 6.31 the open cover from A realizes the right fibration f̂(P ) ∈ P(Bscn)
as the necessary colimit computing the value on P of the left relevant Kan extension.
The canonical map
MapBscn(f̂(P ),B) ≃ MapBscn(colim f̂(V ),B)
≃
−→ limMap(f̂(V ),B)
is an equivalence. There results a canonical section g0 : f̂(P ) → B whose restrictions to each f(V )
is the given section for F (V ).

Definition 3.27. Let C⊗ be a symmetric monoidal quasi-category. and let F : B0 → Mfld(B) be a
map of quasi-categories. Let A : Disk(B)⊔ → C⊗ be a Disk(B)-algebra. We refer to the composition
F∗A : B
⊔
0
F⊔
−−→ Mfld(B)⊔
∫
A
−−→ C⊗ .
as the push-forward of A along F . Evident by construction, push-forward is functorial with respect
to algebra maps in argument A.
Theorem 3.28 (Pushforward formula). Let A be a Disk(B)-algebra in C. Let F be a B0-family of
B-manifolds and let P be a B0-manifold. Then there is a canonical equivalence∫
P
F∗A
≃
−→
∫
LF (P )
A
in C.
Proof. This follows from transitivity of operadic left Kan extensions (see Corollary 3.1.4.2 of [Lu2]).
Namely, for a fixed Disk(B)-algebra A, the diagram of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories
B⊔0 //
F⊔

Mfld(B0)⊔
L⊗Fyyrr
rr
rr
rr
r
∫
F∗A

Mfld(B)⊔ // P(B)∐
∫
A
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
Disk(B)⊔
A //
OO
C⊗
commutes, where all arrows in the triangle are defined using operadic left Kan extension. For the
reader uneasy with the (immense) machine of operadic left Kan extension, we will observe the
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following string of equivalences from unwinding definitions. Fix a B0-manifold P .∫
LF (P )
A ≃ colim⊔
j∈J Uj−→LF (P )
⊗
j∈J
A(Uj)
≃ colim⊔
k∈K Vk−→P
colim⊔
j∈J Uj−→
⊔
k∈K F (Vk)
⊗
j∈J
A(Uj)
≃ colim⊔
k∈K Vk−→P
⊗
k∈K
colim⊔
j′∈J′
k
Uj′−→F (Vk)
⊗
j′∈J′k
A(Uj′ )
≃ colim⊔
k∈K Vk−→P
⊗
k∈K
∫
F (Vk)
A
≃ colim⊔
k∈K Vk−→P
⊗
k∈K
F∗A(Vk)
≃
∫
P
F∗A .

3.4. Factorization homology over a closed interval. Recall the category of basics I of Exam-
ple 2.48. Any B-manifold X with a collar-gluing can be thought of as an I-family of B-manifolds.
(See Example 3.25.) So the factorization homology of X can be computed by pushing forward to
the closed interval [−∞,∞], and taking factorization homology of [−∞,∞] with coefficients in the
resulting Disk∂,fr1 -algebra. Thankfully, the structure of such an algebra is simple.
Example 3.29. Let C be the (nerve of the) category of vector spaces over k, with monoidal structure
given by ⊗k. An object of AlgDisk∂,fr1
(C⊗) is the following data:
(1) A unital associative algebra AR = A(R). An embedding R ⊔ R → R determines the mul-
tiplication map. The inclusion of the empty manifold into R determines the unit of AR.
Associativity follows from factoring an oriented embedding (R ⊔ R ⊔ R) → R through an
oriented embedding R ⊔ R→ R in evident ways.
(2) Two vector spaces M− = A(R≥−∞) and M+ = A(R≤∞) each receiving a map ∗i : k →Mi.
The maps ∗i correspond to the inclusion of the empty manifold into R≥−∞ or into R≤∞.
The index i is over the values − and +.
(3) A right module action µ− :M− ⊗AR →M− compatible with the map ∗−, in the sense that
the following diagram commutes:
k
1AR //
∗−
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯ A
∗−⊗idAR // M− ⊗AR
µ−

M− .
The action µ− is determined by an embedding R≥−∞ ⊔R→ R≥−∞. And likewise for M+,
which is a left module over AR rather than a right module.
In general, the object AR := A(R) is a unital A∞ algebra and the objects M− := A(R≥−∞)
and M+ := A(R≤∞) are right- and left- modules over this algebra, respectively. We claim that
the factorization homology of A over a closed interval is precisely the (geometric realization) of the
two-sided bar construction Bar•(M−, AR,M+):
Proposition 3.30. Let A be a I-algebra. There is a natural equivalence
(8)
∫
[−∞,∞]
A ≃ A(R≥−∞) ⊗
A(R)
A(R≤∞)
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between the factorization homology of the closed interval and the two-sided bar construction of the
left A(R)-module A(R≤∞) and the right A(R)-module A(R≥−∞).
Recall from its defining expression that the lefthand side of (8) is computed as a colimit over the
quasi-category (Disk∂,fr1 )/[−∞,∞]. We study this quasi-category directly.
The underlying space of an arbitrary object X ∈ Disk∂,frn is canonically of the form
ιX = R⊔ǫ−≥−∞ ⊔ R
⊔p ⊔ R⊔ǫ+≤∞ .
For X to admit a morphism to [−∞,∞] we must have ǫ± ∈ {0, 1}. We thus obtain a map
ǫ : (Disk∂,fr1 )/[−∞,∞] → ∆
1 ×∆1
described as the assignment (X → [−∞,∞]) 7→ (ǫ−, ǫ+).
Lemma 3.31. The inclusion of the fiber
ǫ−1(1, 1) ⊂ (Disk∂,fr1 )/[−∞,∞]
is cofinal.
Proof. Let Z = (X
f
−→ [−∞,∞]) ∈ (Disk∂,fr1 )/[−∞,∞] be an arbitrary vertex. We must prove that
the quasi-category
D = ǫ−1(1, 1)×(Disk∂,fr1 )/[−∞,∞]
(
(Disk∂,fr1 )/[−∞,∞]
)
Z/
has a weakly contractible classifying space. (See for instance Theorem 4.1.3.1 of Lurie’s [Lu1].)
Define the object Z ′ = (X ′
f ′
−→ [−∞,∞]) ∈ ǫ−1(1, 1) as follows. The I-manifold
X ′ = R
⊔1−ǫ−
≥−∞ ⊔X ⊔ R
⊔1−ǫ+
≤∞ .
Notice the inclusion X ⊂ X ′ of I-manifolds. By construction, for Y ∈ ǫ−1(1, 1), any morphism
X → Y ∈ Disk∂,fr1 canonically factors as X ⊂ X
′ → Y .
Choose any morphism X ′
f ′
−→ [−∞,∞] so that a composite X ⊂ X ′
f ′
−→ [−∞,∞] is f – such a
morphism f ′ exists as evident by replacing f with f ◦g where X
g
−→ X is isotopic to the identity map
and the closure g(ιX) ⊂ ιX is compact. By construction Z → Z ′ is an edge in (Disk∂,fr1 )/[−∞,∞] and
thus is a vertex of D. A similar argument indicated for the existence of f ′ shows that (Z → Z ′) ∈ D
is initial. It follows that |D| is contractible. 
Lemma 3.32. There is an equivalence of quasi-categories ǫ−1(1, 1)
≃
−→ ∆op.
Proof. The map is given by (X
f
−→ [−∞,∞]) 7→ π0
(
[−∞,∞]r f(ιX)
)
, the path components of the
compliment of the image, which is equipped with a linear order from that of [−∞,∞]; this linearly
ordered set is evidently finite and is never empty since [−∞,∞] is not an element of Disk∂,fr1 . It is
straight forward to verify that this indeed describes a functor of quasi-categories. That this map is
an equivalence is standard.

Proof of Proposition 3.30. We contemplate the composition
∆op
≃
←− ǫ−1(1, 1)→ (Disk∂,fr1 )/[−∞,∞]
A
−→ C .
The value of this map on [p] is canonically equivalent to A(R≥−∞⊔R⊔p⊔R≤∞) ≃M−⊗A
⊗p
R ⊗M+.
The value of this map on morphisms gives the simplicial structure maps of the two-sided bar
construction Bar•(M−, AR,M+). We have established the string of canonical equivalence∫
[−∞,∞]
A = colim
(
(Disk∂,fr1 )/[−∞,∞]
A
−→ C
) ≃
←− colim
(
∆op
Bar•(M−,AR,M+)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ C
)
=M− ⊗AR M+
in which the leftward equivalence is from Lemma 3.31.

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3.5. Factorization homology satisfies excision. By combining Proposition 3.30 with the push-
forward formula of Theorem 3.28, we see that factorization homology satisfies the excision property:
Theorem 3.33 (Excision). Let X = X− ∪RV X+ be a collar-gluing of B-manifolds. Then there is
a natural equivalence ∫
X−
A
⊗
∫
RV
A
∫
X+
A ≃
∫
X
A .
Proof. As discussed in Example 3.25, collar-gluing determines an I-family G : I → Mfld(B) with
G(R≥−∞) = X−, G(R≤∞) = X+, and G(R) = RV . We establish the string of equivalences∫
X−
A
⊗
∫
RV
A
∫
X+
A ≃
∫
G(R≥−∞)
A
⊗
∫
G(R)
A
∫
G(R≤∞)
A
≃
∫
R≥−∞
G∗A
⊗
∫
R
G∗A
∫
R≤∞
G∗A
≃
−→
∫
[−∞,∞]
G∗A
≃
∫
LG([−∞,∞])
A
≃
−→
∫
X
A .
The first equivalence defines the left-hand side. The second and fourth are the pushforward formula
of 3.28. The third is Proposition 3.30. The final equivalence follows because the canonical map
H([−∞,∞])→ X is a refinement of B-manifolds, and therefore an equivalence by Theorem 6.32.

3.6. Homology theories. In classical algebraic topology, the excision axiom of a homology theory
can be phrased as sending pushout squares to certain colimits in chain complexes. This axiom cannot
be simply parroted when defining a homology theory for B-manifolds, a first obstruction being that
Mfld(B) does not admit pushouts. We account for this by distinguishing a class of diagrams in
Mfld(B) which play the role of pushout diagrams – these are collar-gluings (see Definition 2.35).
We go on to define a homology theory for B-manifolds as a symmetric monoidal functor sending
collar-gluings to certain colimits.
As usual, fix a category of basics B and a symmetric monoidal quasi-category C⊗ which satisfies
condition (∗). Let Mfld(B)⊔
H
−→ C⊗ be a map of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories. Through
Example 3.25, any collar-gluing of B-manifolds X = X− ∪RV X+ determines a I-family of B-
manifolds I
G
−→ Mfld(B), so there results a map of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories I⊔
G⊔
−−→
Mfld(B)⊔
H
−→ C⊗ . Consider the universal arrow from the Kan extension
∫
[−∞,∞]HG
⊔ → H(X). In
light of Theorem 3.33, this universal arrow can be written as
(9) H(X−)
⊗
H(RV )
H(X+)→ H(X) .
Definition 3.34 (Homology theory). Let C⊗ be a symmetric monoidal category satisfying (∗). A
C-valued homology theory for B-manifolds is a map of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories
H : Mfld(B)⊔ → C⊗
that preserves sequential colimits, and such that for every collar-gluing X = X− ∪RV X+ of B-
manifolds, the canonical morphism (9) is an equivalence in C. Denote the full sub-quasi-category
H(Mfld(B), C⊗) ⊂ Fun⊗(Mfld(B)⊔, C⊗)
spanned by the homology theories.
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Note that since a homology theory preserves sequential colimits, it is determined entirely by its
behavior on Mfldfin(B) ⊂ Mfld(B).
Example 3.35. Let B be a category of basics and C⊗ be a symmetric monoidal quasi-category
satisfying (∗). By Theorem 3.33 there is a canonical factorization
AlgDisk(B)(C
⊗)
∫
//
∫
((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
Fun⊗(Mfld(B)⊔, C⊗)
H(Mfld(B), C⊗)
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
.
Theorem 3.36 (Characterization of homology theories). Let B be a category of basics and C⊗ a
symmetric monoidal quasi-category satisfying (∗). The (restricted) adjunction (7)∫
: AlgDisk(B)(C
⊗)⇆ H(Mfld(B), C⊗) : ρ
is an equivalence of quasi-categories.
Proof. We will make use of the identification Mfld(B)I ∼= Mfld(B)
fin of Theorem 2.58. Let X ∈
Mfld(B)fin and A ∈ AlgDisk(B)(C
⊗). Recall the defining expression
∫
X
A = colim
⊗
k∈K A(Uk) where
this colimit is over the quasi-category Disk(B)/X . If X =
⊔
l∈L Vl ∈ Disk(B) is itself a disjoint union
of basics, then Disk(B)/X has a terminal object X
=
−→ X and so the inclusion
⊗
l∈LA(Vl)
≃
−→
∫
X
A
is an equivalence. It follows that the unit map of the adjunction 1
≃
−→ ρ
∫
is an equivalence.
For the converse, consider the counit
(10)
∫
(−)
ρH −→ H(−) .
If (−) = U ∈ B then (10) is an equivalence because
∫
is defined as a (Kan) extension. We proceed
by transfinite induction. Consider the collection of intermediary full sub-symmetric monoidal quasi-
categories Disk(B)⊔ ⊂ M ⊂ (Mfld(B)fin)⊔ for which the counit map is an equivalence for (−) any
object ofM. This collection is partially ordered by inclusions. Clearly Disk(B)⊔ is a member of this
collection. Let M0 be a maximal such member. We wish to show (Mfld(B)
fin)⊔ ⊂ M0. Suppose
X = X− ∪RV X+ with X± , RV ∈M0. Because H is a homology theory, there is the equivalence
(11) H(X−)
⊗
H(RV )
H(X+)
≃
−→ H(X) .
By excision (Theorem 3.33), there is the equivalence
(12)
∫
X−
ρH
⊗∫
RV
ρH
∫
X+
ρH
≃
−→
∫
X
ρH .
The counit map (10) describes a map from diagram (11) to diagram (12). From the invariance of
coend under equivalences in the quasi-category C and by construction of M0, because X±, RV ∈
M0, the counit map (10) is an equivalence on the lefthand sides of diagrams (11) and (12). It follows
that the counit (10) is an equivalence on the righthand sides of (11) and (12). We have shown that
M0 is closed under collar-gluing. It follows from Theorem 2.38 that (Mfld(B)fin)⊔ ⊂M0. 
3.7. Classical homology theories. Here we document familiar examples of homology theories.
We will specialize to the stable quasi-category Sp of spectra, but this is insubstantial, for instance
chain complexes would do just as well. The quasi-category of spectra Sp is (the underlying quasi-
category of) a symmeric monoidal quasi-category under wedge sum ∨, with ∗ as the unit, likewise
for smash product ∧, with the sphere spectrum S as the unit. We will exploit the following (related)
features of a stable quasi-categoryM:
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• A pullback diagram is a pushout diagram in M. In particular, the categorical coproduct
and product in M are equivalent.
• The Yoneda embedding M→ P(M) factors through SpM
op Ω∞
−−→ P(M). In particular, we
can regard M(E,E′) as a spectrum for each pair of objects E,E′ ∈ M.
Fix a category of basics B. Fix a spectrum E. Consider the map of symmetric monoidal quasi-
categories
Ec : Mfld(B)
⊔ → Sp∨
given on vertices by assigning to
(
J, (Xj)
)
the data
(
A, (Sp(Σ∞(ιXj)∗, E))
)
; the value on morphisms
(and higher simplices) becomes evident upon observing the canonical equivalence∨
j∈J
Sp
(
Σ∞(ιXj)
∗, E
) ≃
−→ Sp
(
Σ∞
(
ι(
⊔
j∈J
Xj)
)∗
, E
)
.
The homotopy groups π∗Ec(X) = E
∗
c (ιX) are the compactly supported E-cohomology groups of
the underlying space ιX .
Lemma 3.37. For any spectrum E, the symmetric monoidal map Ec is a homology theory.
Proof. Let X = X− ∪RV X+ be a collar-gluing of B-manifolds. The resulting map
ιX∗ → ιX− ×(
(−1,1)×ιV
)∗ ιX∗+
induced by collapse maps is a a continuous bijection among compact spaces, and is therefore a
homeomorphism. Moreover, because [−1, 1]×ιV → ιX± is a cofibration, it follows that this pullback
is in fact a homotopy pullback. It follows that Σ∞(ιX)∗ ≃ Σ∞(ιX−)∗
∐
Σ∞(ιRV )∗ Σ
∞(ιX+)
∗ can
be canonically written as a pushout in Sp. Applying Sp(Σ∞−, E) to this pushout gives a pullback,
which is again a pushout in Sp. That is, the universal arrow
(13) Ec(X−) ∐
Ec(RV )
Ec(X+)
≃
−→ Ec(X)
is an equivalence of spectra.
We now contemplate the Disk∂,fr1 -algebra in Sp
∨ associated to the given collar-gluingX = X−∪RV
X+. Because (ιRV )
∗ ∼= Σ(ιV )∗ then the value Ec(RV ) ∼= Σ−1Ec(V ) is the desuspension and the
relevant Diskfr1 -algebra is given by the associative multiplication rule
Σ−1Ec(V ) ∨ Σ
−1Ec(V )→ Σ
−1Ec(V )
given by the universal arrow from the coproduct. The left action is
Ec(X+) ∨ Σ
−1Ec(V )→ Ec(X+)
which, on the first summand is the identity and on the second is the restriction along the collapse
map ιX∗− → ιRV . Because the symmetric monoidal structure of Sp
∨ is coCartesian, it follows that
the universal arrow to the bar construction
Ec(X−) ∐
Ec(RV )
Ec(X+)
≃
−→ Ec(X−) ∨
Ec(RV )
Ec(X+)
is an equivalence. Combined with the conclusion (13), this finishes the proof.

4. Nonabelian Poincare´ duality
In this section we give a substantial generalization of Poincare´ duality from the classical situation
of smooth manifolds. It is a generalization still of the nonabelian Poincare´ duality of Lurie [Lu2]
and Salvatore´ [Sa] to the setting of structured singular manifolds displayed in this article. One
can regard the statement of Poincare´ duality below as evidence that any homology theory for B-
manifolds which detects more than the stratified homotopy type of the manifolds cannot arise from
a “group-like” Disk(B)-algebra (see Remark 4.13 which explains these quotes).
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Our discussion of duality is two-fold. We first discuss what one might deem ‘abelian’ Poincare´
duality. For this we specialize to factorization homology with coefficients in spectra and construct
a dualizing (co)sheaf, but other stable settings such as chain complexes would do. We then take
the coefficients C⊗ = S× to be spaces and discuss a ‘nonabelian’ version of Poincare´ duality. In
subsequent work we will develop the theory for more general C⊗ and see Poincare´ duality as an
instance of Koszul duality. There it will be shown that Poincare´ duality characterizes B-manifolds
in an appropriate sense.
4.1. Dualizing data. For simplicity, we specialize our discussion to B = Bscn and work strictly
with finite singular n-manifolds. As so, we omit the superscript Snglrfinn from the notation.
4.1.1. Duals. Let us recall the notion of duals for a symmetric monoidal quasi-category from §4.2.5
of [Lu2]. We specialize our discussion to spectra in as much as it is the initial stable quasi-category
receiving a map from spaces, see [Lu2], §1.4.4, but other such stable quasi-categories, for instance
chain complexes, would do just as well. For E a spectrum, say it has a (Spanier-Whitehead) dual
if there exists
• a spectrum E∨ ,
• a map of spectra coev : S→ E ⊗ E∨ from the sphere spectrum,
• a map of spectra ev : E∨ ⊗ E → S to the sphere spectrum,
• a triangle
E
coev⊗1
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
= // E
E ⊗ E∨ ⊗ E
1⊗ev
99ssssssssss
which commutes up to a specified homotopy,
• a triangle
E∨
1⊗coev
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
= // E∨
E∨ ⊗ E ⊗ E∨
ev⊗1
88qqqqqqqqqq
which commutes up to a specified homotopy.
We often refer to this data simply as E∨. For a general discussion of duals in monoidal quasi-
categories, visit §4.2.5 [Lu2].
Let E be a spectrum which has a dual. A choice of the above data canonically determines the
map of spectra
(14) Sp(E,−)
−⊗E∨
−−−−→ Sp(E ⊗ E∨,−⊗ E∨)
coev∗
−−−→ Sp(S,− ⊗ E∨) ≃ (−⊗ E∨)
which is an equivalence (here we’re using that the Yoneda functor M → P(M) factors through
SpM
op Ω∞
−−→ P(M) for any stable quasi-category M). The simplicial set of choices of this data is
a contractible Kan complex. Clearly, if E and E′ both have duals then so does E ⊗ E′ and its
dual is E∨ ⊗ (E′)∨. Denote by Sp∧D ⊂ Sp
∧ the full sub-symmetric monoidal quasi-category whose
vertices are those spectra which have duals. The assignment E 7→ E∨ can be made into a functor
(−)∨ : (Sp∧D)
op → Sp∧D where the opposite is taking place over Fin∗.
The lemma below is Atiyah duality [A] for singular manifolds.
Lemma 4.1. The map Σ∞(ι−)∗ : (Mfld(B)⊔)op → Sp∨ factors through Sp∨D the dualizable spectra.
Proof. We need only verify that Σ∞(ιX)∗ has a Spanier-Whitehead dual for each (finite) B-manifold
X . Because the B-structure is irrelevant here, we can assume X is a (finite) singular n-manifold.
From Lemma 6.29 there is a (conically) smooth proper embedding ιX ⊂ RN for some N , in addition
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to a δ > 0 for which a δ-neighborhood ν of ιX is a regular neighborhood. Denote the deformation
retraction p : ν → ιX . Consider the continuous maps
coev : SN ∼= (RN )∗ → ν∗ ∧ ιX∗ ,
(
v 7→
(
v, p(x)
)
, or v 7→ ∗ if v /∈ ν
)
;
and
ev : ν∗ ∧ ιX∗ → (BNδ )
∗ ∼= SN
given by (v, x) 7→ v − x if ‖v − x‖ < δ and (v, x) 7→ ∗ otherwise. These maps (together with the
obvious triangles) exhibit Σ∞ν∗ as a dual of Σ∞(ιX)∗. 
4.1.2. Dualizing (co)sheaf. Define the composite map of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories
D∗ : Mfld(B)⊔
Σ∞(ι−)∗
−−−−−−→ (Sp∨D)
op (−)
∨
−−−→ Sp∨D
which we refer to as the dualizing cosheaf (for B-manifolds). The usage of the term cosheaf is
justified by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. The map D∗ is a homology theory.
Proof. From (14) there is a canonical equivalence D∗ ≃ Sc (see §3.7 for the notation). The lemma
follows from Theorem 3.37.

Denote the restriction ω = D∗| : Disk(B)
⊔ → Sp∨. Explicitly, for U ∈ B a basic over UnY ∈ Bscn
with Y a compact (k − 1)-manifold, the value
ω(U) =
(
Σ∞
(
Σn−kS(ιY )
))∨
where S here denotes the unreduced suspension, regarded as a based space with base point the
north pole. With this formula we can (non-canonically) identify the stalk of D∗ at x ∈ ιX as
ωx(X) := limx∈U ′→X ω(U
′) ≃ ω(U) = (Σ∞(Σn−kS(ιY )))∨ where U is the unique (up to non-
canonical equivalence) basic U → X whose image contains x.
There is the immediate corollary of Theorem 3.36.
Corollary 4.3. The universal map of spectra∫
ω
≃
−→ D∗
is an equivalence. In particular, for X a finite B-manifold there is an equivalence of spectra
D∗(X) ≃ colim
U→X
(Σ∞(ιU)∗)∨.
Theorem 4.4 (Poincare´ duality). Let X be a finite B-manifold and let E be a spectrum. There is
a canonical equivalence ∫
X
E ∧ ω ≃ Ec(X) .
Proof. This is the observation E ∧ω(U) = E ∧D∗(U) ≃ Ec(U) combined with Lemma 3.37 that Ec
is a homology theory so that Theorem 3.36 can be employed.

Example 4.5. Denote by HZ the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum for Z. Let X be a Dorn -manifold,
that is, an oriented n-manifold. For each morphism U → X from a basic the orientation gives a
canonical equivalence HZ ∧ ω(U) ≃ HZ ∧ S−n. It follows that∫
X
HZ ∧ ω ≃ Σ−nHZ ∧
∫
X
S ≃ Σ−nHZ ∧ Σ∞(ιX)+ = Σ
−nHZ ∧ (ιX)+
Theorem 4.4 then implies HZ ∧ (ιX)+ ≃ ΣnSp
(
(ιX)∗, HZ
)
. Upon applying homotopy groups we
arrive at H∗(ιX ;Z) ∼= Hn−∗c (ιX ;Z).
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4.2. Coefficient systems. We give an abundant source of Disk(B)-algebras in spaces from the data
of a based right fibration over B.
Definition 4.6. A coefficient system on B is a pair (E, z) consisting of a right fibration E → B and
a section z : B → E. We often simply refer to a coefficient system (E, z) by its right fibration E.
Example 4.7. Consider a [n]-stratified space Z → [n] equipped with a section z0 : [n] → Z. The
assignment Θ: U 7→ Top[n]([ι]U,Z), with base point given by z0, gives a coefficient system on Bscn.
For clever choices of (Z, z0), restricting to various categories of basics B → Bscn gives interesting
examples of coefficient systems.
Example 4.8. Because the quasi-category Dfrn ≃ ∗, a coefficient system is equivalent to the datum
of a based Kan complex Z. Such a coefficient system is connective exactly if Z is n-connective (see
Definition 4.10).
Example 4.9. A coefficient system on D∂n is map of fibrations
En−1 //

En

BO(n− 1) // BO(n)
together with a pair of (compatible) sections of each.
Consider the more elaborate example D〈n〉 of Example 2.53. A coefficient system on D〈n〉 is the
data of a fibration ES → BO(RS) for each subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, and for each inclusion S ⊂ T a
map ES → ET over the inclusion BO(RS)
−⊕RTrS
−−−−−−→ BO(RT ), which respect composition; together
with a compatible section of each of these fibrations.
Fix a coefficient system E. By right Kan extension along B →֒ Mfld(B) ⊂ P(B), the map E
determines a map of quasi-categories ΓE : P(B)op → S∗ from the coherent nerve. We use the same
notation for the restriction
ΓE : Mfld(B)op → S∗ .
This is given explicitly by assigning to (X, X̂
g
−→ B) the Kan complex of maps of right fibrations
MapB(X̂, E) with base point zg.
Let X be a B-manifold and K ⊂ ιX a compact subset. Denote by X r K the canonically
associated sub-B-manifold of X associated to the open subset ιX rK. Denote the fiber
ΓEK(X)
//

ΓE(X)

∗
z // ΓE(X rK) .
Observe that K ⊂ K ′ implies ΓEK(X)→ Γ
E
K′(X). Define
ΓEc (X) = colim
K⊂ιX
ΓEK(X) .
Let X
f
−→ Y be a morphism of B-manifolds and let K ⊂ ιX be a compact subset. There results
the open cover ιY = f(ιX)∪f(ιXrK) ιY r f(K). From Lemma 6.31, combined with Theorem 6.32,
the diagram
X rK //
f|

X
f

Y r f(K) // Y
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is a colimit diagram in P(B). By construction, ΓE on P(B)op preserves limits. It follows that
(15) ΓE(Y )
≃
−→ ΓE(X)×
ΓE
(
f(XrK)
) ΓE(Y r f(K))
is an equivalence in S∗. In particular there is a canonical equivalence ΓEf(K)(Y ) ≃ Γ
E
K(X). There
results a map of colimits
ΓEc (X)→ Γ
E
c (Y ) .
We have constructed to each edge f ofMfld(B) an edge ΓEc (f) in S∗. Likewise, there is an association
of a simplex ΓEc (σ) of S∗ to each simplex σ ofMfld(B), which assembles into a map of quasi-categories
ΓEc : Mfld(B)→ S∗ .
Clearly, for J a finite set and (Xj)j∈J an J-indexed sequence of B-manifolds then Γ
E
c
(⊔
j∈J Xj
)
≃
−→∏
j∈J Γ
E
c (Xj).
4.3. Poincare´ duality. Fix a coefficient system E → B. Define the map of symmetric monoidal
quasi-categories
ΓEc : Mfld(B)
⊔ → S×∗
as follows. Assign to the vertex
(
J, (Xj)
)
the vertex
(
J,P(J)op → S∗
)
given by (S ⊂ J) 7→
ΓEc
(⊔
j∈S Xj
)
, the value being canonically equivalent to
∏
j∈S Γ
E
c (Xj). Assign to the edge(
f, (fk)k∈K
)
:
(
J, (Xj)
)
→
(
K, (Yk)
)
the edge
(J,P(J)op → S∗)→ (K,P(K)
op → S∗)
over f determined by the coordinates ΓEc (fk) : Γ
E
c
(⊔
{f(j)=k}Xj
)
→ ΓEc (Yk). The assignment for
higher simplicies is nearly identical but notationally intensive.
Denote the Disk(B)-algebra
AE : Disk(B)
⊔ → Mfld(B)⊔
ΓEc−−→ S×∗
which is the restriction. Recall from (2) and (3) the categories of basics B<r and the associated quasi-
categories Mfld(B<r) for 0 ≤ r ≤ n+ 1, each equipped with a map to B and Mfld(B) respectively.
Via pullback, we use the same notation for
• ΓE as a functor Mfld(B<r)op → S∗,
• ΓEc as a functor Mfld(B<r)→ S∗.
Definition 4.10. Say the coefficient system E is connective if ΓEc (V ) is connected for every V ∈
B<n.
Example 4.11. Let us return to Example 4.9 for the case of D∂n. For simplicity, let us assume the
two fibrations are trivialized with (based) fibers Zn and Zn−1 respectively. This coefficient system is
connective exactly if Zn is n-connective and the map Zn−1 → Zn is n-connective; the last condition
being equivalent to saying the homotopy fiber F of the map Zn−1 → Zn is (n−1)-connective. Recall
from Example 3.9 a consolidation of the data of a Disk∂n-algebra. The associated Disk
∂
n-algebra AE
is the data (ΩnZn,Ω
n−1F, a) where a is the action of ΩnZn on Ω
n−1F from the Ω-Puppe sequence
of the fibration F → Zn−1 → Zn.
Let us examine the case of D〈n〉. For simplicity, let us assume each of the said fibrations is trivial
with respective fibers ZS . Denote by FT = hofib(ZT → holimS(T ZS) the total homotopy fiber of
the T -subcube. This coefficient system is connective exactly if each FT is (n− |T |)-connective. The
associated Disk〈n〉-algebra AE is the data
(
(ΩnrSFS
)
S⊂{1,...,n}
;
(
aS⊂T )
)
where aS⊂T is the action
of ΩnrSFS on Ω
nrTFT from an elaboration of the Ω-Puppe sequence.
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Theorem 4.12 (Non-abelian Poincare´ duality). Let B be a category of basics and let (E → B , z)
be a coefficient system. Suppose E is connective. Let X be a finite B-manifold. Then there is a
natural homotopy equivalence of spaces∫
X
AE ≃ Γ
E
c (X) .
Proof. From Theorem 3.36, we must show ΓEc : Mfld(B)
⊔ → S×∗ satisfies excision. We will show
that the canonical map
ΓEc (X−)×ΓEc (RV ) Γ
E
c (X+)
≃
−→ ΓEc (X)
is an equivalence for every collar-gluing X = X− ∪RV X+ of B<k-manifolds for 0 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1, the
desired case being k = n+ 1. It is sufficient to show that in the fiber sequence of spaces
ΓEc (X−)× Γ
E
c (X+)→ Γ
E
c (X)→ Γ
E
c (V )
the base is connected. We will do this by induction on 0 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1.
For the k = 0, then V is a (−1)-manifold and ΓEc (V ) = ∗ is a point. In particular it is connected.
Now suppose ΓEc (W ) is connected for each W ∈ Mfld(B<k). Let V be a finite Bk-manifold.
From Theorem 2.38 V can be written as a finite iteration of collar-gluings of basics. We prove
ΓEc (V ) is connected by induction on the number r of iterated collar-gluings to obtain V . If r = 0
the statement is vacuously true. If V is a basic then by the connectivity assumption ΓEc (V ) is
connected. If r ≥ 2, write V = V−∪RW V+ for someW ∈ Mfld(Bk−1) with both V± given by strictly
fewer than r collar-gluings. By induction on r the two spaces ΓEc (V±) are connected. There is the
fiber sequence
ΓEc (V−)× Γ
E
c (V+)→ Γ
E
c (V )→ Γ
E
c (W ) .
By induction on k the base is connected. It follows that ΓEc (V ) is connected. 
Remark 4.13. In the case of smooth framed n-manifolds, where B = Dfrn, we have D
fr
n ≃ ∗. So
a connective coefficient system is the datum of an n-connective based space Z, and the associated
Diskfrn-algebra is Ω
nZ. ΩnZ is in fact a group-like Diskfrn-algebra. By May’s recognition principle,
n-fold loop spaces on n-connective based spaces are all the examples of group-like Diskfrn-algebras.
Accordingly, one can think of the data of a connective coefficient system as a generalization of the
notion of a group-like algebra, but to the singular and structured setting.
Now, the space of stratified continuous maps is a homotopy invariant of the underlying stratified
space [ι]X . In this sense, Theorem 4.12 tells us that connective coefficient systems (i.e., ‘group-
like’ Disk(B)-algebras) cannot detect more than the stratified proper homotopy type of singular
manifolds.
5. Examples of factorization homology theories
In this section we give examples of factorization homology over singular manifolds. To illustrate
the relevance to low-dimensional topology, we show that the free Diskfr3,1-algebra can distinguish the
homotopy type of link complements, and in particular defines a non-trivial link invariant.
In this section we will not distinguish in notation between a singular manifoldX and its underlying
space ιX .
5.1. Factorization homology of singular 1-manifolds. When the target symmetric monoidal
quasi-category C⊗ is Mod⊗k , the category of k-modules for some commutative algebra k, then fac-
torization homology of closed 1-manifolds gives variants of Hochschild homology.
The simplest and most fundamental example is factorization homology for framed 1-manifolds,
Mfldfr1 . In this case, there is an equivalence between framed 1-disk algebras and associative algebras
in C, AlgDiskfr1 (C
⊗) ≃ Alg(C⊗), and we have the following immediate consequence of the excision
property of factorization homology (Theorem 3.33).
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Proposition 5.1. For an associative algebra A in Modk, there is an equivalence∫
S1
A ≃ HH∗(A)
between the factorization homology of the circle with coefficients in A and the Hochschild homology
of A relative k.
Proof. We have the equivalences∫
S1
A ≃
∫
R1
A ⊗∫
S0×R1
A
∫
R1
A ≃ A ⊗
A⊗Aop
A ≃ HH∗(A)
using excision and a decomposition of the circle by two slightly overlapping hemispheres. 
Remark 5.2. Lurie in [Lu2] shows further that the obvious circle action by rotations on
∫
S1
A
agrees with the usual simplicial circle action on the cyclic bar construction.
It is interesting to probe this example slightly further and see the algebraic structure that results
when one introduces marked points and singularities into the 1-manifolds. Recall the quasi-category
Mfldfr1,0 of framed 1-manifolds with marked points, and the sub-quasi-category D
fr
1,0 of framed 1-disks
with at most one marked point – its set of objects is the two-element set {U1∅−1 , U
1
S0} whose elements
we justifiably denote as R1 := U1∅−1 and (R
1, {0}) := U1S0 . So AlgDiskfr1,0(C
⊗) is equivalent to the quasi-
category whose objects are pairs (A1, Ab) consisting of an algebra A1 and a unital A1-bimodule Ab,
i.e., a bimodule with an invariant map from the unit. Specifically, A1 ≃ A(R1) and Ab ≃ A(R1, {0}).
The proof of the Proposition 5.1 extends mutatis mutandis to the following.
Proposition 5.3. There is an equivalence∫
(S1,∗)
A ≃ HH∗(A1, Ab)
between the factorization homology of the pointed circle (S1, ∗) with coefficients in A = (A1, Ab) and
the Hochschild homology of A1 with coefficients in the bimodule Ab.
Finally, we mention the example of factorization homology for Snglrfr1 , singular framed 1-manifolds.
In this case, the quasi-category of basic opens Bscfr1 has as its set of objects {R}
∐
{(C(J), σ)} where
the latter set is indexed by finite sets J together with an orientation σ of the ordinary 1-manifold⊔
J R>0 = C(J)r ∗.
An object A in AlgDisk(Bscfr1)(C
⊗) is then equivalent, by evaluating on directed graphs with a
single vertex, to the data of an associative algebra A(R) in C⊗ and for each pair i, j ≥ 0 an object
A(i, j) ∈ C equipped with i intercommuting left A(R)-module structures and j intercommuting
right compatible A(R). One can see, for instance, that the factorization homology of a wedge of
two circles with a marked point on each circle, (S1 ∪{0} S
1, {1,−1}), can be calculated as∫
(S1∪{0}S1,{1,−1})
A ≃ A(1, 1) ⊗
A1⊗A
op
1
A(2, 2) ⊗
A1⊗A
op
1
A(1, 1) .
5.2. Intersection homology. Recall from section §2.6 that the underlying space of a singular
n-manifold X ∈ Snglrn has a canonical filtration by its strata X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Xn = X where
each Xi r Xi−1 is a nonsingular i-dimensional manifold. As such, the definition of Goresky and
MacPherson’s intersection homology [GM1] applies verbatim. That is, we restrict to manifolds X
have no codimension-one singularities, Xn−1 = Xn−2 and for which the n-dimensional open stratum
Xn rXn−1 is nonempty.
For the definition below we use jth-stratum functor (−)j : Snglrn → Snglr≤j of section §2.6.
Definition 5.4. Denote the left ideal Bscpsn → Bscn spanned by those basics U for which Un−1 =
Un−2. Define the category of pseudomanifolds as Snglr
ps
n = Mfld(Bsc
ps
n ) – its objects are those
singular n-manifolds for which Xn−1 = Xn−2.
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Continuing, choose a perversity function p, i.e., a mapping p : {2, 3, . . . , n} → Z≥0 such that
p(2) = 0 and for each i > 2 either p(i) = p(i − 1) or p(i) = p(i − 1) + 1. Recall the following
definition.
Definition 5.5 ([GM1]). A j-simplex g : ∆j → X is p-allowable if, for every i the following bounds
on the dimensions of intersections hold:
• dim
(
g(∆j) ∩Xi
)
≤ i+ j − n+ p(n− i)
• dim
(
g(∂∆j) ∩Xi
)
≤ i+ j − n+ p(n− i)− 1
The conditions are clearly stable on under the differential d on singular chains, so this gives the
following definition of intersection homology with perversity p.
Definition 5.6 ([GM1]). The intersection homology IpC∗(X) of X ∈ Snglr
ps
n is the complex of all
p-allowable singular chains.
The condition of a simplex being p-allowable is clearly preserved by embeddings of singular
manifolds: if f : X → Y is a morphism in Snglrpsn and g : ∆
j → X is p-allowable, then f ◦g : ∆j → Y
is p-allowable. Further, being p-allowable varies continuously in families of embeddings. That is,
there is a natural commutative diagram:
Snglrn(X,Y ) //

Map(X,Y )

Map
(
IpC∗(X), IpC∗(Y )
)
// Map
(
C∗(X),C∗(Y )
)
Consequently, intersection homology is defined on the quasi-category Snglrpsn of n-dimensional pseu-
domanifolds. Obviously IpC∗(X ⊔ Y ) ∼= IpC∗(X)⊕ IpC∗(Y ). We have the following:
Proposition 5.7. The intersection homology functor
IpC∗ : Snglr
ps
n −→ Ch
defines a homology theory in H(Snglrpsn ,Ch
⊕).
The proof is exactly that intersection homology satisfies excision, or has a version of the Mayer-
Vietoris sequence for certain gluings.
Proof. Let X ∼= X− ∪R×V X+ be a collar-gluing. Then
IpC∗(R× V )

// IpC∗(X+)

IpC∗(X−) // IpC∗(X)
is a pushout diagram in the quasi-category of chain complexes. I.e., the natural map
IpC∗(X−)⊕IpC∗(R×V ) IpC∗(X+)→ IpC∗(X) is a quasi-isomorphism. 
5.3. Link homology theories and Diskfrn,k-algebras. We now consider one of the simplest, but
more interesting, classes of singular n-manifolds – that of n-manifolds together with a distinguished
properly embedded k-dimensional submanifold. While we specialize to this class of singular mani-
folds, the techniques for their analysis are typical of techniques that can be used for far more general
classes.
Recall from Example 2.54 the quasi-category Mfldfrn,k whose objects are framed n-manifolds M
with a properly embedded k-dimensional submanifold L ⊂M together with a splitting of the framing
along this submanifold, and the full sub-quasi-category Diskfrn,k ⊂ Mfld
fr
n,k generated under disjoint
union by the two objects Rn := Un∅−1 and (R
k ⊂ Rn) := UnSn−k−1 with their standard framings.
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5.3.1. Explicating Diskfrn,k-algebras. Fix a symmetric monoidal quasi-category C
⊗ satisfying (∗). Re-
call from Example 3.24 the map of quasi-categories
∫
Y : AlgDisk(B)(C
⊗)→ AlgDisk(Bk+1)(C
⊗) defined
for any quasi-category of basics B of dimension n and any Bn−k−1-manifold Y .
Proposition 5.8. There is a pullback diagram:
AlgDiskfrn,k
(C⊗)

AlgDiskfrk+1
(∫
Sn−k−1
A , HH∗Dfrk
(B)
)
oo

AlgDiskfrn(C
⊗)× AlgDiskfrk(C
⊗) {(A,B)}oo
That is, the space of compatible Diskfrn,k-algebra structures on the pair (A,B) is equivalent to the
space of Diskfrk+1-algebra maps from
∫
Sn−k−1
A to the Hochschild cohomology HH∗Dfr
k
(B); the datum
of a Diskfrn,k-algebra is equivalent to that of a triple (A,B, a), where A is a Disk
fr
n-algebra, B is a
Diskfrk -algebra, and a is a map of Disk
fr
k+1-algebras
a :
∫
Sn−k−1
A −→ HH∗Dfrk
(B)
– this is an Sn−k−1 parametrized family of central Diskfrk -algebra actions of A on B. In essence,
Proposition 5.8 is a parametrized version of the higher Deligne conjecture, and in the proof we will
rely on the original version of the higher Deligne conjecture.
Proof. The quasi-category Diskfrn,k has a natural filtration by the number of components which are
isomorphic to the singular manifold (Rk ⊂ Rn):
Diskfrn = (Disk
fr
n,k)≤0 → (Disk
fr
n,k)≤1 → . . . colim
i
(Diskfrn,k)≤i ≃ Disk
fr
n,k
Consider the second step in this filtration, the full subcategory (Diskfrn,k)≤1 of Disk
fr
n,k whose objects
contain at most one connected component equivalent to (Rk ⊂ Rn).
Disjoint union endows (Diskfrn,k)≤1 with a partially defined symmetric monoidal structure. This
partially defined symmetric monoidal structure can be articulated as follows. Consider the pullback
(Diskfr,⊔n,k )≤1 := (Disk
fr
n,k)≤1 ×Diskfrn,k Disk
fr,⊔
n,k where here we are using the map from the right factor
⊔ : Diskfr,⊔n,k → Disk
fr
n,k. The coCartesian fibration Disk
fr,⊔
n,k → Fin∗ restricts to a map (Disk
fr,⊔
n,k )≤1 →
Fin∗ which is an inner fibration and for each edge f in Fin∗ with a lift J˜+ of its source in (Disk
fr,⊔
n,k )≤1
there is either a coCartesian edge over f with source J˜+ or the simplicial set of morphisms over f
with source J˜+ is empty. In this way, by a symmetric monoidal functor from (Disk
fr,⊔
n,k )≤1 over Fin∗
it is meant a map over Fin∗ which sends coCartesian edges to coCartesian edges.
It is immediate that such a symmetric monoidal functor F is equivalent to the data of a Diskfrn-
algebra F (Rn) and a Diskfrn−k-F (R
n)-module given by F (Rk ⊂ Rn). Extending such a symmetric
monoidal functor F to Diskfrn,k is thus equivalent to giving a Disk
fr
k -algebra structure on F (R
k ⊂ Rn)
compatible with the Diskfrn−k-F (R
n)-module. That is, the following is a triple of pullback squares
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of quasi-categories
AlgDiskfrn,k
(C⊗)

AlgDiskfrk
(
Mod
Diskfrn−k
A (C)
)
oo

Fun⊗
(
(Diskfrn,k)≤1, C
)

Mod
Diskfrn−k
A (C
⊗)oo

AlgDiskfrn(C
⊗) {A} .oo
Using the equivalence Mod
Diskfrn−k
A (C) ≃ Mod
∫
Sn−k−1
A(C) of [F1], we can then apply the higher
Deligne conjecture to describe an object of the quasi-category
AlgDiskfrk
(
Mod
Diskfrn−k
A (C)
)
≃ AlgDiskfrk
(
Mod∫
Sn−k−1
A(C)
)
.
That is, to upgrade a Diskfrk -algebra B to the structure of a Disk
fr
k -algebra in
∫
Sn−k−1 A-modules
is equivalent to giving a Diskfrk+1-algebra map a :
∫
Sn−k−1
A → HH∗Dfrk
(B) to the Dfrk -Hochschild
cohomology of B. 
5.3.2. Hochschild cohomology in spaces. We now specialize our discussion of Diskfrn,k-algebras to the
case where C = S× is the quasi-category of spaces with Cartesian product, but any ∞-topos would
do just as well. In this case, the Dfrn-Hochschild cohomology of an n-fold loop space has a very clear
alternate description which is given below.
Proposition 5.9. Let Z = (Z, ∗) be a based space which is n-connective. In a standard way, the
n-fold based loop space ΩnZ is a Diskfrn-algebra. There is a canonical equivalence of Disk
fr
n+1-algebras
in spaces
HH∗Dfrn(Ω
nZ) ≃ Ωn Aut(Z)
between the Dfrn-Hochschild cohomology space of Ω
nZ and the n-fold loops, based at the identity map,
of the space of homotopy automorphisms of Z.
Proof. In what follows, all mapping spaces will be regarded as based spaces, based at either the
identity map or at the constant map at the base point of the target argument – the context will
make it clear which of these choices is the appropriate one.
There are equivalences
Mod
Diskfrn
ΩnZ (S) ≃ Mod
∫
Sn−1
ΩnZ(S) ≃ ModΩZSn−1 (S) ≃ S/ZSn−1
sending the object ΩnZ with its natural Diskfrn-Ω
nZ-module self-action to the space Z with the
natural inclusion of constant maps Z → ZS
n−1
. Thus, to describe the mapping space
HH∗Dfrn(Ω
nZ) ≃ Mod
Diskfrn
ΩnZ (Ω
nZ,ΩnZ)
it suffices to calculate the equivalent mapping space Map/ZSn−1 (Z,Z). By definition, there is the
(homotopy) pullback square of spaces
Map/ZSn−1 (Z,Z)
//

∗

Map(Z,Z) // Map(Z,ZS
n−1
) .
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Choose a base point p ∈ Sn−1. The restriction of the evaluation map ev∗p : Map(Z,Z) →
Map(Z,ZS
n−1
) is a map of based spaces. Thus, the pullback diagram above factorizes as the
(homotopy) pullback diagrams
Map/ZSn−1 (Z,Z)
//

∗

Map(Z,Z)S
n //

Map(Z,Z)

Map(Z,Z) // Map(Z,ZS
n−1)
where the space of maps from the suspension Sn = ΣSn−1 to Map(Z,Z) is realized as the homotopy
pullback of the two diagonal maps Map(Z,Z) → Map(Z,Z)S
n−1
; this is a consequence of the fact
that the functor Map(−, Z) sends homotopy colimits to homotopy limits, applied to the homotopy
colimit colim(∗ ← Sn−1 → ∗) ≃ Sn.
Applying the adjunction between products and mapping spaces, we obtain that the Hochschild
cohomology space Map/ZSn−1 (Z,Z) is the homotopy fiber of the map Map
(
Sn,Map(Z,Z)
)
→
Map(Z,Z) over the identity map of Z, which recovers exactly the definition of the based map-
ping space Map∗
(
Sn,Map(Z,Z)
)
≃ Map∗
(
Sn,Aut(Z)
)
, where the last equivalence follows by virtue
of Sn being connected.

Corollary 5.10. Let Z and W be pointed spaces. Suppose Z is n-connective and W is k-connective.
A Diskfrn,k-algebra structure on the pair (Ω
nZ,ΩkW ) is equivalent to the data of a pointed map of
spaces
ZS
n−k−1
−→ BAut(W ) .
Proof. Proposition 5.8 informs us that giving the structure of a Diskfrn,k-algebra on (Ω
nZ,ΩkW ) is
equivalent to defining a Diskfrk+1-algebra map∫
Sn−k−1
ΩnZ −→ HH∗Dfrk
(ΩkW ) .
By way of nonabelian Poincare´ duality (Theorem 4.12), the factorization homology
∫
Sn−k−1
ΩnZ is
equivalent as Diskfrk+1-algebras to the mapping space Ω
k+1ZS
n−k−1
. Proposition 5.9 gives that the
Hochschild cohomology HH∗Dfrk
(ΩkW ) is equivalent to the space of maps to Ωk Aut(W ).
Finally, a (k + 1)-fold loop map Ωk+1ZS
n−k−1
→ Ωk Aut(W ) is equivalent to a pointed map
between their (k+1)-fold deloopings. The (k+1)-fold delooping of Ωk+1ZS
n−k−1
is ZS
n−k−1
, since
Z is n-connective; the (k+1)-fold delooping of Ωk Aut(W ) is τ≥k+1BAut(W ), the k-connective cover
of BAut(W ). However, since ZS
n−k−1
is already (k + 1)-connective, the space of maps from it into
τ≥k+1BAut(W ) is homotopy equivalent to the space of maps into BAut(W ). 
5.3.3. Free Diskfrn,k-algebras. Fix a symmetric monoidal quasi-category C
⊗ satisfying assumption (∗)
whose underlying quasi-category is presentable. We analyze the factorization homology theory re-
sulting from one of the simplest classes of Diskfrn,k-algebras, that of freely generated Disk
fr
n,k-algebras.
That is, there is a forgetful functor
(16) AlgDiskfrn,k(C
⊗)→ C × C ,
given by evaluating on the objects Rn and (Rk ⊂ Rn), and this functor admits a left adjoint Freen,k.
To accommodate more examples, we modify (16). Consider the maximal sub-Kan complex E ⊂ Dn,k.
In light of Lemma 6.10, E is a coproduct EndDn,k(R
n)
∐
EndDn,k(R
k ⊂ Rn) ≃ O(n)
∐
O(n, k), here
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O(n, k) := O(n−k)×O(k). There results a map of quasi-categories E → Dn,k → Diskn,k → Disk
⊔
n,k,
restriction along which gives the map of quasi-categories
AlgDiskn,k(C
⊗)→ Map(E , C) ≃ CO(n) × CO(n,k)
to the quasi-category of pairs (P,Q) consisting of an O(n)-object in C and an O(n, k)-object in C.
We will denote the left adjoint to this map as FreeE . Denote the inclusion as δ : C × C → Map(E , C)
as the pairs (P,Q) whose respective actions are trivial.
For X a Dn,k-manifold (not necessarily framed) define
∫
X
Free
(P,Q)
n,k :=
∫
X
Free
δ(P,Q)
E . When X is
framed (i.e., is a Dfrn,k-manifold) the lefthand side of this expression has already been furnished with
meaning as the factorization homology of X with coefficients in the free Diskfrn,k-algebra generated
by (P,Q). The following lemma ensures that the two meanings agree. Recall the forgetful map
Disk
fr,⊔
n,k → Disk
⊔
n,k.
Lemma 5.11. Let (P,Q) be a pair of objects of C. Then the universal arrow
Free
(P,Q)
n,k
≃
−→
(
Free
δ(P,Q)
E
)
|Diskfr,⊔
n,k
is an equivalence.
Proof. Denote the pullback quasi-category E fr = E ×Dn,k D
fr
n,k. Like E , E
fr ⊂ Dfrn,k is the maximal
sub-Kan complex (=∞-groupoid). The projection E fr → E is a Kan fibration with fibers O(n) or
O(n, k), depending on the component of the base. As so, the inclusion of the two objects with
their standard framings {Rn}
∐
{Rk ⊂ Rn}
≃
−→ E fr is an equivalence of Kan complexes. Therefore
Map(E fr, C)
≃
−→ C × C.
Let us explain the following diagram of quasi-categories
AlgDiskn,k(C
⊗)
ρ //
ρ

Map(E , C)
ρ

FreeE

AlgDiskfr
n,k
(C⊗)
ρ //
Ran
OO
Map(E fr, C) .
Ran
OO
Freen,k
]]
Each leg of the square is an adjunction. All maps labeled by ρ are the evident restrictions. The
maps denoted as Ran are computed as point-wise right Kan extension. (That is, Ran(A) : U 7→
limU→U ′ A(U
′) where this limit is taking place in C⊗ and is indexed by the appropriate over category.
We emphasize that, unlike the case for left extensions, this point-wise right Kan extension agrees
with operadic right Kan extension.) As so, the straight square of right adjoints commutes. It follows
that the outer square of left adjoints also commutes.
The right downward map is equivalent to that which assigns to a pair of objects (P,Q) with
respective actions of O(n) and O(n, k), the pair (P,Q). The map δ : C × C → CO(n) × CO(n,k) is a
section to this right downward map ρ. We have established the string of canonical equivalences
Freen,k ≃ Freen,k ◦
(
ρ ◦ δ
)
=
(
Freen,k ◦ρ
)
◦ δ ≃
(
ρ ◦ FreeE
)
◦ δ .
This completes the proof.

In order to formulate our main result, we first give the following definition.
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Definition 5.12. ForM a topological space and P an object of C, the configuration object of points
in M labeled by P is
ConfP (M) =
∐
j≥0
Confj(M) ⊗
Σj
P⊗j ∈ C
where Confj(M) ⊂M×j is the configuration space of j ordered and distinct points in M .
For the remainder of the section, assume that the monoidal structure of C⊗ distributes over small
colimits.
Proposition 5.13. Let (P,Q) be a pair of objects of C. Let (L ⊂M) be a Dn,k-manifold, which is
to say, a smooth n-manifold and a properly embedded k-submanifold. There is a natural equivalence∫
(L⊂M)
Free
(P,Q)
n,k ≃ Conf
P (M r L)⊗ ConfQ(L)
between the factorization homology of (L ⊂M) with coefficients in the Diskn,k-algebra freely gener-
ated by (P,Q) and the tensor product of the configurations objects of the link complement M r L
and the link L labeled by P and Q, respectively.
We make several remarks before proceeding with the proof of this result.
Remark 5.14. We see from this result with (n, k) = (3, 1) that factorization homology can dis-
tinguish knots. For instance, the unknot, whose knot group is Z, and the trefoil knot, whose knot
group is presented by 〈x, y|x2 = y3〉, give rise to different factorization homologies.
Remark 5.15. Specializing to the case where the link L is empty, we obtain the equivalence∫
M
FreePn ≃ Conf
P (M). Consequently, factorization homology is not a homotopy invariant of M , in
as much as the homotopy types of the configuration spaces Confj(M) are sensitive to the homeo-
morphism (or, at least, the simple homotopy) type of M , see [LS]. This is in contrast to the case in
which the Diskfrn-algebra A comes from an n-fold loop space on an n-connective space, in which case
nonabelian Poincare´ duality (Theorem 4.12) implies that factorization homology with such coeffi-
cients is a proper homotopy invariant. However, note that the factorization homology
∫
M Free
P
n is
independent of the framing on M ; this is a consequence of the fact that the Diskfrn-algebra structure
on FreePn can be enhanced to a Diskn-algebra.
Recall the maps of symmetric monoidal quasi-categoriesDiskfr,⊔n → Disk
fr,⊔
n,k and Disk
fr,⊔
k → Disk
fr,⊔
n,k
indicated by the assignments Rn 7→ Rn and Rk 7→ (Rk ⊂ Rn), respectively. The following lemma
describes the free Diskfrn,k-algebras in terms of free Disk
fr
n-algebras and free Disk
fr
k -algebras.
Lemma 5.16. Let (P,Q) be a pair of objects of C. Then the universal arrows to the restrictions
FreePn
≃
−→
(
Free
(P,Q)
n,k
)
|Diskfr,⊔n
& FreeQk ⊗
∫
Sn−k−1×Rk+1
FreePn
≃
−→
(
Free
(P,Q)
n,k
)
|Diskfr,⊔k
are equivalences.
Proof. Recall from the proof of Proposition 5.8 that a Diskfrn,k-algebra structure A on (An, Ak),
where An is a Disk
fr
n-algebra and Ak is a Disk
fr
k -algebra, is equivalent to the structure of a Disk
fr
n−k-
An-module structure on Ak in the quasi-category AlgDiskfr
k
(C⊗). The forgetful functor factors as the
forgetful functors
AlgDiskfrn,k
(C⊗) −→ AlgDiskfrn(C
⊗)× AlgDiskfrk(C
⊗) −→ C × C
and thus, passing to the left adjoints, we can write the free algebra A on a pair (P,Q) as the
composite of the two left adjoints, which gives the free Diskfrn-algebra on P and the free Disk
fr
n−k-
module on the free Diskfrk -algebra on Q; the latter is calculated by tensoring with the factorization
homology
∫
Sn−k−1×Rk+1
FreePn , which is a special case of the equivalence between Disk
fr
j -R-modules
and left modules for
∫
Sj−1 R, see Proposition 3.16 of [F1], applied to R = Free
P
n and j = n− k.

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Proof of Proposition 5.13. Recall the construction of the ∞-operad E∐inert of Example 3.3 – it is the
free ∞-operad on E . That is, the map
Fun⊗(E∐inert, C
⊗)
≃
−→ Fun(E , C) ≃ CO(n) × CO(n,k) ,
induced by restriction along the inclusion of the underlying quasi-category E → E∐inert, is an equiv-
alence of Kan complexes – here we are using exponential notation for simplicial sets of maps.
Explicitly, a vertex of E∐inert is a pair of finite sets (Jn, Jk) while an edge is the data of a pair of based
maps (Jn)+
a
−→ (J ′n)+ and (Jk)+
b
−→ (J ′k)+ which are inert, which is to say, the fibers over non-base
points a−1(j′) and b−1(j′′) are each singletons, together with a pair of elements α ∈ O(n)J
′
n and
β ∈ O(n, k)J
′
k . We will denote a typical object of E∐inert as E = (Jn, Jk).
The the standard inclusion E → Mfldn,k then induces the map of ∞-operads E∐inert
i
−→ Mfld⊔n,k
whose value on vertices is
i : (Jn, Jk) 7→
(⊔
Jn
Rn
)
⊔
(⊔
Jk
(Rk ⊂ Rk)
)
.
Likewise, let (O(n)
P˜
−→ C , O(n, k)
Q˜
−→ C) be a pair (P,Q) of objects in C each equipped with actions
of O(n) and O(n, k), respectively. These data then determine the solid diagram of ∞-operads
E∐inert
(P•,Q•)
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲
❲❲❲
❲❲❲
❲❲❲
❲❲❲
❲❲❲
❲❲❲
❲❲❲
❲❲❲
i

Mfld⊔n,k
Free
(P˜ ,Q˜)
E // C⊗
in where the value of (P •, Q•) on (Jn, Jk) is canonically equivalent to P
⊗Jn ⊗Q⊗Jk as a
(
O(n)Jn ×
O(n, k)Jk
)
-objects. The filler Free(P˜ ,Q˜)ǫ is the desired free construction, and is computed as operadic
left Kan extension. Explicitly, for X ∈ Mfldn,k, the value
(17) Free
(P˜ ,Q˜)
E (X) = colim
E
act−−→X
(P •, Q•)(E) = colim
(Jn,Jk)
act−−→X
P⊗Jn ⊗Q⊗Jk
where the colimit is over the quasi-category E∐X := E
∐
inert×Mfld⊔n,k
(
(Mfld⊔n,k)act
)
/X
of active morphisms
in Mfld⊔n,k from the image under i of E
∐
inert to the object X .
We will now compute the colimit in (17). By construction, the projection E∐X → E
∐
inert is a right
fibration whose fiber over E is the Kan complex Mfldn,k(i(E), X). Consider the subcategory of
isomorphisms E∐iso ⊂ E
∐
inert – it is isomorphic to the category of pairs of finite sets and pairs of
bijections among them. Denote G = E∐iso ×E∐inert E
∐
X . Because the inclusion E
∐
iso ⊂ E
∐
inert is cofinal, so is
the inclusion G ⊂ E∐X . So the colimit (17) is canonically equivalent to the colimit of the composite
G ⊂ E∐X
(P•,Q•)
−−−−−→ C⊗. Because E∐iso is a coproduct of ∞-groupoids (Kan complexes) indexed by
isomorphism classes of its objects, then G is a coproduct of ∞-groupoids indexed by isomorphism
classes of objects of E∐iso. As so, the colimit (17) breaks up as a coproduct over isomorphism classes
of objects of E∐iso.
We will now understand the [E]th summand of this colimit. Choose a representative E =
(Jn, Jk) ∈ E∐iso of this isomorphism class. We point out that the Kan complex of Aut(E) fits into a
Kan fibration sequence O(n)Jn × O(n, k)Jk → Aut(E) → ΣJn × ΣJk . Consider the right fibration
(E∐iso)/E → E
∐
iso whose fiber over E
′ is the Kan complex Iso(E′, E) which is a torsor for the Kan com-
plex Aut(E) is E′ if isomorphic to E and is empty otherwise. Denote the resulting right fibration
GE = (E∐iso)/E ×E∐iso G −→ G whose fibers are either a torsor for Aut(E) or empty. The composite
GE → G ⊂ E∐X
(P•,Q•)
−−−−−→ C⊗ is canonically equivalent to the constant map at P⊗Jn⊗Q⊗Jk . It follows
from the definition of the tensor over spaces structure, that the colimit of this composite is(
Mfldn,k
(
i(Jn, Jk), X
))
⊗
(
P⊗Jn ⊗Q⊗Jk
)
.
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We conclude from this discussion that the colimit of the composite G ⊂ E∐X
(P•,Q•)
−−−−−→ C⊗ is
(18)
∐
[(Jn,Jk)]
(
Mfldn,k
(
i(Jn, Jk), X
))
⊗Aut(Jn,Jk)
(
P⊗Jn ⊗Q⊗Jk
)
.
We make expression (18) more explicit for the case that (P˜ , Q˜) = δ(P,Q) is a pair of objects
with trivial group actions. As so, the map G ⊂ E∐X
(P•,Q•)
−−−−−→ C⊗ factors through the projection
G → E∐iso → (Fin∗)iso the groupoid of finite sets and bijections – we denote this groupoid as Σ.
Recall that the Dn,k-manifold X = (L ⊂ M) is the data of a framed n-manifold M , a properly
embedded smooth submanifold L, and a splitting of the framing along L. Evaluation at the origins
of i(Jn, Jk) =
(⊔
Jn
Rn
)
⊔
(⊔
Jk
(Rk ⊂ Rn)
)
gives a map
Mfldn,k
(
(
⊔
Jn
Rn) ⊔ (
⊔
Jk
(
Rk ⊂ Rn)
)
, (L ⊂M)
)
−→ ConfJn(M r L)× ConfJk(L) .
This map is evidently natural among morphisms among the variable (Jn, Jk) ∈ G where the action
of G on the righthand side factors through the projection G → Σ. There results a Σ-equivariant
map (
Mfldn,k
(
i(Jn, Jk), (L ⊂M)
))
/O(n)Jn×O(n,k)Jk
≃
−→ ConfJn(M r L)× ConfJk(L) ;
and for standard reasons it is an equivalence of Kan complexes. We conclude that
Free
δ(P,Q)
E (L ⊂M)
≃
−→ ConfP (M r L)⊗ ConfQ(L) .
Finally, the formula
Free
δ(P,Q)
E (L ⊂M) =
∫
(L⊂M)
Free
δ(P,Q)
E
is a formal consequence of commuting left Kan extensions (here we are using the same notation
for Free
δ(P,Q)
E and its restriction to Disk
⊔
n,k). With Lemma 5.11, this completes the proof of the
proposition.

Remark 5.17. The methods employed here in §5.3.3 have been intentionally presented to accom-
modate much greater generality. For instance, with appropriate modifications of the statements,
the role of Dn,k (or its framed version) could be replaced by any category of basics B. Likewise, the
maximal sub-Kan complex E ⊂ Dn,k could be replaced by any map E → B of quasi-categories.
6. Differential topology of singular manifolds
The proofs of Proposition 2.32, Lemma 3.26, and Theorem 3.28 require some foundational theory
of singular manifolds akin to the classical theory of differential topology. We give a brief tour of
such theory and analyze the singular generalizations of orthogonal transformations, tangent bundles,
vector fields and flows, and embedding theorems. It is here that we fully exploit the deliberate cone-
structure of singular manifolds.
Through the course of this section we will not distinguish between a singular manifold X and its
underlying space ιX . In the case X = UnY is a basic of depth k, as usual we identify the subspace
Rn−k × ∗ ⊂ Rn−k × C(Y ) with Rn−k.
Notation 6.1. For U, V ∈ Bscn, we denote by Iso(U, V ) ⊂ Bscn(U, V ) the space of invertible
morphisms. For X ∈ Snglrn we let Aut(X) ⊂ Snglrn(X,X) denote the automorphisms of X .
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6.1. Endomorphisms of basics. In this section we prove basic facts about the space of endomor-
phisms of basics – these facts are useful for understanding specific examples of B-manifolds and also
serve a larger purpose in the present work. For a basic open U = UnX of depth k, we prove that the
endomorphism monoid of U is homotopy equivalent to O(Rn−k)×AutSnglrk−1(X), and in particular
that the endormorphisms of a fixed object UX ∈ obBscn(X) form an ∞-groupoid.
Notation 6.2. Fix a basic U = UnX ∈ Bscn with X of dimension k − 1. In what follows, we write
Rn−k ⊂ UX to mean Rn−k × {∗} ⊂ Rn−k × C(X) = ιUX . In particular, we will abbreviate the
element (0, ∗) ∈ ιUX by simply writing 0.
We are about to analyze the topological monoid Bscn(U,U) of endomorphisms of U . From the
definition of Bscn(U,U), restriction to the subspace Rn−k ⊂ U gives a map of topological monoids
(19) (−)|Rn−k : Bscn(U,U)→ Emb(R
n−k,Rn−k) .
If k = 0 then U = Rn, note that the map (19) is an isomorphism.
Remark 6.3. There is a sequence of topological submonoids
Emb(Rn,Rn) ⊃ Emb0(Rn,Rn) ⊃ Aut0(Rn) ⊃ GL(Rn) ⊃ O(Rn)
defined as follows:
• Emb0(Rn,Rn) consists of smooth self-embeddings which preserve the origin.
• Aut0(Rn) consists of origin preserving, smooth self-embeddings which are isomorphisms.
• GL(Rn) consists of those automorphisms which are linear.
• O(Rn) consists of those linear automorphisms which are orthogonal – it is a finite dimen-
sional compact group.
Each of these inclusions is a homotopy equivalence of topological spaces. This can be seen through
the following deformation retractions:
• There is the deformation retraction of Emb(Rn,Rn) onto Emb0(Rn,Rn) given by (t, f) 7→(
(f(−)− tf(0)
)
.
• There is a deformation retraction of Emb0(Rn,Rn) onto GL(Rn) given by (t, f) 7→
(
1
t f(t−)
)
.
For t = 0 this is understood to be D0f , the derivative of f at the origin. That the image lies
in GL(Rn) is obvious. The continuity of this assignment is a consequence of the definition
of the weak Whitney C∞ topology.
• There is a deformation retraction of GL(Rn) onto O(Rn) given by the Graham-Schmidt
algorithm GrSmt : GL(Rn)→ O(Rn).
The methods above are classical. We now imitate these methods for the case k > 0. So assume
X is a non-empty singular manifold of dimension k − 1 > −1. Consider the continuous map
(20) γ : R>0 × R
n−k → Bscn(U,U) , (t, v) 7→
(
[u, s, x] 7→ [tu− v, ts, x]
)
.
Here [u, s, x] is an element of ιU(X) = Rn−k × R≥0 × ιX/∼. Write the value of γ on (t, v) as the
endomorphism U
γt,v
−−→ U . Notice γt,v ◦ γt′,v′ = γtt′,v+tv′ and γ
−1
t,v = γ 1t ,−
1
t v
. An important case of
these identities is v = 0.
Remark 6.4. The map γ embodies the concept of scaling and translating – we see it as capturing
what remains of a vector space structure on a basic.
Definition 6.5. We now define the topological submonoids
(21) Bscn(U,U) ⊃ Bsc
0
n(U,U) ⊃ Aut
0(U) ⊃ GL(U) ⊃ O(U) .
• Bsc0n(U,U) consists of those endomorphisms f of U which preserve the origin 0 ∈ R
n−k ⊂ U ,
which is to say f|Rn−k(0) = 0.
• Aut0(U) consists of those origin preserving self-maps which admit a strict inverse (in the
category Bscn). I.e., these are the origin-preserving automorphisms.
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• GL(U) consists those endomorphisms T of U which satisfy the identity
T ◦ γt,v = γt,Tv ◦ T
for all (t, v) ∈ R>0 ×Rn−k. (The map Tv is defined by noting that any T ∈ Bscn (UX , UX)
defines an embedding Rn−k → Rn−k.) That such T are examples of origin preserving
automorphisms is Lemma 6.6.
• The last is defined as the product of topological groups O(U) := O(Rn−k)× Aut(X). This
is regarded as a submonoid of Bsc0n(U,U) through the homomorphism given by (T, f) 7→(
[u, s, x] 7→ [T (u), s, f(x)]
)
. That its image lies in GL(U) is an easy exercise.
Lemma 6.6. There is an inclusion of subspaces GL(U) ⊂ Aut0(U).
Proof. We need to show that each morphism U
T
−→ U in GL(U) is a surjective map of spaces. Let
[u, s, x] be a point in ιU = Rn−k × C(X).
We know the image of T is an open subset of ιU and contains the origin 0 ∈ Rn−k ⊂ Rn−k×C(X).
The sequence t 7→ γt,0([u, s, x]) converges to 0 as t→ 0. So there is a t0 > 0 for which γt0,0([u, s, x])
is in the image of T . That is, there is a point [u′, s′, x′] ∈ ιU with T [u′, s′, x′] = γt0,0[u, s, x]. Then
Tγ 1
t0
,0[u
′, s′, x′] = [u, s, x].

Lemma 6.7. Each of the inclusions in (21) is a homotopy equivalence of spaces.
Proof. It is enough to witness the following deformation retractions:
• There is a deformation retraction of Bscn(U,U) onto Bsc
0
n(U,U) given by (t, f) 7→ γ1,tf(0)◦f .
• There is a deformation retraction of Bsc0n(U,U) onto GL(U) given by (t, f) 7→
(
γ 1
t ,0
◦f ◦γt,0
)
– we continuously extend this expression to t = 0 as
(22) (0, f) 7→ D0f :=
(
[u, s, x] 7→
[
D0f|Rn−k(u), D0fR[s, x], fX [0, 0, x]
])
which we now explain.
The first coordinate is the derivative of Rn−k
f
|Rn−k
−−−−→ Rn−k at the origin. Choose a lift(
Rn−k × R×X
f˜
−→ Rn−k × R×X
)
∈ B˜scn of f . Denote the projections of f˜ onto the R-
and X-factors as fR and fX , respectively. The third coordinate is the value of fX at [0, 0, x].
By adjointness, regard fR as a map Rn−k×X → Map
0(R,R) to the space of smooth origin-
preserving maps of the real line. Notate the composition D0fR : X
{0}×1X
−−−−−→ Rn−k ×X
fR−→
Map0(R,R)
D0−−→ Map0(R,R) – by adjointness we can write it as a map D0fR : R×X → R.
This defines the second coordinate.
That expression (22) is independent of f˜ is immediate from the definition of morphisms
in Bscn. Given existence, the expression for D0f is forced upon us by continuity:
D0f = lim
s→0
γ 1
s ,0
fγs,0 .
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That this expression describes an element of GL(U) is the string of equalities
D0f ◦ γt,v =
(
lim
s→0
γ 1
s ,0
fγs,0
)
◦ γt,v
= lim
s→0
γ 1
s ,0
fγts,sv
= lim
s→0
((
γ1,− 1s f(−sv)γ1,
1
s f(−sv
)
◦
(
γ 1
s ,0
fγst,sv
))
= lim
s→0
((
γ1,− 1s f(−sv)
)
◦
(
γ 1
s ,0
γ1, 1s f(−sv)fγst,sv
))
=
(
lim
r→0
γ1, 1r f(rv)
)
◦
(
lim
s→0
(
γ 1
s ,0
◦ ( lim
p→0
γ1,f(−pv)fγst,pv)
))
= γ1,D0f(v) ◦
(
lim
s→0
γ 1
s ,0
fγst
)
= γ1,D0f(v) ◦
(
lim
s′→0
γ t
s ,0
fγs,0
)
= γ1,D0f(v)γt,0 ◦
(
lim
s′→0
γ 1
s ,0
fγs,0
)
= γt,D0f(v) ◦D0f.
Moreover, T ∈ GL(U) implies γ 1
t ,0
Tγt,0 = T for all time t > 0, and so expression (22) is
indeed a deformation retract.
• There is a deformation retraction of GL(U) onto O(U) given by
(t, T ) 7→
(
[u, s, t] 7→
[
GrSmt(D0f|Rn−k)(u), (1 − t) + tD0fR[s, x], fX [0, 0, x]
])
.

In the proof of Lemma 6.7 we discovered the
Definition 6.8 (Derivative). There is the continuous map
D : Rn−k × Bscn(U,U)→ GL(U) , (v, f) 7→ lim
t→0
γ 1
t ,
1
t f(v)
fγt,−v .
We write the value of D on (v, f) as Dvf and refer to it as the derivative of f at v.
Corollary 6.9. The derivative map D0 : Bsc
0
n(U,U)→ GL(U) is a homomorphism.
Proof. This follows easily from the classical chain rule for maps between Euclidean spaces. 
Lemma 6.10. Let U, V ∈ Bscn be basics of depths k and l respectively. Suppose the space of
morphisms Bscn(U, V ) 6= ∅ is non-empty. The following are equivalent.
(1) The depths k = l are equal.
(2) There is a morphism f : U → V for which the intersection ∅ 6= f(ιU) ∩ Rn−l ⊂ V is
non-empty.
(3) The inclusion of the isomorphisms
Iso(U, V )
≃
−→ Bscn(U, V )
is a homotopy equivalence.
(4) There is an isomorphism U ∼= V .
Proof. We show (3) =⇒ (4) =⇒ (1) =⇒ (3) and (1) ⇐⇒ (2). The first implication is obvious.
Write U = UX and V = VY for X and Y compact singular manifolds of dimensions (k − 1)
and (l − 1) respectively. Inspecting the definition of a morphism U
g
−→ V in Bscn we conclude
U ∼= V =⇒ X ∼= Y . Because X ∼= Y implies ιX ∼= ιY are homeomorphic, by invariance of domain
the dimensions must be equal k = l. So (4) =⇒ (1). Moreover, knowing Bscn(U, V ) is nonempty,
we conclude the following.
• If k = l then X ∼= Y , hence U ∼= V . We can thus assume U = V . From Lemma 6.7 there is
a deformation retraction of both Bscn(U,U) and Iso(U,U) onto GL(U). Thus (1) =⇒ (3).
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• If k 6= l then the image g(ιU) ⊂ R>0 × C(ιV ). In particular this image is disjoint from
Rn−l. Thus ¬(1) =⇒ ¬(2).
• If the image of g is disjoint from Rn−l ⊂ ιV , then k 6= l. Thus ¬(2) =⇒ ¬(1).

Remark 6.11. We conclude from Lemma 6.10 that for each point x in a singular manifold X there
is a unique isomorphism class of coordinate charts (U, 0)→ (X, x) about x.
There are a number of immediate corollaries of Lemma 6.10.
Corollary 6.12.
(1) Let U be an objet of Bscn. Then the coherent nerve of the subcategory of endomorphisms
N c
(
EndBscn(U)
)
is a Kan complex (i.e., ∞-groupoid).
(2) Let U
f
−→ V be a morphism in Bscn. Then exactly one of the following is true:
(a) The edge f is an equivalence in the coherent nerve N c Bscn .
(b) The depth of U is strictly less than the depth of V .
(3) Denote the full subcategory Bscn,=j ⊂ Bscn spanned by the basics of depth exactly j. Then
Bscn,=(n−k) has a skeleton which is the coproduct (as categories) of topological monoids∐
[Y k−1]
Bscn(U
n
Y , U
n
Y ) ,
with one summand for each isomorphism class of non-empty compact singular (k − 1)-
manifolds. Moreover, each such monoid group-like.
(4) The quasi-category N c Bscn,=(n−k) is a Kan complex.
(5) The assignment U 7→ depth(U) describes a functor
Bscn → N
to the poset natural numbers. Upon applying the coherent nerve, this functor is conservative.
(It follows that N c
(
Bscn
)
→ N is a fibration of quasi-categories, though this will not be used.)
Recall the topological monoid B˜scn(U,U) which appearred in Definition 2.2.
Lemma 6.13. The map of topological monoids
B˜scn(U,U)→ Bscn(U,U)
is a homotopy equivalence of spaces.
Proof. First notice the apparent lift O(U) → B˜scn(U,U) of the inclusion O(U) ⊂ Bscn(U,U). The
defining expression (20) of γ reveals that it factors through B˜scn(U,U)→ Bscn(U,U). The methods
just established for Bscn(U,U) carry through verbatum and give that the inclusion of topological
monoids
O(U)
≃
−→ B˜scn(U,U)
is a homotopy equivalence of spaces.

6.2. Dismemberment. We give a useful construction which functorially assigns to each singular
n-manifold X of depth k a singular n-manifold X˜ of depth less than k, equipped with a conically
smooth map X˜ → X which is an isomorphism of singular n-manifolds under X rXn−k. We refer
to X˜ as the dismemberment of X (along Xn−k) and observe useful relations between properties of
X and its dismemberment. The intuition is that X˜ is obtained from X by tearing out its deepest
stratum then extending by a small collar along the torn locus. The map X˜ → X is given by
collapsing this collar extension appropriately.
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Lemma 6.14. There are topological functors
(˜−)≤0 : Snglrn,≤k → Snglrn,≤k (˜−) : Snglrn,≤k → Snglrn,<k
equipped with
• a natural transformation
i : ι(˜−)≤0 ⇆ ι(˜−) : σ
with σi = 1 the identity transformation,
• a natural transformation
ι(˜−)≤0 → ι
which, for ∂k(−) :=
(
(˜−)≤0
)
|(−)n−k
, restricts as a fiber bundle
ι∂k(−)→ ι(−)n−k
whose fibers are in Snglrcmptn,k−1 (in particular the fibers are not empty).
Remark 6.15. The intuition is that X˜≤0, and X˜ , are obtained from X by deleting an open,
respectively closed, tubular neighborhood of the depth k-stratum of X . If X happens to have
empty depth k-stratum, then X˜≤0 = X˜ = X .
Remark 6.16. The natural transformations of Lemma 6.14 are defined on underlying spaces. This
is because we have not yet discussed maps among singular manifolds of unequal dimensions. We will
do this in §6.4, afterwhich it is manifestly the case that these natural transformations canonically
lift to natural transformations by conically smooth maps.
Remark 6.17. The intuition is that X˜≤0 is obtained from X by deleting tubular neighborhoods
of the singular strata, and that X˜ is obtained by deleting closed tubular neighborhoods of these
strata. The exact construction is an imporvement on this intuition so that no information is lost.
Slightly more specifically, where no ‘deletion’ actually takes place, but rather something more like
‘real blow-up’ and ‘real blow-up with collar extension’, respectively.
Proof of Lemma 6.14. We construct the functors (˜−)≥0 and (˜−), as well as the said natural transfor-
mations, by induction on the depth parameter. For the base case of depth zero, declare (˜−)≥0 = (˜−)
to be the identity functors – here we are using the canonical embeddingMfldn ⊂ Snglrn. The natural
transformations are tautological.
Suppose both (˜−)≥0 and (˜−) have been defined on Snglrn,<k, as well as the natural transfor-
mations. We first define (˜−)≥0 and (˜−), as well as the natural transformations, on Bscn,≤k. Let
U ∈ Bscn,≤k be a basic of depth at most k. If the depth of U is strictly less than k, then U˜≥0 and
U˜ , as well as the natural transformations, have already been defined. Let U = UY be a basic of
depth k. Declare
(˜UY )≥0 := R
n−k × R≥0 × Y (˜UY ) := R
n−k × R× Y .
By induction, (˜UY )≥0 is a sngular n-manifold of depth k, and (˜UY ) is a singular n-manifold of depth
greater than k. From the inductively defined natural transformations there are the canonical maps
(23) i : ι(˜UY )≥0 = R
n−k × R≥0 × ιY →֒ R
n−k × R× ιY = ι(˜UY ) ,
(24) σ : ι(˜UY ) = R
n−k × R× ιY
1×|−|×σ
−−−−−−→ Rn−k × R≥0 × ιY = ι(˜UY )≥0 ,
and
(25) ι(˜UY )≥0 = R
n−k × R≥0 × ιY → R
n−k × R≥0 × ιY → R
n−k × C(ιY ) = ιUY .
This latter map restricts to the projection ∂k(UY ) = Rn−k × {0} × Y → Rn−k which is a fiber
bundle with fibers in Snglrcmptk−1 .
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We now define (˜−)≥0 and (˜−), as well as the natural transformations, on morphisms of Bscn,≤k.
Let U
f
−→ V be such a morphism. If the depth of U or V is less than k, then these data have already
been defined. Assume U = UY and V = VZ have depth k. Write f : Rn−k×C(ιY )→ Rn−k×C(ιZ)
in coordinates as f [u, s, y] = [f s,y(u), fu,y(s), fu,s(y)]. Exactly from the definition of morphisms
between basics, the expression f˜≥0(u, s, y) =
(
f s,y(u), fu,y(s), f˜u,s(y)
)
is well-defined for s ≥ 0 (in
particular, independent of the choice of representatives for f and for [u, s, y]), and the resulting map
of sets
(˜−)≥0 : Bscn(UY , VZ)→ Snglrn
is continuous. Likewise, define the continuous map
(˜−) : Bscn(UY , VZ)→ Snglrn
in coordinates as
f˜ s,y(u) =
{
f s,y(u) s ≥ 0
f−s,y(u) s ≤ 0
f˜u,y(s) =
{
fu,y(s) s ≥ 0
−fu,y(−s) s ≤ 0
f˜u,s(y) =
{
f˜u,s(y) s ≥ 0
f˜u,s(y) s ≤ 0 .
This expression is well-defined and it is simple to check that f˜ is ‘smooth’, which is to say it is an
element of Snglrn
(
(˜UY ), V˜Z
)
– the salient point to notice is that the two limits
lim
s→0+
fu,y(s)
s
= lim
s→0−
fu,y(s)
s
exist and agree for all u and y. It is immediate that these continuous maps of morphisms spaces
respect composition and are compatible with the canonical maps (23), (24), and (25).
We now define (˜−)≥0 and (˜−), as well as the natural transformations, on Snglrn,≤k. For X a
singular manifold of depth at most k, define the underlying spaces
ιX˜≥0 := colim
U→X
ιU˜≥0 ιX˜ := colim
U→X
ιU˜ .
It is routine to verify that these spaces are second countable and Hausdorff, both of these statements
follow because morphisms from basics to X form a basis for its topology. By construction, ιX˜≥0
has the open cover {ιU˜≥0 | U
φ
−→ X}, and each inclusion ˜(ψ−1φ)≥0 : ιU˜≥0 ⊂ ιV˜≥0 is a morphism of
singular n-manifolds. This determines an atlas for X˜≥0, which determines a maximal atlas. That
(˜−)≥0 is a topological functor is formal from its construction (as a left Kan extension). Likewise for
(˜−).
It is formal to check that these definitions of (˜−)≥0 and (˜−) agree with the inductively defined
definitions on Snglrn,<k. The natural transformations are equally formal, being defined on Bscn,≤k.
The conditions on these natural transformations are local conditions and their statements thus
reduce to the statements already shown on basics.

We make some immediate observations about these functors.
Observation 6.18.
• If X is a smooth n-manifold then X˜≥0 = X˜ = X . In particular, (˜−) is idempotent.
• For X an arbitrary singular n-manifold, there is a canonical morphism Xn → X˜≥0 and
Xn → X˜ from the top n-dimensional stratum.
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• If X is a singular n-manifold, then there is a canonical isomorphism X ∼= X˜≥0, this is given
by explicitly constructing such on basics by induction. In particular, (˜−)≥0 is idempotent.
• There is a canonical isomorphism
˜
((−)≥0)
∼= (˜−), this is given by explicitly constructing
such on basics by induction.
• For X an ordinary smooth manifold
X˜ × Y
∼=
−→ X˜ × Y˜ .
6.3. Tangent bundle. We define the tangent bundle TX associated to a singular manifold X . To
do so, we must enlarge our notion of a singular manifold in the following way. Recall that a basic
U can be canonically written as UnY = R
n−k ×C(Y ) with Y compact. We now allow the possibility
that Y admits a finite atlas, yet need not be compact. A second countable Hausdorff topological
space equipped with a maximal atlas by such basics will be referred to as a protracted singular
n-manifold. We will not develop this larger class of protracted singular manifolds, but many of the
basic results and definitions for singular manifolds are valid in this protracted setting.
As we will see, the tangent bundle TX → X of a singular manifold will not be a fiber bundle
of topological spaces. Indeed, the fiber over x ∈ X is homeomorphic to a small neighborhood of
x, any of which is homeomorphic to a cone C(Sn−k−1 ⋆ Y ). (See Remark 6.21.) However, for
each open stratum Xj−1,j the restriction TX|Xj−1,j → Xj−1,j does have the structure of a fiber
bundle equipped with a fiberwise R≥0-action in line with the cone structure of these cone-shaped
neighborhoods.
Definition 6.19. Let X be a topological space and let R≥0 = (R≥0,×) be the topological semi-
monoid. A R≥0-space over X is a topological space E → X over X together with an action of the
semi-monoid over X
(R≥0 ×X)×X E → E
whose restriction to {1}×E is the identity on E. We say a R≥0-space overX is free if the restriction
of the action to R>0 is free and the map from the quotient E/R≥0 → X is a homeomorphism. We
call the resulting section z : X ∼= 0 · E → E the zero-section.
Definition 6.20. We simultaneously define:
• The tangent bundle functor
X 7→ (TX → X)
which assigns to each protracted singular manifold X a free R≥0-space TX over X . This
assignment is natural with respect to conically smooth maps.
• An isomorphism of free R≥0-spaces T (X × Y ) ∼= TX × TY whenever Y has depth zero.
This isomorphism is natural with respect to conically smooth maps in X and Y .
We proceed by induction on the depth k of X . For the base case k = 0 – when X is an ordinary
smooth manifold – we define TX → X as the familiar tangent bundle equipped with the free
R≥0-action by scaling. Record the standard canonical isomorphism T (X × Y ) ∼= TX × TY .
Consider the singular 1-manifold R≥0 = U1∗ . Declare its tangent space T (R≥0) = (TR)|R≥0 r
{(0, t) | t > 0}.
Suppose the functor X ′ 7→ TX ′ has been defined for X ′ of depth less than k. Let U = UnY
be a basic of depth k. Denote the singular n-manifold U˜ = Rn−kRY – it has depth less than k
and there is the standard quotient map of topological spaces U˜ → U . Denote by U˜≤0 the product
singular n-manifold Rn−kY × R≤0. There is the standard inclusion of underlying spaces U˜≤0 ⊂ U˜ .
By induction we have defined T U˜ and a canonical isomorphism T U˜ ∼= TRn−k× TR×TY . Via this
isomorphism, define the subspace T U˜≤0 ⊂ T U˜ as
T U˜≤0 ∼= TR
n−k × TR≤0 × TY
which is a free R≥0-subspace over U˜≤0 ⊂ U˜ .
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There is the obvious R≥0-equivariant projection T U˜≤0 → TUn−k over the quotient map U˜≤0 =
Rn−k × R≤0 × Y → Rn−k = Un−k. Define the topological space TU as the pushout
(26) T U˜≤0 //

T U˜

TUn−k // TU
The solid diagram is evidently R≥0-equivariant over U , thus giving the R≥0-map TU → U , this
R≥0-action is free as desired. Provided X has depth zero, the isomorphism T (X × U) ∼= TX × TU
is immediate from the description of the product of singular manifolds (see Lemma 2.16).
The standard inclusion Rn−kR>0Z → UnZ induces an R≥0-equivariant map T (R
n−kR>0Z)→ TU
over this inclusion. Notice also that for each j the inclusion of the jth stratum Uj → U induces
a continuous R≥0-equivariant map TUj → TU over the standard inclusion Uj ⊂ U . We point
out that a fiber of TU → U over x ∈ Un−k is canonically isomorphic to Rn−k × (R≥0 × Y )/∼ =
Rn−k ×C(Y ) = U as a R≥0-space, whereas a fiber over a point x ∈ U rUn−k is a fiber of T U˜ → U˜ .
Let V nZ
f
−→ UnY be a morphism between basics of depths l and k respectively. If l < k then f
factors through Rn−kR>0Y and we define the map Df : TV → T (Rn−kR>0Y ⊂ TU where the first
map is defined by induction. Suppose l = k. From the definition of a morphism between equal
depth basics, there is diagram
V˜
f˜ //

U˜

V
f // U
where the vertical maps are the standard quotient maps and with f˜ a morphism of protracted
singular n-manifolds which restricts to a map V˜≤0 → U˜≤0 over Vn−k → Un−k. By induction, there
is a map Df˜ : T V˜ → T U˜ , and Df˜ gives a map of the solid diagrams depicted in (26). There results
a map of pushouts TV → TU . This map is R≥0-equivariant because everything in sight is.
Define TX = colimTU where the colimit is over the category {U → X} of basics over X . That
TX is a free R≥0 space over X follows because each term in colimit was so, and each morphism in
the colimit respected this structure. Clearly the assignment X 7→ TX is functorial. Moreover, for
Y of depth zero the canonical isomorphism T (X × Y ) ∼= TX × TY is apparent. This completes the
definition of the free R≥0-space TX over X .
The space TX associated to a protracted singular n-manifold X has a canonical structure of a
protracted singular 2n-manifold – the atlas is given from the open cover TU , which is evidently
a protracted singular 2n-manifold, as U → X ranges through coordinate charts. Moreover, for
X
f
−→ Y a morphism of protracted singular n-manifolds, then Df : TX → TY is a morphism of
protracted singular 2n-manifolds for which TX
∼=
−→ f∗TY is an isomorphsim over X .
Remark 6.21. We warn the reader that while we call TX → X the tangent bundle, it is only a
fiber bundle in the case that X has depth zero. In the general case, the fibers over different points
are not isomorphic. For instance, in the case that X is a nodal surface, the fiber over a node is
isomorphic to C(S1 ⊔ S1) (as an R≥0-space) whereas the fiber over a smooth point is isomorphic
to R2 (as an R≥0-space). In general, the fiber of TX → X over x ∈ X is a singular n-manifold
which is isomorphic to a chart containing x in its deepest stratum - the isomorphism class of this
chart is well-defined in light of Lemma 6.10 (this isomorphism is not as R≥0-spaces). (This suggests
the existence of an exponential map – while the theory developed here is likely amenable to such
methods, we do not develop them here.) In any event, while TX → X is not a fiber bundle of
topological spaces, for each open stratum Xj−1,j ⊂ X the restriction TX|Xj−1,j → Xj−1,j is a fiber
bundle.
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6.4. Conically smooth maps. Until this moment, we have only considered “smooth” open em-
beddings X → Y . We now define the space of “smooth” maps X → Y which are not necessarily
open embeddings. This larger class of maps is necessary for discussing vector fields, flows, and
(positive codimension) embeddings. We refer to this notion of smoothness as conical smoothness
and say that such a map is conically smooth.
Let X and Y be protracted singular manifolds. We define the set C∞(X,Y ) of conically smooth
maps from X to Y as follows. We use induction on the depth l of Y with the base case l = 0 so
that Y is an ordinary smooth manifold. If X has depth zero define C∞(X,Y ) as the familiar set of
smooth maps. Suppose we have defined C∞(X,Y ) for X of depth less than k. Let U = UnZ be a
basic of depth k. Define C∞(U, Y ) ⊂ C∞(Rn−kRZ, Y ) as the subset of those f which factor through
the quotient map Rn−k × (R × Z) → Rn−k × C(Z). For X of depth k, define C∞(X,Y ) as the
subset of those continuous maps f for which for each chart U
φ
−→ X the composition fφ ∈ C∞(U, Y )
is conically smooth. Assume then that we have defined C∞(X,Y ′) whenever Y ′ has depth less than
l. Suppose Y = V mQ is a basic of depth l and X = U
n
Z is a basic. Define C
∞
0 (U, V ) as the set of
those continuous maps f for which the diagram can be filled
Rn−k × R× Z
f˜ //

Rm−l × R×Q

Rn−k × CZ
f // Rm−l × CQ
with f˜ ∈ C∞(Rn−kRZ,Rm−lRQ) where the vertical maps are the standard quotient maps. Define
C∞(X,Y ) as the set of those continuous maps f for which for each x ∈ X there is a pair of
charts (U, 0)
φ
−→ (X, x) and (V, 0)
ψ
−→
(
Y, f(x)
)
for which f
(
φ(U)
)
⊂ ψ(V ) and the composition
ψ−1fφ ∈ C∞0 (U, V ). These sets C
∞(−,−) are closed under composition.
Example 6.22. The inclusion of a stratum Xj → X is a conically smooth map.
Remark 6.23. The following example serves to warn the reader two-fold. Consider the open
‘Y’-graph Y = U1
3
= C({a, b, c}) = (R × {a, b, c})/∼. Consider the map R
f
−→ Y given by t 7→
(exp( −11+t ), a) for t < −1, as t 7→ (exp(
−1
t−1 ), b) for t > 1, and as t 7→ [(0, a)] = [(0, b)] otherwise.
Then f is conically smooth in addition to being a proper map with 0 mapping to the Y -point.
This illustrates that a conically smooth map need not preserve stratifications in any sense. It also
illustrates that the obvious inclusion C∞0 (U, V ) ⊂ C
∞(U, V ) is not an equality – indeed, the depicted
conically smooth map f is not an element of C∞0 .
It is routine that TX → X and the action R≥0 × TX → TX are conically smooth maps. It is
likewise routine that a conically smooth map X
f
−→ Y induces a conically smooth map Df : TX →
TY of R≥0-spaces over X
f
−→ Y . Endow C∞(X,Y ) with the weakest topology so that the iterated
derivative map Dr : C∞(X,Y )→ Top(T rX,T rY ) is continuous for each r ≥ 0. With this topology,
the composition maps C∞(X,Y ) × C∞(Y, Z) → C∞(X,Z) are continuous. It is an exercise to
verify that, for X and Y singular n-manifolds, the apparent set map Snglrn(X,Y )→ C
∞(X,Y ) is
the inclusion of a subset, and that for X and Y smooth, this space of maps agrees with the weak
Whitney C∞ topology.
Lemma 6.24. There are conically smooth partitions of unity.
Proof. This follows the classical arguments founded on the existence of smooth bump functions
– here the essential observation is that {f(ιV ) ⊂ ιU | V
f
−→ U} forms a basis for ιU , and for
φ′ : R≥0 → [0, 1] a smooth map which is 1 on [0, ǫ/2] and 0 outside [0, ǫ) for some ǫ > 0, then the
composition φ : ιU ≈ C(Sk−1 ⋆ ιY )
pr
−→ R≥0
φ′
−→ [0, 1] is a conically smooth map whose support is in
an (arbitrarily) small neighborhood of 0 ∈ Rn−k ⊂ ιU . The remaining points are typical given that
ιX is paracompact. 
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6.5. Vector fields and flows. Consider the dense R≥0-subspace over X
PX =
⋃
0≤j≤n
TXj−1,j ⊂ TX
which is the union of the tangent spaces of the open strata (which are ordinary smooth manifolds).
Refer to PX as the parallel tangent space of X .
Definition 6.25. A parallel vector field on X is a conically smooth section V : X → TX which
factors through PX ⊂ TX .
Vector sum gives the commutative diagram of R≥0-spaces over X
PX ×X TX
+
−→ TX
whose restriction to PX ×X PX factors through PX . This operation + is defined through local
coordinates (U, 0) 7→ (X, x) at a point of depth j by the expression
(TUj)×Uj (Uj × U)
+
−→ (Uj × U) ,
(
(u, v), (u, [w, s, y])
)
7→
(
u, [v + w, s, y]
)
.
By inspection + is associative and commutative, thereby making PX into a vector space over X
and TX a module of PX over X . As so, the space of parallel vector fields on X is a vector space.
Lemma 6.26. Let V be a parallel vector field on X. Then V can be integrated to a conically smooth
flow η : R×X 99K X defined on a neighborhood of {0} ×X.
Proof. Let k be the depth of X . For k = 0 the result is classical – from the existence, uniqueness,
and smooth dependence on initial conditions for ODE’s. Assume k > 0.
By definition of V being conically smooth there is a collection of charts {Uα
φα
−−→ X} for which
{φα
(
(Uα)k
)
} covers Xn−k, and for each α there is a filling
U˜α
V˜α //

T U˜α

Uα
V|Uα // TUα.
From the construction of ∂X˜n−k, the images of the collection {∂(U˜k)α → ∂X˜n−k} is a cover. Upon
possibly shrinking X˜ over X , and using the canonical isomorphism X˜ r X˜≤0
∼=
−→ X r Xn−k, the
collection {φ˜α(U˜α)} ∐ {φ(U) | U
φ
−→ X of depth > k} is an open cover of X˜ . Upon choosing a
partition of unity {ψα′} subbordinate to this open cover, the expression V˜ = Σα′ψα′ · V˜α′ gives a
filling
X˜
V˜ //

T X˜

X
V // TX
after possibly shrinking X˜ over X – here V˜α′ = V|Uα′ if α
′ /∈ {α} which makes sense through
X˜ r X˜≤0
∼=
−→ X rXn−k.
Evidently, V˜ factors through PX ×TX T X˜. Straight from the definition of U˜ and P (−), the
canonical morphism PU ×U T U˜ → T U˜ factors through PU˜ , so likewise with U replaced by X . By
induction on k, there is a flow η˜ : R× X˜ 99K X˜ defined on a neighborhood of {0} × X˜ .
It is immediate to see (using local coordinates for instance) that this morphism is an isomorphism
onto its image, which is characterized as the subobject I ⊂ PX˜ for which I|Xn−k = ker
(
T (∂X˜n−k)→
I|∂Xn−k
)
where the arrow ∂X˜n−k → X˜ is a conically smooth embedding. As so, the restriction of the
flow η˜ : R× ∂X˜n−k 99K X˜ factors through ∂X˜n−k. Because ∂X˜n−k separates X˜, it follows likewise
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that the restriction factors η˜ : R×X˜≤0 99K X˜≤0. There results the map on quotients η : R×X 99K X
as desired.

6.6. Proof of Proposition 2.32. The statement of Proposition 2.32 immediately appeals to using
Morse theoretic arguments. However, such a discussion would require the existence and utility of
Morse functions our context of singular manifolds, which would require some careful development
of transversality in this singular setting. While the presentation of singular manifolds featured in
this article is likely amenable to a theory of transversality, we find a proof of Proposition 2.32 which
involves far less development.
Let X be a singular n-manifold. Choose a conically smooth partition of unity {ψα} subbordinate
to the open cover {U˜α | Uα
φα
−−→ X} of X˜.
For each Uα
φα
−−→ X of depth k, written Uα = UnY , consider the flow η
α : R × U˜α → U˜α given by
(t, (v, s, y)) = (v, s+ t, y) – it is a conically smooth map having no stationary points and ηα0 is the
identity. For each x ∈ U˜α, denote the restriction ηα(x) : R× {x} → U˜α which is a conically smooth
path. This determines the vector field V ′α : U˜α → PU˜α given by V
′
α(x) = D0η
α(x)(1). This vector
field is parallel and its flow is ηα. For Uα of depth greater than k, define V
′
α : U˜α → PU˜α as the zero
vector field.
For each α consider the parallel vector field Vα : X˜ → PX˜ given by Vα(x) = ψα(x)·Dφ˜−1α xV
′
α(φ˜
−1
α x)
if x ∈ φ˜α(U˜α) and Vα(x) = 0 otherwise – this indeed defines a conically smooth vector field and it
is parallel because its support is a scale of a parallel vector field. Define the parallel vector field
V : X˜ → PX˜ by
V (x) =
∑
α
Vα .
Because the sum is locally finite and each summand is parallel, this indeed describes a conically
smooth parallel vector field.
Note that the restriction of Vα to φ˜α
(
(U˜α)≤0
)
does not vanish and projects to the zero vector
field under the projection U˜≤0 → Rn−k × Y whose fibers are the oriented singular 1-manifold R≥0.
It follows from its defining expression that the restriction of V to X˜≤0 is non-vanishing and projects
as the zero vector field under X˜≤0 → ∂X˜n−k whose fibers are singular 1-manifolds.
Consider the flow η : R× X˜ 99K X˜ of the parallel vector field V – it exists by way of Lemma 6.26.
From the above considerations, the restriction of the flow η : R≤0×X˜≤0 → X˜≤0 ⊂ X˜ is defined for all
non-positive time; and the restriction of this flow gives a conically smooth map η : R≤0× ∂X˜n−k →
X˜≤0 which is an isomorphism of singular n-manifolds. From the openness of the domain of η, there
is a conically smooth map ǫ : ∂X˜n−k → R>0 for which the flow η : R<ǫ × ∂X˜n−k → X˜ gives a
morphism of singular n-manifolds with η0 the standard inclusion ∂X˜n−k →֒ X˜. Because the fibers
of the projection ∂X˜n−k → Xn−k are compact, by shrinking ǫ as necessary we can assume ǫ is
constant along fibers; that is, ǫ : Xn−k → R>0.
Denote the projection p : X˜≤0 → ∂X˜n−k. Consider the equivalence relation ∼ on R<ǫ × ∂X˜n−k
which is the subset of the product {(t, x), (t′, x′) | t, t′ ≤ 0 , p(x) = p(x′)}. Define X˜n−k :=
(R<ǫ × ∂X˜n−k)/∼. The atlas of R<ǫ × ∂X˜n−k manifestly gives an atlas of X˜n−k making it a
singular n-manifold. Note the standard inclusion Xn−k → X˜n−k as x 7→ [0, p
−1x] and the canonical
isomorphism of singular n-manifolds X˜n−k rXn−k ∼= (0, ǫ) × ∂X˜n−k. This equivalence relation is
such that the restriction of the map X˜ → X to R<ǫ × ∂X˜n−k factors through the morphism of
singular n-manifolds X˜n−k → X under Xn−k. This finishes the proof of the proposition.
6.7. Regular neighborhoods. We establish a version of Whitney’s embedding theorem for singu-
lar manifolds, in addition to the existence of tubular neighborhoods. We imitate classical arguments
(for instance, as found in [Sp]) so we will only indicate the arguments.
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Lemma 6.27. Let X be a finite singular n-manifold. There is a proper conically smooth embedding
X →֒ RN
for some N .
Proof. Let A′ = {(U ′i
f ′i−→ X)}0≤i≤r be a finite atlas for X . Replace this atlas by another A =
{(Ui
fi
−→ X)} for which fi(Ui) ⊂ f ′i(U
′
i) is contained in the closure. Choose a conically smooth
partition of unity {ψi} subordinate to A. Denote Ui = UnYi for Yi a compact singular (ki − 1)-
manifold of strictly less depth than X . Because each Yi is compact and therefore finite, inductively,
choose an conically smooth (proper) embedding e′i : Yi → R
Ni−1 ⊂ SNi−1. There results a conically
smooth embedding ei : Ui = Rki ×C(Yi) →֒ Rki ×C(SNi−1) ≈ Rki+Ni where this last map is given
via polar coordinates by the radial map s 7→ exp(− 1s ) for s ∈ R>0 and s 7→ 0 else. Then the
expression (ψ1 · e1, . . . , ψr · er, ψ1, . . . , ψr) described a conically smooth embedding e′′ : X →֒ RN−1
where N − 1 = r +
∑
1≤i≤r ki +Ni.
We now modify e′′ to a proper map. Choose a sequence of compact subsets K1 ⊂ K2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ ιX
such that the union
⋃
iKi = ιX and Ki is contained in the interior of Ki+1. Using conically smooth
bump functions, for each i choose a conically smooth map bi : ιX → [0, 1] which is 0 on Ki and 1
on Ki+1. Define B : ιX → R as
∑
i bi; this sum makes sense because for each x ∈ ιK there is a
neighborhood on which bi(x) 6= 0 for only finitely many i. The map e = B × e′′ : X → RN is a
conically smooth proper embedding. 
Fix a properly embedded singular n-manifold of depth k. The (n− k)th stratum Xn−k ⊂ RN is
then a properly embedded smooth (n−k)-submanifold, with unit sphere bundle denoted SXn−k →
Xn−k. Denote the intersection with the normal bundle as NkX = {(x, v) ∈ TX|Xn−k | v ⊥ TXn−k}.
For ǫ : Xn−k → R>0 a smooth map denote the R≥0-subspace N ǫkX = {(x, v) ∈ TR
N
|Xn−k
|‖v −
NkX‖ < ǫ(x)‖v‖} over X .
Lemma 6.28. Let X ⊂ RN be a conically smoothly properly embedded finite singular n-manifold.
Let ǫ : Xn−k → R>0 be an arbitrary conically smooth map. Then the intersection with the exponential
spray
exp(N ǫkX) ∩X = {x+ v | (x, v) ∈ N
ǫ
kX} ∩X
is an open neighborhood of Xn−k ⊂ X, and therefore canonically inherits the structure of a singular
n-manifold.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the statement for a conically smoothly embedded basic i : U ⊂ RN .
Write U = UnY , with Y a compact singular (k − 1)-manifold, so that ιU = R
n−k × C(ιY ). Upon
shrinking U if necessary, by performing a diffeomorphism of RN we can assume Rn−k ⊂ U ⊂ RN is
the standard embedding. It is enough to show that for any [u, s, y] ∈ U there is a t0 ≥ 0 for which
for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t0 the point i[u, ts, y] is an element of exp(N ǫkX); that is, for each 0 < t ≤ t0 there is
a vector wt ∈ (NkX)u for which ‖(i[u, ts, y]− u)− wt‖ < ǫ(u)‖wt‖.
Let [u, s, y] ∈ U be arbitrary. Denote the vector w = α0,u(i)[u, s, y] ∈ TuX ⊂ RN . If w = 0
then s = 0 and there is nothing to prove. Assume w 6= 0. From the definition of α0,u(i) =
limt→0 γ 1
t ,u
◦ i ◦ γt,u, there is a t0 ≥ 0 for which for all 0 < t ≤ t0 there is the inequality
‖(
i[u, ts, y]− u
t
+ u)− (w + u)‖ < ǫ(u)‖w‖
which is to say ‖(i[u, ts, y]− u)− tw‖ < tǫ(u)‖w‖ and we are finished.

Lemma 6.29. Let X ⊂ RN be a conically smoothly properly embedded singular n-manifold. Then
there is a conically smooth function δ : X → R>0 for which the δ-neighborhood ν of X ⊂ RN is a
regular neighborhood – denote the deformation retraction rt : ν → ν. Moreover, if X is finite then
there is an isotopy of X →֒ RN through proper conically smooth embeddings to one for which such
a δ is bounded below by 1.
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Proof. Again, we imitate classical methods so only indicate the proof. Once and for all choose a
smooth family, as ǫ ∈ R≥0, of smooth bump functions (distributions) cǫ : R≥0 → [0, 1] for ǫ > 0
which takes the value 1 on the interval [ 5ǫ4 ,
7ǫ
4 ] and takes the value 0 outside the interval [ǫ, 2ǫ].
Choose a smooth function d : RN → R≥0 for which d is bounded by the continuous functions
2
3dist(−, X) ≤ d ≤ dist(−, X). Consider the vector field V : R
N → RN given by
v 7→
∫
X cd(v)v
′∫
X cd(v)
− v .
Because the support of cǫ is compact and X is closed, these integrals converge. Moreover, being
comprised of smooth functions, the vector field V is smooth. The intuition for V is that V(v) points
towards the center of mass of the locus of points of X which are nearest to v. For instance, if the set
{x′ ∈ X | d(v, x′) = d(v,X)} is a singleton, then V(v) is approximately x′ − v, this approximation
smoothly improving the closer v is to X . In particular, if x ∈ X then d(x) = 0 and thus V(x) = 0.
By existence and uniqueness of solutions to first order ODE, in addition to smooth dependence
on initial conditions, this vector field can be integrated to a smooth function χ : R× RN → RN . If
{x′ ∈ X | d(v, x′) = d(v,X)} is a singleton, then χt(v) approximates the straight-line flow from v
to x′. In particular, from the tubular neighborhood theorem for ordinary submanifolds, for v close
enough to a point in the open n-stratum Xn−1,n ⊂ X , the flow χt(v) for t ≥ 0 approximates the
straight-line path from v to its nearest point in X .
Let x ∈ X . From Lemma 6.10 there is a unique (up to isomorphism) compact singular manifold Y
for which a neighborhood of x ∈ X is of the form UnY . Consider replacing X by exp(TxX)
∼= TxX ⊂
TxRN ∼= RN to obtain a new vector field V′. Because TxX ⊂ RN is R>0-invariant, in other words
conical, then v /∈ TxX implies v ∈ RNr{0} ∼= R>0×SN−1 and the projection of v onto R>0 is strictly
negative. Moreover, from the compactness of Y , for v ∈ TxX with ‖v‖ = 1 then the magnitude
of the image of v under this projection is bounded below by a positive number. In particular, the
set {v ∈ RN | limt→∞ χ′t(v) ∈ TxX} = R
N is everything and the assignment v 7→ limt→∞ χ′t(v)
describes a continuous map RN → TxX – likewise, for Bδx(x) in place of R
N . From Lemma 6.28
applied to the singular n-manifold of depth n which is (X, x) – the marked point x regarded as a
singularity of depth n – we can choose a δx for which a δx-neighborhood in X of x is within an
arbitrarily small neighborhood of exp(TxX) ⊂ RN . As so, the original vector field V is arbitrarily
close to V′ in a small enough neighborhood of x. In particular, for a small enough δx > 0, the
subset {v ∈ Bδx(x) | limt→∞ χ(v) ∈ X} = Bδx(x) is everything and furthermore, the assignment
v 7→ limt→∞ χt(v) describes a continuous map Bδx(x) → X . In this way, because X ⊂ R
N is
properly embedded, we can choose a continuous map δ : X → R≥0 such that for every v in the
δ-neighborhood ν of X in RN , the assignment v 7→ limt→∞ χt(v) is a continuous function ν → X .
Upon reparametrizing the flow we obtain a map r′ : [0, 1) × ν → ν which extends continuously to
r : [0, 1]× ν witnessing a deformation retraction of ν onto X .
Suppose X is finite. Choose a finite atlas A = {(Ui, φi)} for X . For each Ui in this collection,
choose a sequence of endomorphisms fij : Ui → Ui for which the closure of the image fij(ιUi) ⊂ ιUi is
compact and the union
⋃
j fij(ιUi) = ιUi. Consider the singular submanifold Xj =
⋃
i φi
(
fij(Ui)
)
⊂
X ⊂ RN . Then the closure of Xj in RN is compact and contained in X . So the restriction δ|Xj
is bounded below by a positive number. Let Rj = Sup{‖x‖ | x ∈ Xj} < ∞. By iteratively (and
smoothly) scaling outside Rj−1 through an isotopy rel BRj−1 (0), we can assume δ(x) is bounded
below by 1 for x ∈ Xj . This completes the proof.

6.8. Homotopical aspects of singular manifolds. We record the following technical results
which are referenced in the course of the proof of Theorem 3.28.
Lemma 6.30. Let X be a finite singular n-manifold. There is a conically smooth map β : [0, 1]×
X → X with β0 = 1X the identity map and such that the collection of closures {βt(X) | t ∈ (0, 1]}
is a compact exhaustion of X.
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Furthermore, for each t ∈ (0, 1], the inclusion βt(X) → X is a trivial cofibration of topological
spaces.
Proof. We give a parallel vector field V onX whose flow reparametrizes to the desired β : [0, 1]×X →
X . For this statement we use induction on the dimension n. If n < 0 the statement is vacuously
true. Suppose the statement is true for n′ < n. If X = ∅ the statement is vacuously true. Assume
otherwise. From Theorem 2.38 we can write X as a finite iteration of collar-gluings from basics.
Let this number of iterations be r. We proceed by induction on r.
If r = 1 then X = UnY is a basic. Consider the path of endomorphisms γ : R>0 × U → U given
by (t, [u, s, y]) 7→ [ut ,
s
t , y]. Consider the vector field W =
d
dtγt|t=1 on U . Choose a diffeomorphism
R ∼= R<1 which is the identity on R≤0, thereby implementing an endomorphism U → U upon
identifying U = Rn−k × CY = C(Sn−k−1 ⋆ Y ) = (R× Sn−k−1 ⋆ Y )/∼. Define V as the pullback of
W along this endomorphism. It is immediate that V has the desired properties.
Assume r > 1 and write X = X− ∪RP X+ as a collar-gluing in where both X± themselves can
be written as < r-times iterated colar-gluings from basics. By induction there are V± and V0 as in
the statement for X± and P respectively.
Choose orientation preserving diffeomorphisms e+ : R ∼= (1,∞) and e− : R ∼= (−∞,−1) which
are the identity on [2,∞) and (−∞,−2] respectively. These diffeomorphisms implement morphisms
E± : X± → X such that {E±(X±), (−2, 2)×P} is an open cover of X with E−(X−)∩ (−1, 1)×P =
E+(X+)∩ (−1, 1)×P = ∅ = E−(X−)∩E+(X+). Choose a partition of unity {ψ±, ψ0} subordinate
to this open cover. Denote the vector field W on X given as ψ±(x) · Dx(E±)
(
V±(E
−1
± (x))
)
for
x ∈ E±(X±) and as zero vector field elsewhere – W is well-defined because the two sets E±(X±)
are disjoint. Denote the vector field W0 on X given as
(
0, ψ0(x) · V0(prV (x))
)
for x ∈ R × P and
as the zero vector field elsewhere. These vector fields W and W0 are indeed conically smooth, and,
being scalings of locally parallel vector fields, are parallel. Define V =W +W0.
There is a conically smooth map δ : X → R>0 for which the flow of V gives a well-defined conically
smooth map η : [0, δ)×X → X . Moreover, by construction, for each ǫ : X → R>0 there is a compact
subset K ⊂ X for which ηǫ(X) ⊂ K. Indeed, take K = E−(K−) − ∪[−2, 2] × K0 ∪ E+(K+) ⊂
E−(X−) ∪R× V ∪ E+(X+) = X where the other subscripted K’s exist by induction.
We point out that for each t ∈ [0, 1] the map βt is an open embedding, and in particular an
isomorphism onto its image. Denote the closure X := β 1
2
(X) and the boundary ∂X = X r β 1
2
(X).
Each point x ∈ ∂X lies on a unique flow line of V . As so, β extends to a continuous map β : [0, 1]×
X → X whose restriction to [0, 1]× ∂X is an embedding, and whose restriction to X ∼= β 1
2
(X) is a
an open embedding for each t ∈ [0, 1]. With this, one can conclude that ∂X → X is a cofibration
of topological spaces, and one can construct a homeomorphism X ∼= (0, 1/2]× ∂X
∐
∂X X with the
pushout. It follows that X → X is a cofibration.

Recall the map of quasi-categories (̂−) : pSnglrn → P(Bscn) given by the restricted Yoneda map.
Lemma 6.31. Let X be a finite singular n-manifold and let U ⊂ O(X) be a countable subposet of
open subsets. Suppose each O ∈ U is finite as a singular n-manifold, that the union
⋃
O∈U O = X,
and for each finite subset {Oi} ⊂ U the collection {O ∈ U | O ⊂
⋂
Oi} is an open cover of⋂
Oi. Denote the functor U⊲ → pSnglrn given by O 7→ O and ∞ 7→ XU , the singular premanifold
determined by the open cover U (see Example 2.26). Then the composite
U⊲
p
−→ pSnglrn
(̂−)
−−→ P(Bscn)
is a colimit diagram.
Proof. Denote by (−) : pSnglrn → Top
Bscopn the restricted Yoneda map of Top-enriched categories
which factors (̂−) through the coherent nerve construction. We will show
(27) hocolimO∈U O
≃
−→ XU
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is an equivalence in the (enriched) projective model structure on TopBsc
op
n . For this it is sufficient to
show that (27) is an equivalence upon evaluating at each U ∈ Bscn.
Fix U ∈ Bscn. We will explain the factorization of the arrow in (27) as the following zig-zag of
equivalences:
hocolimO∈U O(U) = hocolimO∈U pSnglrn(U,O)
≃
←− hocolimO∈U S(U,O)(28)
≃
←− hocolimO∈U hocolimt S
KOt (U,O)(29)
≃ hocolim{t} hocolimO∈U S
KOt (U,O)(30)
≃
−→ hocolim{t} colim
O∈U
S
KOt (U,O)(31)
∼= hocolim{t} S
KOt (U,XU)(32)
≃
−→ S(U,XU)(33)
≃
−→ pSnglrn(U,XU)(34)
Write U = Rn−k×C(Y ) ∼= C(Sn−k−1 ⋆Y ) =
(
R×(Sn−k−1 ⋆Y )
)
/∼
. Denote by U ′ the singular n-
manifold which is the image of U under the inclusion Bscn ⊂ Snglrn. Fix a diffeomorphism R ∼= R<1
whose restriction to R≤0 is the identity. This then fixes a morphism U → U ′ by acting on the first
coordinate. We will identify U with its image in U ′.
Notice the closed subspace U ⊂ U ′ consisting of those [(t, (u, y))] with t ≤ 1 – this inclusion is
a (trivial) cofibration of topological spaces. Because Y is compact, so is U . The inclusion U → U ′
factors through U ⊂ U as a dense open subspace. Moreover, we have seen in the proof of Lemma 6.30
the standard map β : [0, 1]× U → U with β0 = 1 the identity and with βt(U) ⊂ U for t > 0. We
point out that the linearly ordered set [0, 1], regarded as a category, is (homotopy) filtered.
Denote by S(U,−) ⊂ pSnglrn(U,−) the subfunctor consisting of those maps from U which extend
to a map from U ′. By continuity, there is a continuous map S(U,−) → Top(U,−) to the space
of continuous maps from U . Moreover, this continuous map factors through those maps from U
which are cofibrations – this follows from the inclusion U → U ′ being a (trivial) cofibration and
the maps from U ′ being open maps. From the last two sentences of the previous paragraph, the
inclusion S(U,−)→ pSnglrn(U,−) is a point-wise equivalence. This establishes the equivalences (28)
and (34).
For K ⊂ O a compact subspace, denote by S
K
(U,O) ⊂ S(U,O) the (open) subspace consisting of
those maps U
f
−→ O for which f(U) ⊂ K. From Lemma 6.30, S(U,O) = colimt∈(0,1] S
KOt (U,O) can be
written as a (homotopy) filtered colimit = filtered homotopy colimit, where here KOt = βt(O) ⊂ O
is the closure of the image, which is compact by construction. This establishes the equivalences (29)
and (33).
The equivalence (30) is obtained by rewriting the nested colimit with the outer colimit still
(homotopy) filtered. The isomorphism (32) is the definition of XU .
It remains to explain the equivalence (31). From the construction of β, the inclusion KOt ⊂ O is
a (trivial) cofibration of topological spaces and for 0 < t′ < t ≤ 1 then KOt ⊂ Int(K
O
t′ ) is contained
in the interior. As so, for each pair O ⊂ O′ ∈ U and each t ∈ (0, 1], the map KOt ⊂ O ⊂ O
′ is
a cofibration of topological spaces. It follows that for each O ⊂ O′ ∈ U the map S
KOt (U,O) →
S
KO
′
t′ (U,O′) is a cofibration for t′ ∈ (0, 1] small enough. As so, the assignment ({t}, O) 7→ S(U,O)
describes a diagram in Top where each arrow is a cofibration. Because each finite intersection
⋂
Oi
of elements of U is covered by elements of U , this diagram is cofibrant (in the projective model
structure on diagrams in Top). It follows that the universal arrow (31) from the homotopy colimit
to the colimit is an equivalence.

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Recall from Example 2.26 that the canonical morphism XU → X is a refinement.
Theorem 6.32. Let B be a quasi-category of basics. The inclusion
Mfld(B)
≃
−→ pMfld(B)
is an equivalence of quasi-categories.
Proof. Because Mfld(B) = Snglrn×pSnglrn pMfld(B) and pMfld(B)→ pSnglrn is a right fibration, it is
sufficient to prove the theorem for the case B = Bscn. It is enough to show that a refinement is an
equivalence in pSnglrn. Let r :
...
X → X be a refinement. From Lemma 2.27, for every U
f
−→ X there
is the pullback diagram of singular premanifolds
...
U
r|

...
f // ...X
r

U
f // X
in where the morphism r| is a refinement. To show that r is an equivalence is to show r| is an
equivalence for every U
f
−→ X . We can therefore reduce to the case X = U is a basic. When
appropriate, we will denote this refinement with a subscript rU .
Choose p0 ∈ Rn−k ⊂ U . By translating as necessary, we can assume p0 = 0 ∈ Rn−k. From the
definition of a refinement, there is a morphism V
a
−→
...
U for which 0 ∈ f(V ). Recall from Lemma 2.17
the map β which we denote as βU to remember its dependence. Recall that {βUt (U) | t ≥ 0} forms
a local base for the topology about 0 ∈ Rn−k, that βU0 = 1U is the identity, and that t < t
′ implies
the closure βUt′ (U) ⊂ β
U
t (U). There is some t0 ∈ R>0 for which β
U
t0(U) ⊂ V . We have witnessed a
right inverse gU := β
U
t0 to r in the quasi-category pSnglrn.
Use the notation P (Q) = pSnglrn(P,Q). To show g is a left inverse we show the map of spaces...
U (W )
rW−−→ U(W )
gW
−−→
...
U (W ) is equivalent to the identity for anyW ∈ Bscn. Specifically, we exhibit
for each W
b
−→
...
U a path from b to gW rW (b) which is canonical up to a contractible space of choices.
Let W
b
−→
...
U be arbitrary. Write l for the depth of W and let q ∈ Rl ⊂W . There is some tb ∈ [0,∞)
for which the dragged image of q
βUt′ (b(q)) ⊂ a(V )
for all t′ > tb – we point out that such a tb is unique. Choose such a t
′. Because [0, t′] is compact, and
the collection {f(V ′) | V ′
f ′
−→
...
U} forms a basis for the topology of
...
U ∼= U , there is a finite collection
of morphisms V ′i
f ′i−→
...
U whose underlying spaces cover the image of the path βUt (b(q)) : [0, t
′] → U .
As so, we can choose a T ∈ [0,∞) so that for any t ∈ [0, t′] and any t′′ > T there is some Vi for which
there is the containment (βUt b)(β
W
t′′
(
W )
)
⊂ f ′i(V
′
i ). We point out that such a T is unique. Choose
such a t′′. The choice of a t′ and t′′ as above determines the desired path [0, t′ + t′′]→
...
U (W ) from
b to pW rW (b). This path is given by a smoothly reparametrizing the path t 7→ bβWt for t ∈ [0, t
′′]
and t 7→ βU(t−t′′)bβ
W
t′′ for t ∈ [t
′′, t′ + t′′].

Remark 6.33. Theorem 6.32 says that in a weak sense there is no distinction between a local
invariant of B-premanifolds and one of B-manifolds. Indeed, in so much as the difference between
the quasi-category of B-premanifolds and that of B-manifolds is measured by refinements, which we
think of as covers, the theorem implies that an invariant of B-manifolds which is specified by its
values on basics, when evaluated on a B-manifold, is determined by is values on open cover of that
B-manifold. Said another way, an invariant of B-basics automatically satisfies a (co)sheaf condition.
This has important consequences, as we have seen.
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